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Abstract
The transport of ultrasonic waves through a resonantly scattering inhomogeneous

medium, composed of randomly close-packed glas beads immersed in water, is
investigated in the normalized intermediate fkequency range 1 < k g < 10, where kWis the
dtrasonic wave vector in water and a is the bead radius. Short pulses propagating

ballistidy r

d derence with th&

incident pulses, enabling the small ballistic

component to be extracted bom the much larger scattered signals, and allowing the

scattering mean fne path, the phase velocity and the group velocity to be measured. An
effective medium mode1 which goes b o n d the limitations of the coherent potentiai
approximation is used to interpret the experimental r d t s . This model shows that the

minima in the scattering mean free path can be identifid with resonances in the total
scattering cross section of a coated elastic sphere embedded in a homogeneous effective
medium.

These resonances aiso result in considerable tiequency dispersion and a

substantial reduction in the phase and group velocities. The theoretical model provides an
excellent description of the velocities, and resolves a long-standing problem in the
definition of the group velocity in strongly scattering media.
The application of the diffusion approximation to the transport of multiply
scattered sound is critically tested. For short incident pulses and various experimental
geornetries, the tirne dependence of the ensemble-averaged trmmitted intensity is shown
to be weli-describeci by the diffusion equation. This has permitteci the measunment of the
difision coefficient and the absorption t h e from thse d y n d c measurements. Static
continuous-wave measurements of the absolute transmitted intensity were perfonned as a

iùnction of sample thicbiess to determine the values of the transport mean free path.

From these experimental resultq the energy velocity of the diaishg waves was
determined. The energy velocity was found to be similm in magnitude and tiequency
dependence to the group velociw nirihennore, it is senirately descriôed by extending the
sarne efféctive medium modeh originally developed for brIligic propagation, to account
for the anguiar dependence of the scattering deiay experienced by a wave pulse. These

results leaâ to a d e d physicai picture of mrgy transport by ballistic and difisive
waves in strongîy scattering media.
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Introduction
Until almost the middle pari of this centwy, the study of wave propagation was
generally confinai to "ideai" media: substances that could either be considered
homogeneous at the length sale studied, or evidend a r@ar periodicity. This was
characteristic of the 6eId of condensed matter as a whole. Media that departeci in any way

nom the ideal were considered to be "diity" or Wtll of junlr" (Fisher et al., 1988). The
reigning paradigm held the investigation of such "disordaed" systems to be unwmanted,
partially due to the assumeci intrsctabity of such systems, and perhaps because of the

wealth of idonnation yet to be gleaneû from ordered systems. This mindset was altered
with the realization that random systems are ubiquitous, and that a physical understanding

of such is necessary to comprehend and exploit diverse phenomena (Elliot et al., 1974).

The investigation of wave transport through random systems developed as a natural
outgrowth from the study of particle scattering by a distribution of scatterers (Lax, 1951,

and references therein). Since then, it has becMe a problem of considerable importance
to many areas of physics, partiailady when the random media are strongfy scattering
(Sheng, 1990, 1995).
Progress in physics is typidy prediuted in a reductionist manner, offen explainecl

as being able to ask the right questions. An understandimg of the âindarnentals of wave
transport in strongly scattering media thus devolves into a proper conception of the wave
itself. and its relation to the medium of propagation. At its simplest, a wave may be
regarded as a propagating disturbance. Leonardo da Vinci explaineci the behaviour of a
wave passing through a medium by Uening it to the effkct of wind on a field of grain; the

grain remains in place, but the wave (or disturbance) nias across the field. This analogy
was borrowed by Einstein and Infdd (1961) for their introduction to basic wave

phenornena, and they emphasii that it is not the motion of the medium that is to be
considered, but rstha the energy propagated through the medium. The fhdamental
problem of wave transport is thus reâuced to the question of how energy propagates.
Broadly speaking, the energy transport may be described as ballistic, where the
wave travels straight through the medium, or diîbive, where it covas a distribution of

scattering paths. Ballistic propagation is temporaiiy coherent, which means tbat at each
time there exists a deanite phase relation to the incident wave. By contrast, diaisey
transported waves bear no definite phase relation to the incident wave because they are a

~~~perposiirion
of waves that have traveleâ different scattering paths. The disîinction
between these two types of propagation may be iliustrated by two cornmon examples of

acoustic wave transport. The sound that we hear propagates ballisticaily, and the phase of
the waves plays a critical role in enabling us to distinguish between the diierent tones of
musical instruments. Heat, on the other hand, is -und that propagates dfisively, and we
are sensitive only to its intensity, the phase playing no role whatsoever. The parameters

that chanderize these different types of energy transport depend on the relation between

the wave and the random medium through which it propagates.
Random media may generally be described as multicomponent systems assembled
in a disordered manner, the simplest of which consists of random scattering inclusions in a
host medium. The relation of the wave to the aggrcgate is govemed by the length W e of
the scatteren as compared to the wavelength, and by the density of scatterers. At high
bequencies, where the wavelengths are small wmpared to the size of the scatterers, the

propagation in each constituent is essentialiy govemed by the characteristics of that

medium. By contrast, at low fkequencies the wavelengths are large compareci to the size
of the scatterers, and the propagation is characterized by a simple average of the material
properties; this is the bais of the elementary "effive medium" theories.
at these extremes.
propagation is generaüy weU-~~~detstOod

Wave

However, fùndamental

questions remain in the "intermediate frapuency regime," where the wavelengths are
comparable to the size of the scatterers.
Much of the recent progress in understanding the wave transport in this r@e

has

been actiieved using electromagneticwves, such as light (Sheng, 1990). The Amsterdam
group, in partidar, has addressed very important questions regarding the transport

velocities (van Albada et al.,1991). The excitation of internal modes and the concomitant
strong resonant scattering greatly attenuates propagathg waves, m n in the absence of
absorption.

Their caiculations have demonstrated that the conespondingiy large

dispersion leads to unphysicai values of the group velocity, supporting the ideas of
Sommerfeld (1914) and Brillouin (1953, 1960) that the group velocity completely loses its

meaning in these cuaimstances. One of the major goals of this thesis is an experimentai
investigation of this question, and the application of a new theoreticai mode1 to predia the
coherent transport (Page et al., 19%).
The successfùl application of the ditftsion approximation, in the description of the
multiple scattering of light, has formed the basis for interpreting sudi diverse phenornena

as enhanced backscattering (van Albada and Lagendijk, 1985). and fiequency (Drake and
Genack, 1989) and temporal correlations of the intensity -et

and Woü; 1987; Pine et

al., L 988). As the essential physics of the dintsion approximation is generd to ali types of

classical waves, it should apply equally well to the description of the propagation of
acoustic waves.

This is of some signincance, as many materials of technological

importance scatter sound quite strongly. Furthennose, the unâerIying physics of ditNsing

sound may be considerabiy richer, given the pussibility of exciting transverse and Surtsce
vibrational modes in soüd scatterers (Jing et al., 1991, 1992). However, to date, thae
have beai few detaiied investigations of the appiidity of the diffusion approximation to
the description of sound propagation through stmngly s c a t t e ~ gmedia (Bayer and
Niederdradc, 1993; Weaver and Sachse, 1993). The second major concan of this thesis
exploits the considerable knowledge of d i s i v e propagation gained fiom the study of
light to cntically test the appiicabiity of the fuli a s i o n treatment to sound (Page et al.,
1995); the key parameters essential for its application are mesured (Schnemer et al.,

1997).

Underlying the two major concems of this thesis is the relatiohpbip between the
energy transport velocities in the baiiistic and difisive regimes. The ballistic and diffusive
transport of acoustic waves is investigated by studying the propagation of ultrasonic
waves through randornly close-packed glass beads in water. The large acoustic impedance
mismatch between glass and water ensures strong scattering, significantly higher than the
best index mismatches achieved for üght scattering experiments. The scattering was
fbrther enhancd by choosing the glas bead radius a to be the same order of magnitude as
the acoustic wavelength in water. This Pllowed the wave transport to be studied in the
i n t e d i a t e fiequency regime, for nonnalized bequencies I c kwac 10, where kW is the
ultrasonic wave vector in water.

The structural organization of the thesis is now presented. The main body of the
thesis begins in chapter 2, where the theoreticai basis for the prediction of the wave
transport is delineated.

Sec. 2.1 introduces the Green's tiinction approach to the

description of coherent transport, and explains the new effective medium model used to
interpret the data and its application to the scattering model employed. Sec. 2.2 disaisses
the diisive transport, beginning by anaiogy with the random w a the difision equation
is then constructeci eom the more generai transfer equation, and both tirne dependent and

steady state solutions deriveâ &er a carefbf consideration of the appropriate boundaq
conditions. This allows the determination of the diffusion panuneters through fits to
experimental data; predictions of these parameters are achieved using the new effective
medium model, thus relating the coherent and diffusive transport mechanisms. Chapter 3
discusses the physical rationaie for the particuiar samples saidid, the sample preparation,
and details of the material properties for the sample constituents. The experiment is

presented in chapter 4, beginning with a discussion of the generation and detection of
ultrasonic waves. A description of the measunment technique and a discussion of the
various experimentai gdornetries follows, and the cbapter concludes with a presentation of
the experimental setup and apparatus. The experimental results, with theu theoretical
predictions, are given in chapter 5. The main wmponents of this chapter are the coherent
transmission (Sec. 5.2) and the diffusive transmission (Sec. 5.5); the latter treats both
dynamic and static measurements of the multiply scatterd sound, and closes with a
discussion of the frrquency dependence of the diffusion parameters and the relation of the
transport velocities. The main body of the thesis condudes with chapter 6, where the

central hdings are summafized. Note should be taken of the extra matend presented in
the three appendices.

2

Theory

2.1 Coherent Propagation
2.1.1 Introduction
We now concern ourseives with a theoretid fonnulation for the description of the

propagation of the coherent component of the transmitted souad pulse in a resonaatlyscattering inhornogeneous medium. For the purpose of clarity, and to avoid any possible
misapprehensions, it is wise to be rather expticit as to what is meant by the terni c o k e n t
pulse. Following the generaiiy accepted tedology (Lax, 1951), the coherent pulse is

that which bars a definite phase relation to, and hence can be made to interfixe with, the
incident pulse. The coherent, or hllistic, pulse thus consists of both the unscatterd and
foward scattered components of the wave pulse.
A description of the transport characteristics of the balîistic pulse is given in this

section. The Green's fùnction fonnalism is fkst preseated in the conte* of acoustic wave
propagation in an arbitnry medium. The Green's funaion for waves in a unSom medium
is then given in order to illustrate the physical interpretation of the Gnen's fùnction. This
is followed by the general Oieen's function fonnulation of the scattering problern. A
mode1 description of the scattering medium is presented at this point in order to simpw
subsequent discussions. The effdve medium is discussed, and the extension of the weUknown coherent potential approximation (CPA)to the intamediate fkequency regime is
illustrated, for the case of the d a r wave equation. A quantitative approach is then

developed ushg the full elastic wave equation, and the derivation of the Green's ftnction
solutions described. Finally, the application of the resultant Green's hction to the
description of the propagation of the baüistic pulse is shown, in particular. for the
derivation of the ckmty of skztes (Dûs), and hence the detemination of the dispersion
relation (Jing et al., 1991, 1992; Sheng, 1995).

2.1.2 The Green's function: an introduction
For sound of a given anguiar fiequency a,in a threedimensional medium described
by position vector r, the amustic wave equation can be put in the fonn
(O'

+ir 2(r))i(r)

= O,

(2- 1)

where +(r) is the wave amplitude fhction, and u (r) a wave vector that, in general,
incorporates the effe* of disorder in the medium. The Green's fùnction G of the system is

an exact solution to the wave equation with a specinc initiai sourcc arc! boundary
condition. The attractiveness of the Green's finetion is that its analysis cen be easily
interpreted physidiy.
We take the system to be excited, at tirne t = O, by a delta fiinction puise localized
at r = r : where r'denotes the source position. The reawn for conside~gsuch a source is
that it can excite the naturai resonances of ail temporal and spatial frequencies in the
system. This implies that a usefiil approach for uisiyzing the Green's hction is through
its fiequency components. The wave equation for the tiequency component

written in

tenns of the Green's nuiaion in the fiequency and spatial domain, is then of the form
(Sheng, 1995)

(v' + K * (CU,r))~(a>,r,r')= 6 (r-r').
In addition to equation (2.21, a unique determination of the Green's fùnction requires the

speciiïcation of the boundary conditions, and the imposition of causality.

The propagation of an ocoustic wave in a disorderd medium bang governed by
the wave equation, a complete so1ution of this wave equation is represented by the

knowledge of the Green's fùnctioa G,for al fiequencies and positions. However, it is
not, in general, possible to ~ccuf8telydetermine the Green's îùnction in the presence of
disorder. Moreover, even if tbis were possible, the problem would then arise as to how to
extract usefil information fiom G. This may be illustrateci by d o g y with the classical
random walker. The specific path traversed by an acoustic wave through a particufm
arrangement of scattering sites (i.e. a particular sample) may be approximated by a random

walk. The wmplete solution of the random walk problem requires the knowledge of the
position of the random walker at every instant of t h e . This is equivalent to the
knowledge of the Green's fùnction for the wave equation. However, the ability to depict
a pticufm path is not necessary in order to describe the g e w c behaviour of the
propagation in statistically independent samples (i.e. samples with a difnrent intemal
arrangement of glas beads, but identicpl occupid volume W o n s ) . The customar--

means of describing the solution to the random waîk problem is thus to determine the
probability of traversing a path of length r between two points. This brings out the
statisticai character of the propagation, which expsrimentally is brought out by averaging
over ciifFetent random walk tt~jectone,that is, by pdomniig an ensemble average of the
htensity. Employing the ergodic hypothesis, this is analogous to the determination of the

configurational average ( r ) , which for the random wak problem is qua1 to zero.

Similarly, for the wave problem our objective must be the evaluation of (G) . We note
that, since the Green's fimaion describes the amplitude of the excitation, a tme

propagating mode wül msnifest itself as a singularity in the wave vector representation of
the Green's îùnction.

The

&kct

of the disorder, in generd, means that the

configurationally-averaged Gncn's function wiü exhibit a peak, rather than a singuîarity.
Since (G) does not depend on the l o d natwe of the disorder, only the statistical

properties of the disorder are relevant. The Greea's fuaction may be viewed as the field
solution, in the forward direction, to the wave equation. The peaks of (G) exhibit an
exponential decay due to the scattering out of the forward direction, which Unplies that the

wave coherence, in the sense of a unique propagation direction and phase relation, is lost.

This defines a decay Iength which rnay be Klentified with the s c a t t e ~ gmean free path.
The character of the coherent part of the wave propagation is thus given by (G) .

2.1.3 Interpretation of the Green's functioo: the uniform

medium
For disordered systems, the position of the source point is an important parameter
for the Green's funaion since the response of the system will depend on it. in the case of
a uniform medium, when K (0,C) = K,,, the respoase of the system is independent of the

-

source position, and the Green's ninction depends only on the relative separation r r'
betwan the source and the detector. Equation (2.2) may then be written as

where Gois the Green's fùnction for the unifionn medium. The simplest way to determine
Go is to write both the Green's fiinction and the delta fùnction in tenns of theh Fourier

transforms to the waw vextor representation. Substituting these into equation (2.3) and

soiving for Go(q k) yields

where L~is the sample volume, and N is the number of states in the sarnple (Sheng, 1995).
The Green's function G&, k) gives the respoose of the d o m medium to a source
excitation that has angular frrquency cv and wave vector k. If this excitation is coincident
with the wave dispersion relation, that is, if

3=

K:(U

), then Go diverges.

This

divergence is expected since the dispersion relation is essentialy the condition of natural
resonance of the system; it desaibes the propagating modes. Note that even if the source
frequency and wave vector do not coincide with any natural mode of the system, equation
(2.4) indicates that many modes can be excited just by proxhity to the resonance

condition.

The divergence in the wave-vector-space Green's hction poses difEiculties when
one wishes to Fourier transfomi back to the rd-space Green's fùnction. To avoid this
problem, it is customary to add a srnall positive imaginary constant to the denorninator of
equation (2.4). and then to take the limit as this constant approaches zero. The result is
(Menbacher, 1970; Sheng, 1995)

where P denotes the Cauchy principle value, and the choie of q as positive (requireû by
causaiity) implies that the rd-space Green's niaction
Go(w,r - r ' ) = -

exp(iuoIr -r'l )
4 z Ir - r pl

Y

represents an outgoing spherical wave. In the thne domein (Fourier trausforming with
respect to tiequency), causaiity implies that Go = O for I < O; thus Go is usually denoted the
retarded Green's fùnction.
The delta fùnction in the imapary part of the Green's fun*ion, equation (2.5),
exactly picks out the modes of the system. The number of modes per unit fiequency
range and per unit volume is d e d the demi@of mes @OS) and is given by (Ashcroft

and Memiin, 1976)

Writing the delta fùnction in equation (2.7) in the wave vector representation, as in
equation (2.9, yields

where vo is the phase velocity in the d o m medium, and we have used the general
dispersion relation, a> = v&, and the properties of the delta function (Menbacher, 1970)

in the conversion of the delta firnction nom the fiequency to the wave vector
representation. Using equation (2.5), the integral in equation (2.8) may be reexpressed as

where Iin implies taking the imaginary part of Go, and the last equaiity foliows kom

treating the preceâing integral as the Fourier transform of Go 4th the phase factor
k - ( ~ t )

set equal to unity (i.e., r = r '). The! density of states, equation (2.8), may then be

Wntten, using equation (2.9). as

This formula is aiso valid for waves in random media (Sheng, 1995). Hence, in the
generai case, the lowl density of states at r is

The reason the density of States can aiways be obtained in this manner is due to the
divergent behaviour of the Gnai's functions at the remnant modes of the system. The
negative imaginary part of the Gran's fûnction allows these modes t o be identifieci as seen

âom equation (2.5).

2.1.4 The single coated-sphere model
In this thesis, the scattering medium investigated is composeci of randomiy closepacked glas beads imrnersed in water, which may be considerd as the Mting case of

randomly disperseci spheres in a fluid, with volume M o n @ (Jiig et al., 1992). The
single ~ m t e ~ s p h em&I
re

consists of the simplest possible basic scattering unit, which

takes into account only the strong short-range condation between the solid anâ liquid
phases. This model considers each rolid sphere of radius a to be enveloped by a Liquid

-

coating of thickness (b a) [safigure t.l(a)], whence the vohune hction of the solid

phase, @ = 03/b' , determines the thichiess of the coating. The effective macroscopic
properties of the system are caiculated by embedding this coated sphere in a homogeneous
effective medium [sec figure 2.1@)], consisting of similar coated spheres, educed by some
self-consistent condition vis-à-vis the single scattering unit. This self-consistent condition

Finure 2.1

(a) Fundamatal s c a t t e ~ gunit represented as a coated

sphere; @) scattering unit embedded in a uniforni effective medium.

rnay be thought of as the requirement that, on merage, there should be tittle dEerence in
the scattering as the result of the local replacement of the effktive medium by the actual
medium (Economou and Soukouik, 1990) (cf Sec. 2.2.4).

2.1.5 The Green's function and the scattering medium
The treatment of the Green's hction in the presence of disorder, within the
effective medium approach, has been outlined by Jiag et ai. (1991, 1992). They have

described a p e r d Green's fbction f o d s m as part of theù approach in idemifying the
quasimodes in colloidal suspensions of solid spheres. The ciifference between the coiioidal
suspension and the random close-packhg of solid spheres being one of degree, and not
kind, their approach is thus applicable to the discussions at hand. A more formal, and
complete, treatment of the subject may be found in an excellent monograph written by
Sheng (1995). Other usefui references are the book by Economou (1983) on Green's
functions and the review by Elliot et al. (1974) of the early CPA work in disordered
systems.
We wish to denve the Green's function that describes the coherent propagation of
acoustic pulses in an effective medium. Our scattering medium, witlnn the single coatedsphere approximation, has certain properties that need to be detetmined by some selfconsistent condition. The means whereby these properties may be Uiferred is the subject

of the next section. Our mode!, however, indicates the major steps &&at must be taken
before this self-consistent condition may be applied. The îirst step is to caiculate the

Green's hction for the single scattering unit, and the second is to evaluate the net effect
of the multiple scattering fiom the surrounding medium.

Let Go denote the Green's hction for the homogeneous e f f d v e medium, and
G(') the exact Green's nuiction for a single scattering unit embedded in the effdve

medium. It is conveniefit to consida the medium (i.e. the solid sphere, the fîuid mathg
and its surroundings) as consishg of minute volume elements identifid in some unique

feshion, such as sequentiaüy by index numba. Each vdume element is 8ssumed to wholîy
reside within either the soiid sphere, the fluid, or the effective medium. Shce any
particular position vector r will locate one volume element or another, it may be
associated with the volume eiement's unique identifier, or index. Then the Green's

r, r') has two indices, one associated with r and the other with r < Thus
fûnction Go(@,
Go,and G"),may be regardeci as a mstrix, or operator. To represent a single scatte~g,

the scattering unit (not the infinitesimal volume element) located at q is described by a
potential operator

LI;').

This is a diagonal operator representing the deviation of the

wave vector nom that of the homogeneous background. Then G(') may be written as

G") = Go+ GoLI,( 4

(2.12)

(Sheng, 1995). where the superscript "s" is m a t to ernphasize that the operator refers to
oniy a single scattering unit. Note that in the operator notation, equation (2.12) is valid
regardless of whether the operaton are still in r d space or in the wave vector space
representation.
An alternative way to express equation (2.12) is obtained by successively
substituting G")into itself

Equation (2.15a) shows that ifeach C
I:')

represents one scattering, then

$') must denote

the exact total scattering operator of the scattering unit and will include al1 the scattering

inside the unit as well as the scatteringfrom the medium outside. The operator

may

then be thought of as effectvely including aii the multiple scatterinp.

...

For N identical scattering units centred at r, ,r, , ,r, , the exact Green's fùnction

of the system, denoted by G, satisfies equation (2.14), but with a total scattering operator
for the whole system:

G=G,+G, TG,.

(2.16)

G=G0+GoUG

(2.17)

We may also write G as

by defining a potentiai operator U for the system. From equation (2.1Sb), the relationship

between the total scattering operator and the potentiai operator for the system is

T = U(I- G, LI)-'
= (1 - U G ~ ) - ' Z I .
Equation (2.18) allows us to reexpress this relationship as

(2.18)

u = ~ ( +1

T)-' .

(2.19)

It wiU prove usefil to express equation (2.17) in a stightly different fashion. Writing it as
(1 - Go LI) G = Go, taking the inverse of both sides, and then multiplying on the nght by

(1 - Go LI)yields

G-LG;~-u.

(2.20)

The Green's fùnction G describes the local character of the propagation. The
statistical behaviour is provided by its configurational average. From equation (2.16). the
relation behiveen the con6gurationatly averaged operaton (G) and (T) is given by

(G)=Go +Go (qGo.

(2.2 1)

where Go, being independent of the disorder, is not aKected by the average. Using the
configurationaüy averaged form of equation (2.20) then allows the definition of a seF

energy operator L by what is known as the Dyson equation (Sheng, 1995):

From equations (2.19). (2.20). and (2.22), the ~ e ~ e n e r goperator
y
is related to the
configurationally averaged total scattering operator for the system by

is the number density of the identical scattering units.
where n, = N / L ~
The glass beads used in this study are e h i c solide, and thus support both
compressional and transverse modes of vibration. The full elastic wave equation is thus

needed to desaibe the wave excitation inside these sotid spheres, and it rnay aiso be used
to describe the propagation in the medium as a whole (cf Sec. 2.1.7). Before proceeding

to a description of the fonnai Green's nuiaion solution of this equation [equation (2.39)],
from which we may d e t e d e the propagation characteristicsof the baliistic pulse, we will

first illusuate the sekonsistent condition that must be applied to give an effdve

medium. We show how such a condition is achieved within the coherent potential
appmximation (CPA), wheze, for simpücity, the scalar wave is used as an example. The
inherent limitations of the CPA are overcow by extending it to the intermediate âequency
regime through a reformulation of the approach.

2.1.6 The scalar wave equation
2.1.6.1

The effective medium
To efficiently illustrate the marner in which the effective medium must be treated

in order to extract the desired Uifomiation, we begin with the d a r wave equation:

-

where ( denotes the wave amplitude fùnction exp[- tu t k r)] and I r ) is the local

phase velocity, denmd by the materiai parameters at position r. In a unifom isotropie
medium, the propagation of both longitudinal and transverse amustic waves can each be
described by a scaiar wave equation (with di&nnt velocities) because the different modes

of vibration are decoupled fkom each other. This is not true in a disordered medium
because the dinemt modes are cwpled at the scattering interfàces, implying that mode
conversion may occur. Despite this, much of the basic characteristics of the propagation
are still qualitatively captured by the scalar wave equation.

Removing the temporal dependence in equation (2.24) yields the the-inde pendent

scalar wave equation

as is given in equation (2. l), with

K

= a~2/ Y 2( r ). This may be written in a sü@y

diEerent fom by definhg the scattering relative to a d o m reference medium with
velocity vo. Adding and subtracting a constant tem, equation (2.25) becornes

In equstion (2.26). O'

reference medium, and

+@';domay
-

be regardeci as the operator representing the unifonn

O *[vo2 V - ~ ( Y )

1 as a perturbation reflecting the presence of the

inhornogeneities.
Taking the medium to be excited by a lOC8liZed point source (cf Sec. 2.1.2, 2.1.3),

we may write the configurationally-averagedGreen's fundon for equation (2.26), in the
wave vector representation, as

which follows hom equations (2.4) and (2.22) with u0 =

L

(lu,

. The seiihergy

k) is caiculated relative to the rderence medium and represents aü the effits of

the multiple scattering causeâ by the inhomogeneities. Equation (2.27) clearly indicates

that al1 non-trivial information about (G) is mntained in Lvo(n> ,&).

If Zvo is

independent of k in some âequency regime, the effect of L
K,,

(a, )

is just to renonnalize

the unifonn medium wave vector. This renomialwd medium is calleci the egective

mediam, and the new wave vector rr:(a~) is then given by

The coherent potenüal approximation (CPA)

2,1,6.2

We now address the problem of deterrnining the conditions under which this
effective medium exists 1i.e. for which

Ive (a,k ) = Zv, (a, ) 1.

One approach that has

met with much success is to apply the coherent potentid approximation (CPA; Lax,
1951).

The centrd idea behind the CPA is the requirement that, relative to the

renormdked uniforni medium with wave vector K,',

(G) be just a d o m medium

Green's bction, that is

(G)= Go(@&e

)

(2.29)

Equation (2.22) then impiies that Lvo (a> ) m u t vanish in the renonnalized efféctive

medium. Since the wave equation is invariant under the addition and subtraction of the
constant term

[dequation (2.2611, the requirement L, O (rii ) = O meann that the

selfniergy is to be calculated with a particular choie of vo.
As equation (2.23) d e h the self-energy in terms of the configurationally-

averagd total scattering operator for the systetn, L (a> ) = O implies

in the e f f d v e medium. This requuement is seIfansistent because it is precisdy in the
b i t as ( 2") +O that the problern becornes calculable, because ( T ) + O implies weak
overaiî scattering. One means whereby this wak o v e d scattering may be achieved is for

each indiv&I

scatterer to scatter weakly in the effective medium. The total scattering

operator for the system may then be written as the sum of singie scatterings fiom the

individual scatterers:

Within this approximation, the particular choice of vo that satisfies the CPA requirement is

found f?om

Hence, though the T matrix cannot, in general, be calailateci for a disordered medium,
under the CPA condition the problem is reâuced to the daennination of the matrix
elements for the singiescatterer case. The phase velocity in the effêctive medium is then
identified under the requirement that the scattering from the individual s c a t t e ~ gunits
vanish on average -exactly what we wouid expect for a propagating mode.

2.1.6.3

Generalized CPA
The inherent ümitation of the CPA is that it has been designeâ to describe wave

propagation within the Rayleigh scatterin8 regime (lax, 1951). that is, under the condition
tbat the wavelength A be large compareci to the length sale d of the inhomogeneities. In

this limit, not only can the wave not resolve the individual scattering elements, but the O
fiequency dependence in the Rayleigh regime eawes that the scattering rernains weak. In
the linnt d / l + 0 , the CPA condition [equation (2.3011 generally has a solution. As the
seKenergy Lv0 (a>) is in general a complex number [whose imagiauy part must be
negative since the DOS must be positive, cf. equation (2. Il)], the choice of a partidar vo
as the effkctive medium wave speed requires that the CPA condition k written as

ReL,,(a) = O.

(2.33)

When the CPA workq the Green's M o n may bc taken for that of a unSom medium,

since Im L

,(<u ) is generally of higher order in d/R ,and thus may be ignored:
O

However, in the ümit d/A -+ 1 (Le. as the i n t e d i a t e fiequency regime is approached),
the inhomogeneities begin to be resolved by the wave, and Lvo c m become k-dependent.
With the increase in fkequency, the solution to the CPA condition [equation (2.33)J may
then abcuptiy vanish, implying the m&kn disappearance of the propagating mode; this is
unphysicai. The solution may also Vary discontinuously, or appear multiply, making
suspect the identification of vo with the efféctive medium wave speed (Sheng et al., 1994).
Physidy, what we expect to happen, as the intemiediate fiequency regime is approached,
is the gradua1 transformation of the propagating mode into a quasimode, that is, a mode
with a short Waime and mean fia path Thus, a new way of looking at the problem is

required. An alternative approach has been demonstrated (Jing et al., 1991, 1992) where
the

CPA requirement was abandoned and, insteaâ, the peaks in the*spectral fùnction

-~m(G(a,k))

monitored. The spectral fwi*ion is just the wave vector representation of

the real space DOS show in equation (2.1 1).
The rationai for monitoring the periks in the spectral hction may be illustrateci by
retumuig, for the moment, to the d o m medium [Sec. 2.1.3; see especiaiiy equation
(2.5) J. The spectral hction

-ïmGo(tu,k) is a &I& fiinction

that picb out the

dispersion relation of the medium. The same effkct holds m e in a random medium when
the CPA requirement is satisfied, as equation (2.34) implies:

Clearly, the peaC in the spectrai Nnction occurs for k = K, =
by -ImLvo(a ) (a positive quantity). If

/G, ,and its width is given

I m & ( a ) = O (as is the case for a true

uniform medium), then the peak is just a delta fhction, as expected. The advantage of
considering the spectral fùnction is that even when Re Lvo is no longer zero, the peaks of

- ~ m ( ~ ( ak))
> , still exist. This means the CPA mode simply becornes a quasirnode, as we
would expect. This process is a continuous one as the fiequency is increased.
To implement this approach, we recall that adding and subtracting a constant tenn

did not change the wave equation [equation (2.2611; that is, the vaiue of vo is completely
mbitrury. We thus have the fieedom to chose to dculate -Irn(~(cu,k))with the

condition that (Sheng et d , 1994; Sheng, 1995)
vo

=%,

so that [ftom equation (2.2711

Since

-~ m ( ~ ( c,&))u

depends on both ~u and k, plotting a two-diiensionai map of the

imensity of the spectral hction will allow the determination of the pePks in the (ru ,k)
plane. The physical signjficance of these peaks is descrii by th& identification with the

dispersion relation of the (quasi)rnodes of the system. Thus the spectrai fwctioa not only
reproduces the CPA resuits, but

ais0

extends its vaüdity beyond the CPA regime. This

approach has bcen denoted the generaiized CPA (Sheng, 1995).

The meam of determining L (a>,k), which is usually difncdt to calculate
vo

exactly, is similar to that ernployed in the CPA. We use the equation (2.23) to first order

in (T) (Le. ( 7') z O) within the singiescatterer approximation [cf equation (2.30)

X (m,k)zn,(~(')).
vo

-

(2.3 8)

This approximation is most accurate when Z (a,&)z O, which occurs near the peaks of
vo

the spectral fiinction, equation (2.3 7). thus allowing the dispersion relation to be

detemined with confidence. The approximation is poor only in those regions in which we

have no interest (i.e. fu fkom the p h ) .

2.1.7 Elastic wave equation: Green's function solution
This section sumarizes the approach taken by Jing et d. (1992), to whom the

reader is referred for additional details. Hem, we concentrate on showing how the
Green's ninction solution may be obtained for the elastic wave equation as appiied to our
single-scattering-unit modd (Sec. 2.1.4) within the context of the effkctive medium
approach (illustrated in the previous section, Sec.2.1.6). In the discussions to follow, the
solid phase (of the scattering mit) wiii be denoted as region I, the liquid phase as region
II, and the effktive medium as region lü [sec figure 2.l(b)].

The efféctive medium will

be assumeci to be fluid-rie, since, macroscopically, the system can only support

compressional waves.
The elastic wave equation, as applied to each of the three homogeneous regions,
may be written as

where u denotes the particle displacement, and the longitudinal and transverse velocities

are v, (r) and v, (r) ,respectively, at position r. Neither the fiuid coating nor the effkctive
medium support transverse waves so for regions II and III, vt = 0 .
It is possible, in general, to dacompose the displacement u into a longitudinal part

and a transverse part (Panofsky and Philtips, 1962). with each part behg derived fiom a

scalar potentid y and a vector potentid A. respectively:
w=Vv+VxA.

(2.40)

As Our mode1 exhibits sphericai symmetry, the vector potentid A can be written in tenns

of a scalar potential C
A=Vx(rc).

Both *and

C mu* then sati*

the scalar wave equations

and
respectively. The response of the Jcalar potential y (at r) to a compressional point source
(at r' ) is described by the Green's fùnction that satisfies

where v, (r) represents the longitudinal wave speed in region 1 (the solid sphere), the
compressional wave sped v,(r) in region 11 (the fiuid), and the effdve medium wave
speed v, (r) in region ïII [cf equation (2.2)1. For C we have

and

(

r )= O

in regions II and m,

(2.44b)

due to the vanishing of the shear velocity in the Buid and the effective medium,
respectively.

The Green's hctions ~ : ) ( r')
r , and G?)(r,r') are coupld by the boundary
conditions imposed at the intedaces of the three regioas. These conditions are the

continuity of the normal displacement and normal stress at both r = o and r = b [safigure

2.1(a)], and the vanishing of the tangentid stress at the solid-liquid interface r = o. Here

we assume the &Ud to be imiiscid. Numerical investigations by Jiig et al. (1992) have
determhed the efféa of YLC4sity to be negligible for ell physidy pmnissible values. The
application of the generalized CPA is to ~ g ' ( r , r ' )as
, it describes the compressionai
response of the system. This Green's function is obtained by solving three boundary-value
problems where the source point r' is located in ercb of the three regions. The exact
totai s c a t t e ~ goperator (matrix) for a single coatexi sphere may then be determined from
equation (2.14). This is most easily accomplished ifthe Green's funaons are first Fourier
transfonned to wave-vector-spag

where A, is the wave vector of the incident wave, and k2 is the wave vector of the
scattered wave (and explicitly noting the dependence on the bequency a>), and then
expanded in angular-momentum-space (wave-vector-space) as

where

~,,,(k) represents the spherical hannoaics, 6

a unit vector, and g:j

the hh

component of the Green's function in wave-vector-space space (which may be determined
fiom G:)). Similady, in wave-vector-space, the total scattering operator can be wrinni

The angular momentum components t:" are then determineci, ushg equation (2.14), nom
a knowledge of the angular momentum components of the Green's hctions. Under the
condition of elastic saittering, k, = k, = k , equation (2.47) reduces to just the diagonal
camponents of the scattering T(') ma*

with the prime on the scattered wave vector impiicitly indicatin8 the dependence on
scattering angle. The details of the calculation, and final fom, are shown in Sig et al.

(1992); please refer to their appendoc A

2.1.8 The density of states (DOS): phase and group velocities,
and the scattering mean free patb
The density of states (Dûs) bas been disaisseci in Sec. 2.1.3; there we showed,
equation (2.1 l), that the local DOS could be written in tenns of the imaginary part of the

real-space Green's function.

Recasting equation (2.11) into the wave vector

representation:

This can be Witten in te=
(2.37) as

of the imaginary part of the seKenergy through equation

The tasic that remains, then, is the determination of Z

vo

(m.k ) . The self-energy (withh

the GCPA) is related to the total scattering operator for the single scattering-mit by

equation (2.38), as

It is customary to define the scattering 4mpIituake f (k,k') ,in tems of the known
quantity ~ ( " ( kk')
, [saequation (2.4811, as

f (k,k? = -'P ( k ,
4x

(Sheng, 1995). where k is the incident wave vector and k' the scattered wave vector.
Comparing equation (2.5 1) and equation (2.52) reveals that the seEenergy is refated to
the forward scattering amplitude. After averaging the scattering amplitude over al1

incident wave directions,

with the fkequency dependence eqiicitly noted, the seKenergy may then be written as
xvo(@,k)= -4f
(@,k)-

(2.54)

Hence the density of states, wing equation (2.36). becornes

The density of states for a system of randody close packed glass spheres immersed in
water, based on the single coated sphere mode1 (treated witbh the GCPA), is plotted in

Figure 2.2

The density of states as a function of normalized frequenïy and wave vec-

tor. The solid white fine is the dispersion curve for the renomalized medium; the dashed
white line is that for water. The magnitude (red: high, blue: low) is in arbitrary units.

figure 2.2. The magnitude (given in arbitrary units) is indicated by the wloun, with red
being high and blue being low. It should be emphasized that there are no adjustable
parameters, the caiculation of the DOS rquiring only those matezial parameters (densities
and velocities) given in chapter 3.

It is clear Born equation (2.55) that the maxima of the DOS (a fbnction of both a>

and k) comspond to minuna in the scattering and so identify the propagating modes, and
thus directiy give the dispersion relation
a> = v,,

k,

(2.56)

where v, the phare velocity, is identified with the effective medium velocity vo at the
position of the peaks in the DOS. The dispersion m e , shown by the solid white line in

figure 2.2, has been accurately detennined since the widths of the peaks are substantialiy
less than their central tiequencies. It is seen to tjill below the dispersion cunre for pure
water (dashed white line) over most of the fiequency range. The phase velocity is thus
less than that of water over much of the tiquency range.
Knowledge of the dispersion relation dows us to d e t e h e the gmup velocity v,
whieh is the s p a d at which the envelope of a wave pulse travels, or the velocity of the

coherent transport of energy. We have (Jackson, 1975)

which may be obtained by Merentiating the dispersion relation.
The reai-space Green's fùnction bss the fom of equation (2.6) for a unüôm
medium, but with q,replaced by'.K :

where K: is given by [cf.equation (2.2811

number, with a neg&ue imrginary part [since the DOS must be positive, cf equation
( 2 . 1 ) Skce K: has amtive

Unaginary jwt, (G(cu,r-r')) decays aponentidy and

hence defines the scattering mean fkee path (dSec.2.1.2) (Sheng, 1995)

Where the GCPA is valid, equation (2.60) may k approximated as

The total scattering cross section O (evaluated in the effactive medium) rnay be written in
ternis of the forward scattering amplitude by applying the optical theorem, a statement of

flux conservation, which relates the total scattering cross section to the imaginary

of

the f o ~ scattering
d
amplitude (Jackson, 1975). An excellent review of the history of

the application of the optical theorem to scattering problems, both quantum and classical,

is given by Newton (1976). Hence

where f (m. k) is evaluated, as describecl above, using equations (2.52) and (2.53).

Applying +ion

(2.54). the scatterhg meaa fia patb, equation (2.6 1), is then seen to be

inversely proportional to the total scatte~gcross section of the coated elastic sphere:

The theoreticai description of the coherent transport, using a simple single coatedsphere mode1 and a new effective medium approach tbat goes beyond the iimitations of the

CPA,wîU be tested against the experimentaiiy determined parameters that characterize the
ballistic propagation in the intermecliate 6equency regime. The cornparison of theoiy and
expriment will provide a fhmework for understanding the basic physics of the transport
while ident-g

any inadequacies in the former.

2.2 Diffusive propagation
2.2.1 Introduction
In Sec. 2.1.2, the propagation of an acoustic wave in a disordered medium was
discussed within the context of the Green's ftaction for the wave equation.

The

information contained in the Green's fùnction was ilhistrateci by analogy with the ciassical
random walker. It was noted thst the coherent component of the propagation could be
describeci by the contiguratiody avemged Green's funaion (G). We now wish to
describe the transport dynamics beyond tbe scaie of the mean h e path. This, the
incoherent part of the propagation, is wbt is loiown as the difksive component, and its
intensity transport behaviour is given by the second moment of the wnfigurationally
averaged Green's ftnction, (GG') . The Green's ninaion approach will not, however, be
employed here. Rather, the f m s wiU be on using the concephially simpler diffiision
approximation to describe this propagation. The reason for this is historiai. Much of the
recent understanding of classical wave propagation has been due to the investigation of
the propagation of electromagnetic waves through strongiy scattering media (Sheng,
1990). This progress has. to a large extent, been based on the success of the difision

approximation, which negiects al1 phase information and treats the propagation of the
intensity as a diaisive process. Consequently, our initial investigations of the multiple

scattering of acotlstic waves were concemed with the aiticai testing of this approximation
for =und propagation, and the Green's hction approach was ignod.

The description of the propagation of the mdtiply scattered sound is given in this
section. The nature of the diasive propagation is nrst illustrateci by analogy with the
classical random walker (cf. Sec. 2.1.2). A morr quantitative description of the wave
tramport, within which the diffiision approximation is d i s n i d , tbai foilows. The
difision approximation is thm used to develop the diiibsion equation from the more
general equation describing the wave transport.

Realistic boundary conditions,

incorporating partial refleaion and partiai transmission at the sample interfàces, are then
deriveci, and the reflection canicients given. The solutions to the difision equation,

Rom which the d i s i o n parameters may be extracted, are then presented.
Complementary information, aquind fiorn the study of both time dependent and steady
state (tirne independent) soIutions, h d s its synthesis in the discussion on the velocity of
energy propagation (i-e. energy velocity) and its relation to the group velocity.

2.2.2 The random walk analogy
Physicaiiy, the dinusion approximation describes the propagation as a random

walk of phonons through the s c a t t e ~ gmedium, as depicted in figure 2.3. Clearly. as in
any random waik, there will be many different possible paths that could be traversed
between two fixed points.

In a three-dimensionai medium of infinite extent, the

probabüity P(s) that a classical random waiker of step lengih I wül follow a path of length
s between two points separated by a distance R is (Pine et al.. 1990)

Fimire 2.3

Classical random wak in two dimensions,

"th mean step size 1, representing the multiple scattering in

a sarnple of thichess L.

For an htantaneous point source located at the origin, the difise energy deasity
U(t)at R, which is proportional to the distribution of path lengths, is due to the evolution

of the contributions from d h n t path lengths with time t. The solution to the diffusion
equation determines the average transport of energy, and heuce the distribution of multiple
scattering paths. Hence, for the conditions under which equation (2.64) is applicable, the
diffuse energy density may be giwn by

where the transformation fiom path length to tirne has beni accomplished using s = v,t .

The distribution of scattering paths may then be characterizeâ by the difîùsion coefficient
D=xv.~,
where v, is the local velocity at which energy is transporte& a d

(2.66)

r , the transport mean

free path, is the distance travelad before the direction of propagation becornes

randomized. It should be noted that the f r a n p r i mean âee path f* is not necessarüy the
same as the scattering mean fne path I, ;thcy are only quai if the scattering is imtropic.
For anisotropic scatterers, the single psiticle scaîtering is peaked in the forward direction
so that the effeaiverandom walk step sue is leagthened by an amount corresponding to

the mean fornard scattering; h c e we define, in the abmice of absorption, the relation

where 0 is the scattering angie. Tbus, if I, describes the distance between s c a t t e ~ g
events, t h f* represents the mean distance rquired before the direction of propagation
becomes randorniad. It should also be pointeci out that the configwationdy-averaged
cosine of the scattering angle is to be caiculated within the single coateâ-sphere mode1
under the conditions imposed by the GCPA (see Sec. 2.2.8). Figure 2.4(a) illustrates the
propagation of a delta-Nnction pulse in a strongly scattering medium. Path I shows the

shortest possible path through the sarnple, namely the ballistic path (ballistic propagation
has been discussed in detail in Sec. 2.1). Path 2 indicotes a wave that has undergone only

a single scattering and is thus stiîl quite short, while path 3 iilustrates the path length of a
wave that has undergone many scatterings and so is very long. The temporal positions of
the contributions of these various path lengths to the d i s e intensity, as modeled by
equation (2.65). are show in figure 2.4@). It shouid, of course, be remernbered that the
baliistic componemt (i.e. path 1) is not part of the

intensity. The temporal position

of path 1 thus indicates where the baiiistic component, should its intensity also be plotteci,
would appear if a &action of the incident signal remaineci unscattered (or forward
scattered).

Fime 2.4

(a) The balüstic path (1). a short path (2). and a long path (3) traversed by
a delta fùnction pulse. @) The temporal positions of their contributions to the diaise
energy density.
approximation.

Note that the ballistic contribution is zero within the difi'ùsion

2.2.3 The traasfer equation
A fidl description of the wave transport is now given, in the Ishimam formalism

(Ishimaru, 1978). where for simpticity, Our consideration is initidly restricted to the tirneindependent (steady state) behaviour. The pbysicai bais for the equations goveming the

transport of the specific intensity are exptained, and the transfer equation goveming the
behaviour of the scattered waves is decoupleci Born the hiU transfer equation.
We wnsider wave propagation in a scattering medium in tenns of the specitïc
intensity 1at a position r in the direction s (a unit vector); I(r.,s)is defined as the average
power within a unit solid angle. Let us consider the change in the specinc intensity dl in a

cylindricai volume element, of unit cross section and length dr. containhg n à s particles,
where n is the number density. Thee ternis rnay contribute to the change dl. The first
term is due to the fàct that each particle absorbs a power ca1 and scatters a power

(z,

I.

The decrease in the specific intensity for the volume element L is then

ndsqI,
where a<

=

oa+ 4 is the total cross section. The second tenn yielcls an increase in the

specific intensity since a portion of the intensity incident on the volume element fkom other
directions s'becornes scattered into the direction s (figure 2.5). This increase in intensity

is describeci by (Ishimaru, 1978)

where p(s,st), denoted the phase finaion, is proportional to the square of the angular
dependent scattering amplitude, and the integration is over ail solid angies. The final term

W r e 2.5

Scattering of speeinc intemity incident upon

the volume ds fiom the direction s' into the direction s

(Ishimaru, 1978).

gives the increase in the specific intensity due to any sources of emission w i t h the
volume element. If we define E (r,s) as the power radiated per unit volume per unit soiid
angle, then the increase is
dse (r,s) .

The transfer equation is the result of the sum of ali these changes. Hence

To decouple the contribution of the scattered waves, we may write the specific
intensity as the sum of a reduced incident intensity 4 and a difnise intensity Id:

W ,SI = Id k SI +

(C

(2.69)

The first part results from that portion of the flux incident upon the medium which has not
yet

been scattered (nor absocbed), and the second part is that portion created in the

medium due to the scattering (or other intemai sources). Substituthg equation (2.69) into
equation (2.68), and decouplkg the equation describing the behaviour of the reduced
intensity, yields the diffisive transfer equatîon

where

and

E

E,~, being

genaated by the reduced incident intensity, is the cquival«it source

(r.s) represents al1 other interna1 sources (or si&).

2.2.4 The diffusion approximation
Under the assumption that the diffuse intensity sees rnany particles and is thus
scattered almost unSonnly, its angular distribution is then too almost uniform. Since the
distribution cannot be constant (because if it were, the difisive flux I,( r ) would be zero
and there would be no net transport of energy), we wiU require the diffuse intensity to

have siightlly more magnitude in the direction of net flux flow than in the reverse diiection.

Since the d'isive flux Id(r), and the diffusive energy density Il,@
are related
), to the
diffise intensity by

and

respectively, we may, to first order, approximate the diffuse (specifïc) intensity in the s

diiection (at same point r) as the sum of the average dise intensity at r and tbat
component of the diffusive flux at r in the s direction. Hence,

where the coefficient of the second tem results fiom the uormaüzation imposexi by
equation (2.72)upon substitution of equation (2.74). The second terni is much srnaiier
than the nrst due to the requirement that the scattering k h o s t d o m . Figure 2.6

iilustrates the essence of the diffusion approximation. The dashed circie represmts the
average diffuse intensity in the neighbourhood of P. The direction of the (net) diniisive

flux vector at r is indicated by sf (the magnitude of the flux vector is exaggerated, for
clarity). Taking s to be the mean âiuection of power flow in the scattering medium, the

approxhate d f i s e intensity at r may be represented by the solid cucle. The slight
displacement of the two cucles is meant to indicate the rate at which the power flows in
the s direction.

m r e 2.6

The distse intensity I,(r,s) for the d a -

sion approximation (Ishimaru, 1978).

2.2.5 The diffusion equation
The derivation of the diauion equation begins with the evaluation of the diffusive
transfer equation, equation (2.70). within the diffusion approximation, equation (2.74).
Multiplying the resuit by s and integrating over ali solid angles yields

VU&) = - 3n (% + O * )

(

VI

where a, = O $ - (cos6

s

, (2.75)

4%

)) is the transport cross section. Invoking conservation of

energy, the flux mst be equal to the power flow genexated (Born all sources) less the
power flow absorbed, so the diffùsive flux must satis&

V I d(r) = -110,v,(ld(r) +naSveUn(r)
+ E(r),
where Cl, (r) is the energy density of the reduced incident wave, and

represents al1 interna1 sources. We now iden*

the scattering and transport mean fke

paths in the medium as 1, = (no,)-'and 1' = (nu,)-' respectively, and, under the
assurnption that ail absorption occurs in the scattering particles, the absorption length as

la = ( n o ) . Solving equation (2.75) for Id(r) and substituting it into equation (2.76)
yields the steady state ditnision equation

where r, = /,Ive is the absorption time. Up to this point we have implicitly assumed that
the diffuse energy density is time independent (i.e. the incident wave is a continuous
wave).

Assumllig now the d f i s e energy density to change over time (e-g. a delta

function, or n m w pulse incident wave packet), the time varying dîfiÙsion equation may
be constructed by moving al1 ternis fkom the right hand side of the equals sign in equation
(2.78) to the le@hand side and then equating the result to d Cl, (r,f)/dt . This may then

be rewritten in the more familiar form

where

is the fidl source terni. assumed to also be time dependent.

2.2.6 The boundary conditions
The boundary conditions to be imposed on equation (2.79) must mode1 the
physical reality imposed by the paiticdar experirnent king perfomed. For the series of
experiments conducted, the sample was of slab geomctry. Since the e f f i v e transverse
dimensions (i.e. the diameters) of the samples were at least an order of magnitude larger
than their thickness (Sec. 3. l), it is thsn not wueasonable to apply boundary conditions in
the x and y directions equivalent to those for a sample of innnite transverse extent. This

means that the diffuse energy density must effectvely vanish at large transverse

separations (Le. x andor y) fiom the source point. The boundary condition in the z
(thichess) direction, however, requires more carettl consideration.
The sarnple is imrnersed in water, which serves to couple the =und from the wave
generator to the sample and thence to the detestor (Sec. 4.1). Because the acoustic
impedances of the sample and the coupling medium an not in general the same, there wiU
be internai reflections at the sample interfaces. This means that a wave incident upon the
exit &ce of the simple (ii general, at any angle) will be partially reflested k c k into the
sample. This effectively alters the diffuse energy density by shüüng the distribution of
path lengths towards longer path lengths since reflections cause the sound to remain
longer in the sarnple. For thin samples, the increase in path length is generdy a signifiant
-ion

of the total path length, while b r thick sarnples (where all paths are long), the

increase is usualiy ody a srnail h i o n of the cotai path length (Lagenâijk et al., 1989;
Zhu et al., 1991). The reflectivity of the interfiaas must then be incorporated in the

boundary conditions imposed on the diffusion equation.

Lagendijk et al. (1989), within the context of the coherent backscattering and
difisive transport of light, were füst to realize that imemal reflection could seriously
modify the outcorne. The foUowing years were to see rigorous testhg of the effkct of the
inclusion of the internai reflection on the agreement between theory and experiment, as
welî as the consistency of the diasive parameters obtahed by complementary nethods

(Zhu et al., 1991; ref 3-7, especiaüy). The daennination of the appropriate boundary

conditions for the d'ision equation, incorporating the angular dependent reflectivity, was
done by Zhu et al. (1991).

Theu approach equates the flwr of the waves internally

reflecteà fiom a boundary with a fictitious flux entering the ample fiom outside. Their

arguments are reproduced bebw to justiSr the panicular fonn of the boundary condition,
and its dependence on the reflection coefficient.

The acoustic diffusive flux through an arbitrarüy small ana dS inside the sample is
just the fiow of the acoustic difltse energy through thk area within some characteristic
the (i.e. a power). Assuming the scattering to be isotropie, this characteristic thne may

be taken as that required for the wivc ta rnove one mean fice path, nunely

Xe

whwe

I, is the scatte~gmean fiee path and v, is the velocity of energy transport. We kgin by
considering the dise energy contallied P an Uinnitesimaî volume element & vis.

U (

) . If dSis placed at the origin and nonnal to the zaxis (for convenience), and the

volume element is put a distance r away, as show in figwe 2.7, then ciS subtends a certain
solid angle dn = ctrcose with respect to dY. The hction of the difise energy from dV
r2
that initially flows in the direction of a5 is

%x

. Nedecting absorption, the proportion

of this energy that actually passes through (LT is e-'/Is ,as sorne will have been scattered
out of the path. Omitting the subscript "ci" on the d i s e energy density for convenience
(tiom this point on), the flw through the small a r a from this infinitesimal volume element

may be presented as

The totai flux through rLS in the negative z direction, J - dS , is found by integrating
equation (2.81) over the entire positive h&space:

Figure 2.7

Scattering geometxy for the calculation of

the d f i s i v e flux.

Since the primary contribution to the acousîic flw through clS is fiom a
neighbourhood of a few mean paths, to evduate equation (2.82) we expand W(r,O,+ ) in
a first-order Taylor series about the origin:

where the subscripts denote evaluation at the origin. The independent variables x, y, and z

are then expressed in spherical coordinates as x = rsinû cos+, y = rsinû sin(, and

z = r cos8, and equation (2.82) evduated. Since the integrais over sin/ and coq$ vanish

in equation (2.82). the ody contribution is fiom the z component. The flux through dS in
the negative z direction [using equation (2.6611 is then

where we have negiected the subscript, for convenience.

The expansion of W to fkst order in equation (2.83) may be m e r justified by
wmparison with the d t s of the d e d PN approximation (with N = 1) used in
neutron scattering theory. It has been shown (BeU and Glasstone, 1970) that the PI
approximation, which is identical to diffusion theory, also yields equation (2.84).
Furthemore, they show that the Pi approximation is also valid for anisotropic systems,
provideci that / replaces 1, in equation (2.84). The flux through ctS in the negative z

direction is then

Similady, the flux through ctS in the positive z direction is found as

Now consider the flux at the boundaries of a slab of infinite transverse extent
positioned perpendicularly to the z axis between O < z < L. The flux of the waves
internaüy reflected fiom a boundary rnay be thought of as due to a fictitious flux e n t e ~ g
the sample from outside. In the absence of internai reflections, as is the case for a m p l e
impedana matched to its surroundings, there is no flux thu rnay be considerd as
originating outside the sample. The boundary conditions rnay then be determined Eom

J + = O at z = O. and J - = O at z = L . However, intemal refiections cib produce some
"incoming flux" due to reflections at the boundaries. One may defhe a mean reflection
coefficient R as the ratio of the incoming flux to the outgoing flux at the boundaries. Thus
the boundary conditions are J+ = R J - for z = O, and J- = RF for z = L. These may be

rewritten, using equations (2.85) and (2.86). as

and

where
is denoteci the extrapolation Iength, as equations (2.87) and (2.88) are equivalent to

extrapolating U to zero at a distance h on either side of the boundaries (see Sec. 2.2.7.2,
figure 2.8). Appendix A describes how the refledon coefficient may be detennined fiom
a howledge of the material parameters of the systan.

2.2.7 Solutions to the diffusion equatioa
2.2.7.1

Time varying case: the dimision coefficient and the
absorption time
To determine an expikit expression for the spatial and temporal dependence of the

diffuse energy density in a slab of infinite transverse extent and thickness L due to the

multiple scattering of a short acoustic pulse, consideration must be given as to what

should constitute the source function, equation (2.80). If we assume a d~msivepoint
source at position ro = (G,y ~ZO)
, to deposit a total energy Po instantaneously, then

whence, ushg equation (2.77), the fbt tenn in the s w c e hnction, epuation (2.80). yidds

E r , ) = 6 r -r

( t ) The last tenn in the source fùnction cleariy vdshes, and the

second and third ternis can be negiected as they repnsaa reduceâ &i&nt

intensity

sources, and not difltsive ones. Hence,
Q(t,t)= &J(r

- r,)6(t).

(2.91)

The effects of absorption may be decoupleci by making the transformation of
variables CI + m le-'''^ whence equation (2.79) reduces to

BU
-Dv2u= PoS(r- r0)6(t) ,
dt
the temporal delta function having subsumed a term e-'Ira . The soiution to equation
(2.92), given the boundary conditions expressed by equations (2.87) and (2.88). has been

detennined by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) for the purpose of describing the conduaion of
heat. In Our notation, explicitiy including the absorption tecm, and assuming a unit energy

source Po= 1, the difh>se intensity may thus be described by

with

and r2 = (X -

+(y -

the transverse distance (i.ethe distance in the direction of

infinite extent) from the source position (xo.y. J , , )

The values of 4 are given by the

positive zeros of the transcendental equation

and the dimensionless constant K is given by

K=h/L.
where k is determined by equation (2.89) to account for the refledvity of the boundaries.

The experimentaliy determhed quantity is the transmitted flux normal to the slab
(Le. the acoustic intensitys which is proportionai to the square of the detected pressure)

which is related to the energy density via Fick's law:

The transrnitted flux (Le. the flux evaluated at the boundsry z = L) for a point Jource is
thus described by

with

The transmitted flux due to an incident plane wave, under the assumption that

it rnay be

thought to constitute an array of diffusive point sources within the plane z= a,is found by

integrating equation (2.98) over ail (xo9y,), and is given by

Under a&

experimental conditions, the incident flux (i.e the source) is not, of

course, a delta fùnction in tirne, but is rather a function with nnite (nonzero) width. To
represent the transrnitted ûux J'= then, requires that the transmitted flux due to an
instantaneous sourceJdrIto
be convoluted with the incident flux distribution Jn. Hence

4

where the nonzero extent of the incident puise is delimiteci by 21 and t2.

2.2.7.2

Steady state case: the transport mean free path
The diffuse energy density under steady state conditions (i.e. when the incident

pulse is vexy long) obeys equation (2.78). the time independent diffusion equation. The
appropriate boundary conditions, usually given by equations (2.87) and (2.88). rnay also
be derived eqlicitfy for arbitrary scattering anisotropy (i-e without letting

r

replace i, ,

as has b a n done in the above derivation of the boundary equatioas) yielding a nonzero
temt to the right hand sides. Durian (1994) has solved equation (2.78). within the Ishimani

formaiisrn, for a slab of arbitrary thickness and scattering anisotropy; he has neglected the
absorption and taken as the source fùnction [sa equation (2.78), or equation (2.80)
ignoring the time dependence] those t e m arising f?om the reduced incident intensity.

The energy density, normaüzeâ by the value at the incident w d , was found to be

(2.102)

where T is the total transmission, or hction of incident flux transmitted through the
sarnple, and ze is the dirnensionless extrapolation length ratio

as seen tiom equation (2.89).
Equation (2.102) may be rewritten, with z = L,as

in order to mon conveniently indicate the physical origin of each factor. The three tems

in equation (2.104) comspond, respectively, to the incident energy (nomialized to unity),
the reduction in energy due to diision within and subsequent transmission out of the
region O c z < L, and the increase in energy due to that component of the diffusive

-

(scattered) waves that remain in the region. The (1 2') &ors norrnalize the second and
third tems to the energy remaining within the region. The z, factor acmunts for the
reduction in energy demity due to an effeaive increase in the sarnple volume causeci by
the extrapolation of (Ito zero at a distance h past the boudaries. The L/I' factor in the
second tenn is the dimensionless actuai volume within which the waves propagate (as the
volume increases, the energy density decreases). F i i y , the (1 -e-L'fs) fmor in the
third term indicates the total diffusive component, ody a portion of which remains in the
region.

The total transmission Tcan be thought of as the sum ofa ballistic contribution Tb
given by Durian (1994) as e-=Ifs (where he ignores the reflection of the incident wave at
the boundary z = O), and a d

b contribution Td. The diisive term bas been determineci

to be @urian, 1994)

which, for samples d c i e n t l y thidr that the aponeatial term is s

a reduces to

the transmission of multiply
It is clear that, if the extrapolation lenj~thratio is d,
scattered waves depends prirnarily on the sample thickness and on the transport mean fie
path. However, it is possible for z, to be quite large if internai reflcctioos are signiocant,

as may be seen from equation (2.89). Since an Uicrease in z, causes the denominator in
equation (2.106) to increase faster than the numerator, the eEect of ignoring intemal
reflections is to overestimate the d a s e transmission (Zhu et al., 1991). This indicates
quite explicitly the necessity of incorporating the effe*s of intemal reflections into the
boundary conditions.
The energy density, equation (2. lM), was derived without recourse to the
oversimplification of assurning of a difisive source located a distance zo into the sample

(as was done in the t h e dependent case), having properly treated the reduced intensity as
the source fùnction. In order to ver* the quivalence of these two treatments, we now

derive the transmission under the assumption that the source is stnctly dinusive, and

r

Iocated a distance z = 2, into the sample; for convenience, we take zo = .
Neglechg absorption, the difiùse mer= density tàr fiom the source position is
the solution of the Laplace equation [cE equation (2.7811

Hence, solutions are of the form U = mu + b near the boundarieq where m and b are
constants deterrnined by the boundary conditions. Assuming tbat the diflùse energy
density extrapolates to zero a distance h = sj' past the boundaties (as showa previously),
and that the diffuse ewrgy density is a maximum C at z = i', we have U(-h) = O,
U(h+L)=O,and U ( $ ) = C . Wethushd

near the boundary z = O , and

near the boundary z = L . As the flux is proportional to d U/8z [cf equation (2.9711, it

is thus detennined, near the boundaries, by the constant m. If we denote the magnitude of

the transmitted flux by Jr and the magnitude of the backscatterd hvc by JB,then the sum
Jr + J', is obviously just the incident flux. The diffùse transmission Td, which is the

fiaction of the incident flux transrnitted through the sample, is thus

which reproduces equation (2.106) exactly. Equation (2.1 10) was derived under the

assumption that the "conversion" to a diffiisive source was complete, which is equivalent
to sssuming that the sampk is sufnciently thick that no ballistic signal remains. If a
ballistic signal dues remain, Td is no longer quai to the total transmission T. which must
now contain a contribution firom the reduced incident flux. Furthemore, the magnitude of
the dinlsive source is reâuced by the traction of the incident signal that is m i ditnisive.
Assuming these changes to be proportionai to ëL'4 ,the total transmission, vaüd for ail
sample thicknesses, is

where the prefactor of the exponentiai arises fiom the mfmatization condition that the
transmission approach unity in the limit of very srnall L. The diffuse component Td is
obtained h m the above upon subtraction of the ballistic component Tb and reproduces
equation (2.105) exady.
To summarize, in figure 2.8 we iilustrate the -se

energy density, under the

sssumption of zero boundary nflectivity and isotropie scattering, for a sample ten mean
6ee paths thick. The existence of an extrapolation length is clearly demonstrated by the

tangents to the energy density at the boundaries. The interseaion of the tangent limes at
z = f' demonstrates the equivalence of the difisive source at this position with the more

ngorous reduceâ intensity source.

Figure 2.8

Dintse (Md) and bellistic (dotted) energy densities versus transverse

distance through a slab ten mean fkee patbs thick, for the case of isotropic scattering and
zero boundary reflectivity. The lines tangent to the energy density at the boundaries z

=O

and z = L intersect at z = f* and go to zero a distance h = z,f' past the boundaries, where
z, = $ is caîled the extrapolation length (Durian, 1994).

It is clear h m equation (2.105) that measurements of the d i s e transmission

d o w one to determine the transport mean fra path

r ,and hence the enetgy velocity v,

(provided the diffusion coefficient D is known fiom pulse measurements). However, the
above derivation does not consida the &kct of absorption on the transmission. As the
detemination of

f

requues the measurement of the ubsoitlte transmission, it is most

criticai that absorption be included, especiaily since it is not negîigible in typical
experiments. This Musion can be accompiished most d i r d y by using the angular
correlation W i o n caldateû (for an quivalent geometry and identicai boundary
conditions) for d i i n g llghr in the presena of absorption (Zhu et d , 1991). Evaluating
their expression at zero wave vector, we obtain

[sinh(zoa)+z,a cosh(zoa)]

where

a = (D*a)-V2,

(2.113)

Incorporating absorption, the total transmission should thus be the produa of equations
(2. I l 1) and (2.112), vis.

That equation (2.1 14) does indeed properly express the absolute transmission in the
presence of absorption rnay be verifid by retuniing to the puise geometxy. If equation
(2.100), which gives the transmitted flux r d t i n g Born an incident delta-îunction plane

wave, is convolved with the incident flux for a "pulse" of infinite temporal extent [cf
equation (2.10 1)], then the resultant flux, or transmitted intensity, is given by
&9

(2.1 15)
with

p,,, A,, and a,as defined in equations (2.95).

(2.99). and (2.113), respdvely.

Equations (2.1 14) and (2.1 15) have beai evaluated, using as parameters typical values for
the sample thiches, mem reflection d c i e n t , difision coefficient, absorption tirne,
and scattering and transport mean fke paths. There wss agreement within O. 1%, the

slight différence arising ftom the roundoff error inhaait in solving the transcendentaf
equation for /?,, and the truncation of the swnmation in equation (2.115) afler 50 temu.
The analytic fonn for the absolute transmission, equation (2.114). is prefemd over the
series solution, equation (2.1 15), not

0 4

for the darity with which it ilhiminates the

physics (the e f f i on the transmission by the variation in the physical parameters is more
readily apparent), but do0 for aesthetic reasons.

2.2.8 Predicting the transport mean free path, the energy

velocity, and the diffusion coefficient, using the GCPA
The thm parameters that characterize the wave transport in the difisive regime,
the transport mean free path

r , the energy velocity v,,

and the difliision cafncient D,

are related through equation (2.66), to wit: D = iv,io. The e f f d v e medium model,
origindy developed for ballistic propagation (Sec. 2.1). is extendeci to account for the

angular dependence of the scattering delay experienced by a wave pulse, thus relating the
two transport processes.

The chacteristic length d e for diffusive transport is the transport mean fiee

path, whereas for ballistic transport it is the scattexhg mean fne path, the relation ôetween
these two quantities is given by quation (2.67).

To evaluate the c0nfi:gurationaIIy-

averageâ cosine of the scattering angle, we rrtum to the scattering cross section

which

was previously written in terzns of the forward scattering amplitude via the opticai

theorem [equation (2.6211.

We consider insteaâ the complex scattering amplitude

f (a>,&, k') = f (ru ,B ) at afî angles, where 8 is the scattering angle (Le. the angle

between the incident wave vector k and the scattered wave vector k' ) [equation (2.5211.
The scattering aoss section may thus be written as the integral of the square of f (a,,t9 )

over all solid angles, and

I'

then caldated ftom equation (2.63). The Iengthening of the

effective random walk step size due to the scattering anisotropy is accomplished by
including the 1- cos(@) term in the integral. The transport mean &ee path is then given
by

The scattering mean free path may, of course, be given by the same expression without the
1- cos(@) factor.

In addition to the scattering mean fiee patb, the propagation of the ballistic pulse

was described by both the phase and group velocities, which were sbown to depead on the
scattering in the medium (Sec. 2.1.8). The Amsterdam group hm suggested (van Albada

et al, 1991) that very strong resonant scattering can so modify the values of these

velocities, which rely on the coherence of the incident wave, that they no longer retain
physical signiflcance. Theü calculations have demonstrateci an anomalous dispersion in
the group velocity (i.e. velocities greater than the speed of îight), thus implying that v,

loses its meaning as a velocity of energy transport. It then becornes imperative that a
meaninal propagation velocity be defined for the dinusve transport.

The Amsterdam group was the f h t to comctly point out that the velocity
appearing in the diaision d c i e n t [equation (2.6611 is cnither the phase velocity nor the

group velocity but instead a buasport velocity. in order to explain the observed low value
of v, (van Albada et al., MU), they denved a microscopie theory based on the
generalized Boltzntann equation and evduated in the low concentration 1 s t (van Albada
et al., 1991; van TiggeIen et al., 1992). This allowed v, to be detemined by the energy
flux approach proposed by Brülouin (1953, 1960). Their expression for the energy

velocity may be written as

where v, is the phase velocity in some homogeneous referenw medium, v,, the phase
velocity in the effective medium, and 6 a propagation delay induced by the strong
resonant scattering (van Albada et al., 1991; van Tiggelen et al., 1992; see also Sheng,
1995). Calailations by this group at low volume fiactions @ of scatteren have correctly

accounted for the extrerney low value of v, found in their Light scattering experiments. In
addition, they have predicted a strong fiequency dependence to the energy velocity in the
neighbourhood of Mie resonances. This strong siowing d o m at fkquencies associatecl

with the intemal scatterer resonances is associated with the temporary storage of wave
energy in the scatterer (van Tiggelen, 1992; van Tiggelen et al., 1992; Cwilich and Fu,
1992; Kogan and Kaveh, 1992; van Tiggelen and Lagendijk, 1993; Livdan and Lisyansky,
1996), anâ, in their theory, r d t s in propagation delays 6 >> 1. However, these
predictions begin to lose their validity witb increasing O (Soukoulis et al., 1994). as
expected for low concentration theones.
Recent efforts involving CPA caldations to resohe this deficiency at the higher
volume fractions, based on earlier suggestions by Sheng (Sheng, 1995). have implied that
the large fiequency variations in v, are a d y washed out with increasing 8 (Busch and

Soukoulis, 1995, 1996; Mesaki and Economou, 1997). These r d t s are alleged to be in
excellent agreement with the timited experimental data for v, published to date (Genack et
al.,1993; Page et al., 1995). However, the inherent limitations of the CPA have not been

overcome in these dculations, and their conclusions are thus suspect. R e d that the

CPA is essentiaily a long wavelength theoiy so not only is the scattering weak, but the
wave cannot redve the individual scatterers. The sdf-energyis then dependent purely on
fkquency, and the CPA condition [equation (2.3311 may be confldently applied. In the
intemediate fnguency regime, the wavelength is comparable to the size of the scatterers
and strong resonant s c a t t e ~ g
can o«xir. The sdfcnergy can then acquire a wave vector
dependence (Sec. 2.1.6.3), and the CPA renomalkation of the selfknergy into a purely
fiequency dependent velocity is no longer valid.

To quantitatively caiculate v, in the intermediate fiequency regime, the GCPA is
employed to calculate the delay of the wave pulse scattering fiom the coated sphere.

While the GCPA calculations of v, capture this delay in the forwaid direction, it is the
anguIar dependence of the scattering delay that causes v, to ciiffer fiom v, . The complex
scattering amplitude for a siagie coated-sphere is fint found for each scattering angle and
fiequency- A reference pulse r(t), chosen to have a Gaussian envelope containhg the
frequency spectmm of interest, is constructeci, and R(<u), the complex FFT of the pulse,
then determined. At each angle B. the scatterd wave pulse s&)

is found fiom the

inverse FFT of the produa of R(a,) and f (a,8 ) as

At each angle, the scattering delay A t ( @ ) , with respect to the fonvard suutereû

component, is determined nom the dEerence between the temporal positions of the

maxima of the wave form envelopes. The intensity-weighted angular averages of these
delays are then calculateci as

At,

-

0

YI(@,
8 ) sin(@) dt9

'

where I is the intensity of the scattering amplitude. Equation (2.1 19) gives the retardation
(or advancement, if negative) of the scatterd pulse envelope relative to the forward
direction. As v, is the average velocity of waves whose direction of propagation has been
altered many times by the scattering, the enagy velocity may be expressecl, to a good
approximation, as

Equation (2.120) may be rewritten as

with
in principle, also fiequency dependent. Equaîion (2.121) is smilar in fonn to the

expression fint proposed by the Amsterdam group [equation (2.117)1, although in our
case 6 , is maîî, as v, and At,

are calculated in a renonnrlued eff'ective medium to

properly account for the effêcts of multiple scattering. Having predicted f and v,, the
fiequency dependence of the diffusion coefficient foiiows nom D = &f'

[equation

(2.66)].

The theoretical description of the transport of the multiply scattered sound within
the diffusion approximation wiii aliow critical experimental tests to be perfonned
regarding its vaiidity. The experimental determination of the parameters that characterize
this transport may then be compared to predictions arising fiom an extension of the new
effective medium approach that describes the ballstic transport. From this will emerge a
comprehensive physical picture of the baiiistic and diffusive propagation, in the
intermediate freguency regimc, of acoustic waves through random media .

3

The scattering medium

3.1 Sample preparation
In order to stuây the propagation of sound in the intermediate fnquency reghe,
wunples consisting of glas b d s immersed in water were prepared. Strong scattering

was thereby emureâ as the acoustic impedance ratio is approximately 10. The scattering
was fkther enhsnced by chcmsing the glas bead diameter to be the same order of

magnitude as the rcoustic wavelength in water. To cover a larger fiequency range, two
different bead sizes ,with nominal radii of 0.25 mm and 0.5 mm, were used. The buik of
the measurements were, however, made on the 0.5 mm radius beads. The glas beads
were contained in disic-shaped d s baving paralie1 walls glu4 to a unifonn spacer ~ g ;
this ring forrned the outer circumference of the disk and had a diameter that was at least
ten tLnes larger than the ceIl thickness, which varied tiom about 2 mm to 25 mm (see
figure 3.1). The ceIl walls usualiy wnsisted of 1.5 mm or 3 mm polystymie plates
(depending on the sample diameter), but 25 mm thick acrylite w d s were found to be

necessary for some of the group velocity measwements so as to prdude any possibiîity of
interference fiom round-trip echoes in the waU. The beads were carefûliy packed into the
water-filled sample cells so as to avoid trapped air bubbles, which would have caused
significant additional absorption, obscurhg the propagation of the multiply scattered

sound. The beads w a e packed near the M t of random close packiog, or about 63%,
though for the t b e s t samples with the rigid actylite waüs, occupiexi volume &actions as
low as 55% were measured.

(Rangea f W radii (mm)

1

Fraction

1

3.2 Glass bead polydispersity
Two different sarnple sets were prepared in orda to ïnvestigate the effécts of the

glass bead polydispersity upon t&e round propagation. The nominally 0.5 mm radius glass
beads ranged h m a minimum radius of 0.35 mm to a maximum radius of 0.59 mm.

These beads were sieved in order to determine theù size distribution, shown in table 3.1.
The bead distribution was found to be reasonably weU describecf by a Gaussim distribution

of width 0.07 and centre 0.45 (figure 3.2), miplying a polydispersity of about 15%. The
smaller beads had a simiiar variation in size. The s i e d bead samples were made ushg
beads from the flattes part ofthe distribution, Mmdy the 0.454.5 mm range. The mean
radius of the beads in this range was taken to be 0.47 mm, and the polydispersity was
estimated at about 5%.. The smaller beads were not sieved.

3.3 Gelled bead samples
It is necessary to know the effect of the cell walls on the absolute transrnitted

intensity of sound through the sample, as the wds were merely used to define the sample
geometry. in order to &tain

the simple geometry in the absence of wds, the water in

the sample was replaced by a polyacrylamide gel, anà the ratio of the transmissions, with
and without wdls, detemineci. Due to the dilute concentrations of the gels used, this

procedure was ürnited to samples of thichess greater than about 7 mm in order to avoid
bowing and catastrophic structural failure.

0.35

0.40

0.45

O. 50

O. 55

0.60

Bead Radius (mm)

&ure 3.2

Glas bead size distribution. The histogram

has been fitted to a Gaussian of centre 0.45 and width 0.07.

Gels of acryiarnide (the monomer) and N,N'-methy1enebis8crylamide (the cross-

linking monomer) were made with a total monomer concentration of 5 gllûû mt and a

cross-linker density of 2.6% by fm radical polymerization in water (Buisil and Gupta,

1980) using 30 mgllOO mC of ammonium persuIfate as an initiator and 120 pU100mC of

N,N,N',N'-tetramethylehylenediamine (TEMED) as a catalyst.

Polymerization was

essentially complete after about 20 minutes, producing a clear gel. The samples were
usudy cured for an additional day, to ensure that the reaction had proceeded to

completion, before measwements were pcrfomed.

3.4 Material parameters
The longitudinal and shear velocities of the glas spheres, aquired from Potters

Industries Inc. (NJ)., were needed in order t o theoreticaüy d d b e the sound
propagation. These values were determined h m the technical spedications suppiied by
the manufacturer, namely, a density of 2.5 g/cm3, a Poisson's ratio of 0.2 1, a Young's
' ~ / mand
~ ,a shear rnodulus of 2.96~10'~
~ / m The
~ . longitudinal
modulus of 6 . 8 9 ~ 1 0 ~

and shear velocities were then dculated to be 5600 d s and 3400 mls, respectively.
Timing corrections to the m m e d sound requind howledge of the transit time
through the ceIl w d s aad the water. The polystyrene and acryiite used to constnict the

w d s were found to have longitudinal vebcities of 2120 m/s and 2740 mis, respectively.
The accepted value for the sound velocity Ui pure water at a room temperature of 20 OC is
1490 &S.

Experimental
4.1 Introduction
The description of the propagation of ultrasonic waves in the strongly scattering

glas-bead samples required the measurement of both the scettered and the unscattercd
sound intensity. These w m acquked by placing a generating transducer near one face of
the sample and rneasuring the tmmitted sound with a second transâucer at the opposite

&ce. The scperiments were performeâ in a tank of water, which provideci a convenieat
couphg medium between the transducers and the sample d and aiiowed their relative
positions to be readily varied. The dimensions of the water tank were large enough to
eliminate interference problems due to stray scattered signais such as side-wd reflections.
Measurements of the scattered sound wae accomplished with the use of a miniature
hydrophone as the detecting muwiucer, thus ensuring thpt the sound was detected over a
single coherence area, or spedde spot; this was essential to avoid phase cancellation of the
detected scattered wave across the face of the hydrophone which would greatly reduce the
signal (see Sec. 4.2.5 and Appendu 8.2.2). Measurements of the unscattered, or ballistic,
sound were accomplished with large ekment diameter planar wave transducers.

The experiments were pedormed in both point source and planar wave source
geometries to ver@ the consistency of the description of the ensembIe-averaged
transrnitted sound pulse. For the point source geometry, the incident sound pulse was
generated by a foaising transducer arranged so that its focai plane was coincident with the
input face of the sample. The detecting hydrophone was placed close to the opposite face
of the sample, on-axis with the generating transducer.

Sigaels nom statistically

indepeadmt ensembles of the glass-bead disorder were then wkcted by transkthg the

semple. For the planar wave geometry, a good approximation to a planar wave source
was achieved by placing the sample deep in the far field of a planar wave generating

transducer (see Sec. 4.2.2, 4.2.3). Here, the sample remaineci nxed and the hydrophone
was scanneci over the central portion of the back nice to d e c t the transmitted sound in
many speckles.

The sarne planar wave geometry was used in the measwements of the

absdute transmission of the sound in a quasi-continuous-wave configuration.

4.2 Ultrasonic wave generation and detection
4.2.1 Piezoelectric effect
The sound incident on the sample was generated with an ultrasonic transducer.

These traasducers employad the piezoelectric e&ct to convefl the electricai energy of an
electromagnetic excitation into the mechanicd energy of an ultrasonic vibration. When
subjected to an electric field, piezoelectric mataials exhibit a ünear property manifested by

the onset of defonnation The electric field causes an asymmetry in the ioaic polarization,
the piezoelectric effect arising due to an interaction between the Coulomb forces and the

elastic r e s t o ~ g
forces in the material. The inverse behaviour also holds tme, namely, that
the application of a mechanicd stress is W e s t e d by the onset of electrical polaritation,
resulting in the generation of an electric field. Transducers may thus be used to both
generate anxi detect sound waves.

4.2.2 Disk radiator
Let us consider an i d e transducer, comprised of a circdar thin planar

piezoelectric bady of radius R, whose circumfêrence is mnstrained to be rigidly fxed.
The application of a sinusoidaily-varying current on the piezoelectric body resdts in a
matching variation in its particle veldties vo, which we take to be uniform across the
surface of the disk. We assume this disk radiator to be immersed in a fluid of mass density

and having a phase velocity

VI.

The sinusoidaliy-varying velocity of the radiator

launches a hydrostatic pressure wave of amplitudep into the niid. The intensity I of this

wave exhibits maxima and minima (radially outwards Born the disk) as a consapence of

the interference effects betweai waves originating dong the continuum from the edge of
the disk to its centre.

The intensity may be d a w e d from a knowledge of the complex Poynting
vector

fi

(denvaMe on the bais of co~lservationof energy priociples), which here

describes the energy propagation in a fluid medium in te-

of the complex velocity C

and the complex pressure 3 :

where Re implies that the r d part of the complex quantity is to be taken. The qwtities
involved are cornplex as a result of assuming tirne-harmonic excitations of the form ei4>',
where

a, is

the angular fiequency of the excitation. Along the longitudinal axis z of the

disk, the normalized intensity is given by (Ristic, 1983)

where R is the wavelength of the excitation in the fluid. Recall t h k = %l

= 2%

defines the wave vector of the excitation. Definhg the acoustic irnpedance of the fluid as

2,= fivl, the maximum intensity may be written as 1-

= z,v,'.

The maxima in equation (4.2) occur for values of zgiven by

where n = O, 1,2, ...; the last anrl maxima OCCWS for n = O and is given by

which, for disk diameters significantly greater t h the wavelength, may be approximated

The quantity ZF defines the transition between the near field, or Fresnel zone (z 4 ZF), and
the fêr field, or Fnwnhofa wne (z > ZF). As is seen in figure 4.1, the axial intensity in the

Fresnel zone exhibits many maxima and miaima, while in the Fraunhofer zone, the axial
intensity is slowly decreasing, due to spherical beam divergence.

F i m 4.1

The axiaI intensity of an idealited transducer.

Observation point
8

Fimire 4.2

b

Geometry useci in the description of the radiai variation in the sound

intensity for an ideai transducer.

Fimire 4.3

Log plot of the far field inteasity at positions normal to the axis of

propagation. The spherid beam divergence semi-angle 8, is as shown. The flat regions

around the zeros are an art-

of the logarithmic plot.

The variation in the fm field intensity for off-axis positions r

= r(p

z), where r is

the distance fiom the centre of the disk to the observation point P, p the radial distance
normal to the z axis and 0 the polar angle (see figure 4.2), has beai given as

where Ji is the first order Bessel âuaction (Ristic, 1983). This variation is shown in figure
4.3, for axial positions 1 < ZF < 2. The logarithmidy plotted intensity initialiy decreases

with increasing polar angie

9 the first zero

OCCUrriRg at kRsin8, = 3.83 (i.e. at

,

sin 8 = 0.61611/R), where 8, is the theoreticai bearn divergence semi-mgle. Equation
(4.6) is not valid in the near field due to certain approximations made in developing a

closed algebraic expression for the pressure, âom which the intensity is derived. A
description of the variation in the near field intensity for a disk radiator (off axis positions)
requises some fairly involveci numerical integration and differentiation (see Ristic, 1983).

4.2.3 Planar transducers
The t r a n h n useà in the experiments employed piezoelectric elements made

fiom PZT (lead zirconium titanate) to generate clearly dehed longitudinal acoustic waves
that f~thfÙUyreproduced the driving electromgnetic waves.

To see how this was

accomplished, consider the pulsed excitation of a planar piezoelestric element placed
between materials with d i f f e ~ gacoustic hpedances.

The piezoelechic element

generates a vibration that propagates in both the forward and reverse directions. The
element has an acoustic impedance mismatch with its surroundhgs so reflections ocair at

the interfaces, causing interference with the desireci wavefom and increasing the temporal
extent of the pulse. As PZT is not highly attmuating, the problem is exacerbated by
round-trip echoes (due to multiple reflections) in the elemnt. However, as long as the
thickness of the piezoelectnc element is an integer multiple of half wavelengths (for the
transducers usecl, the element thickiess was nominaüy one-haif the wavelength at the
transducer's central fiequency), the interference wüi be constructive and the transrnitted
intensity will be a maximum. The increase in the temporal extmt of the pulse, due to the
extra thne required for the rdected puise(s) to traverse the element More combining with

the initial pulse, describes the phenornena of t d u c e r ringng anci bar k e n mitigated by
backing the piezoelectric element (figure 4.4). The backing is a highly attenuative material
whose acoustic irnpedance is comparable to that of the piezoelectric element. The backing
absorbs the acoustic energy radiating fiom both the back face (directly) and the fiont face
(upon reflection) of the element, thus mhhizhg ringhg.

If the piezoelectric element were immersed in water, then the fiont face of the PZT
would see a substance much lower in acoustic impedance. Most of the acoustic energy
woutd then be reflected back into the transducer and the sound field in the water would

then of greatly reduced intensity.

To avoid t h reduction in signal, an acoustic

transformer (i.e. a matching layer) is inserted between the piemelectric elernent and the
water. The matching layer, which also serves as a wcar plate (thus protesthg the
piezwlectnc element), has a thickness of one-guarter wavelength and an impedance
intermediate between that of the PZT and the water. The choice of thickness is dictatecl

impedance

hiah

hiRh

low

backing
\

piezoelectric
element

Fiaire 4.4

matchhg
layer

The matching layer on the generating face of the piezoelectric element

employs the principk of constructive interference to increase the msmission of sound

into the fluid medium (of lower impedance). The backing is also show.

electrodes
Finure 4.5

layer (wear plate)

Simplified schematic of the planar transducers used in the experiments.

by the requirement that waves generated by the piuoelearic element intenere

constructively with waves reverberating in the matching layer, as shown in figure 4.4. A
simplifiedschematic of the planar transducers used is shown in figure 4.5.

4.2.4 Focusing transducers
The near field point z~rnay be thought of as the aatural focus of a planar

transducer, as it is at this point that the htensity is a maximum and that the wave hom
may begin to be considend sphericai. It is, of course, an extmnely p r focus - by no
stretch of the imagination may the sound waves be thought of as originating from a point
source at this position (cf. figure 4.3). A spherical point source of acoustic waves iq
however, a very desirable thing to have. Such a source rnay be achieved by comb'ig a

planar transducer and an acoustic lem. The effect of the lens is to effectvely SMthe
location of the near field point closer to the t r d u c e r , and to increase the pressure (and
hence the intensity) at that point.
In order to rninimw energy losses, the acoustic impedance of the lens.

4=ptv~.

was comparable to the acoustic impedance of the moundiag water, ZW = ppvw. where

and

are the mass densities, and

VL

and vw the (longitudinal) acoustic velocities, of the

lens and water respectively. From Snell's law, the focusing process requires v~t v~ The
acoustic converging lenses associated with the focusing transducers used were concave

since the acoustic velocity of the lens is greata than that of the water.

&un 4.6
P l a n ~ ~ ~ ~ nlais
c a vwith
e sphericai suraicc of
radius Q (Ristic71983).

The plano.concave lens7with the concavity dehed by a spherid sufice of radius

Q, replaces the wear plate on a planar transducer. Only spherical SUTfàces are considered
because there are economical restrictions on manuflacturing the more appropriate parabolic
surfaces. Consider such a lem, shown in figure 4.6. For plane acoustic waves incident
n o d y fiom the lefi, the focal distance is determineci by the requinment that ail waves
be of equai phase at the focal point.

Employing the ray technique of geometrical

acoustics, and requiring that rays 1and II have zero phase di&rence at F, it fdows that

in figure 4.6, ray

[Itraversed

a distance d in the lem. Since ray II was chosen

arbitrarily, d may Vary anywhere from a minimum of s to a maximum of D. Equation (4.8)

thus implies that one d a s not actually have a focalpoint7but rather a focal &ne. This line,

even for ideal lenses. is actwlly of finite width due to the Limitations imposeci by
diaction, thus implying that it is more appropriate to speak about a focal zone.
For the spheridy-focused immersion truiJduars employai in these experiments,

the length Fzofthe effective focal zone (as measured nom the positions where the on-axis

sound ampltude is 6 dB d o m nom its maximum) is (Panunetrics, 1993)

where F is the nomimf focai point placed at the position of the on axis maximum. The 6

dB beam diameter D, at the n o d f w s has ükewise been detamiad as

Typical values for these parameters are on the order of centimeters for the length of the
focal zone, and on the order of millimeters for the beam diameta. These parameters are
illustrated in figure 4.7.
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dB beam diameter

Practicai sphericai

focuseci

immersion

transducer with the focal zone and beam diameter indicateù
(Panametrics, 1993).

4.2.5 Hydrophones
The hydrophones used in the experiments are a particular class of highly sensitive
small-element-diameter transducers designed to provide good spatial resolution when
detecting acoustic waves in fluids. Since only longitudinal waves propagate in fluids, the
piezoelecvic material u d in these hydrophones must have negligible coupling to
transverse modes. This minimizes problems with mode conversion that can seriously
interfere with the desired signai. The choice of PZT as the piezoelectric material proved
ideal. The piezoelectric element was heavily backed (Le. p l a d in contact with a long,
highly attenuating, substance) with a matched acoustic impedance materid to avoid

problems with multiple round trips and ringiq. By keeping the piezoelectric element very
thin, the hydrophone operated in the subresonant mode thus providiing a large fiequency
bandwidth with a flat sensitivity.

For the fraquency range frw 1 to 20 MHz,

hydrophones with piezoelectric elements having diameters as small as 200 p and
thicknesses as low as 70 p are the current state-of-the-art. Their angular response tends
to bs excellent (see Sec. 4.3.3.2.2 and Appendix B.2.1). Figure 4.8 gives a simple
schematic of such a hydrophone, which is usually covered with a fine gold nIm for
electrical isolation, followed by a thin water resistant coating.
The necessity of employing a sd-element-diameter hydrophone results from the
rapid spatial variations in the phase and amplitude of the scattered sound caused by
interference between ultrasonic waves that have traveled diffaait paths through the
sample. This variation produces the faniiliar phenornena of speckle (see Sec. 5.3). The
speckle size, or coherence area, is the region over which the ultrasonic signal remains
,
A is the ultrasonic wavelength (Jones,
relatively constant; this is approximately A ~ where

1996; see aiso Sec. 5.3). Since piezoelectric transducers maisure the ultrasonicfield (Le.

the pressure wave), t is neceSSary to detect the scattered sound within a single coherence

ana in order to avoid spurious phase candation effécts due to these rapid spatiai
fluctuations. In water, for frequencies ranging fkom 1 to 5 MHz, the wavelength varies
between 1.5 mm and 0.3 mm. Thur, hyàrophones with element diameters less than 0.3

mm are aecessary to accurately measure the scattered sound within this fkquency range

(sa,however, Sec. 4.3.3.2.3 and Appcadix B.2.2).

Figure 4.8

Schematic of the type of hydrophone used in

the experiments.

4.3 Measurement technique and geometries
4.3.1 Determining the phase and group velocities, and the

scattering mean f n e path. Ballistic pulse mode: planar

source geometry
Expaiments wen Ferfornid to measun the phase and group veleties, and the
scattering mean fne path, of bailistic pulses propagaîing in the resonantly scattering giassbead medium. The frequency of the sou& generated by large-element-diameter planar

transducers, was varied between 1 and 5 MHz. The samples consisted of both the sieved
and unsieved beads, where for the unsieved beads both sizes were used to increase the

effkctive fkquency range. The velocities of ballistic propagation were rneasured using a
square input pulse consisting of about 10 osdations thus givbg a well-defined central
frequency. The scattering mean fne path was detennined, using an input pulse consisting
of only one or two oscillations so as to increase its fiequency content, fiom the

attenuation of the âequency components of the baüistic pulse. The detectors used were
also large-element-diameter planar transducers, arrangeci so as to be coplanar with the

generator. The sample was plaad between the two transducers, parallel to their faces.
Figure 4.9 shows the experiinental setup for the ballistic pulse measurements in the plane
wave geometry.

The distance fiom a transâucer fkce to the nearest sarnple waü was usually withln
the transducer's near field, though not so close that round trip echoes between the two
would interfere with the ballistic signal. Recall that within the near field, the intensity of

the wavefront incident on the sarnple face may then Vary extensively (cf figure 4.1).
However, as the concem is with the ullscottered transmission through a macrmcopicaiiy
hornogeneous medium, these intensity variations WUbe prrsaved in the signal ballistically
traasmitted through the sample. A siniilar large-dement-diameter planar traasduar,
correspondin@y positioned, acted as a deteztor and averaged these variations in the
bdlistically transmitted signal in the same manner as it did for the reference puise (Le. the
round pulse incident on the sample fsa). Thus, an accufate measure of the ballistic

attenuation couid be made to detemine the scattering mean f
k path. Opaating the
detector close to the sample face had the fùrther advantage of mimmizing the amount of
scattered sound, obliquely incident on the detector, ~ s i n gh m regions of the samp1e not
directly illuminateci by the incident wave. Of course, the scattered sound arising hom the
region directly in fiont of the detection face faniot be minimized, and many individual
speckles thus irnpinge on the detector. These, however, effêctively canceled (due to the
random tluctuations of their phase - r d 1 that a transâucer measures the total pressure
field) if the su&

area of the detector was aifficiently large. To ensure that the

background contribution fiom scattereâ sound was efféctively eliminated nom the ballistic
pulse, the phase canallotion of the scattered sound was firtha improved by trsnslating
the sample and averaging the transmitted field from completeIy new ensembles of the
scatterers.

This left only the unscatterd baüistic wave, which was spatialiy and

temporally coherent across the whole surface of the detector.

generating planar
transducer (near field)

detecting planar

transducer (near field)

sample /
cross-section
F i m e 4.9

Bailistic pulse mode: planar source geometry. The transducets are fixed

but the sarnple may be translated.

cross-section

b r e 4.10

Difisive pulse mode: point source geornetry. Note that the focusing

transducer and the hydrophone remain fixed, whüe the sample is translated.

43.2 Determining the diffusion coefîicient and the

absorption time
4.3.2.1

Diffwive pulse mode: point source geometry
Experiments in the point source geometry were performed to test the appücabüity

of the difnision approximation in the description of the propagation of strongly scattered
uitrasound puises in the medium, and to subsequentiy understand the behaviour of the
dinusion and absorption coefficients Only unsimd glas-bead sarnples were studied in
this geometry, though both sUes of beads were used. Short acoustic pulses, of about 10
osciliations (in the tiequency range Born 1 to 5 MHz),were generated by a focusing
transducer arranged so that its f d plane was coincident with the input face of the
sample. The detecting hydrophone was placed close to the opposite fàce of the sample,
and signais fiom statistically independent ensembles of the glas-bead disorder were then

collected by translating the sample. This ailowed the pulse shape of the average multiply
scattered intensity that was transmitted tiirougb the medium to be determineci fiom the
scattered intensities in a large number of speckies. This pulse shape was then compared to

the shape predicted by the diaision equation for this particuhr geometry, allowing the
determination of the difision coefficient and the absorption time.
Figure 4.10 shows the experirnentai setup for the point source geometry. Most of
the measurements were taken with the hydrophone onaxis with the foasing transducer to
simplify the cornparison with the predicted MÙsive puise shape [cf. equation (2.98) the factor e- r 2 / 4 ~ t equals unity, as r = O for on-axis measurements]. Several data nuis

were, however, performed for bot h on-axis and off-axis hydrophone positions. This
ailowed D to be obtained independently of the complications due to absorption and
boundary conditions (see Sec. 5.5.1.3.5).

4.3.2.2

Diffusive pulse mode: planar source geometry
Experiments in the plane wave source geometry were paforrned to determine the

diaision coefficient and the absorption tirne, and to test the consistency of the diEusion
approximation in the description of the propagation of strongly scattered ultrasound puises
in the medium. Only the sieved glus-bead samples were studied in this geometry. As

before, short acoustic pulses, of about 10 oscillations ( i the fiequency range &om 1 to 5
MHz), were generateâ, though now by a p l a w transducer operating deep in its fat field
(- 0.75 m). This meant that the wave fiont incident on the sample surface was as good an

approximation to a planar wave as possible. The detecting hydrophone was placed close
to the opposite face of the sample, and the average transmitted intensity determineci by
translating the hy&oophone over the central region of the sample &ce. This region was
s d enough that the incident wave acrou this portion of the sample was a very good
approximation to a plaw wave, and that there was no possibility of intederence due to
sidewall reflections h m the spacer ring. It was, however, large enough to contain a
sufficient number of speckles to ensure that the average transmission in the region was
equivalent to that of a sample of infinite transverse extent. This allowed the pulse shape of
the average multiply scattered intensity that was transmitted through the medium to be

determined from the individuai scattered intensities. This puise shape was then compared

to the shape prdicted by the diffision equation for this pvticular geometry. Figure 4.1 1

shows the experimental setup for the planar wave source geometry in the far field
configuration.

PI-r
transducer:
(far field)

-I

incident sound
waves: quasi-

Fimire 4.1 1

Planar source geometry: far field configura-

tion. Here the generator and sample are nxed and the
hydrophone is moved.

4.3.3 Absolute transmission measurements: determining the

transport mean free paths, and hence, the energy

velocities.
4.3.3.1

Quasi-continuous wave mode: planar source geometry
The absolute transmission of the average sound intensity tbrough the scattering

medium was undertaken to provide an accurate detemination of the transport mean &ee

path /. It also afforded an independent meanirement of the difision parameters D and ra
[through theù product; see equations (2.112)

- (2.11411,

thus acting, in part, as a

consistency check on those values as determined via pulse measurements. Again, both
sieved and unsieved glas-bead samples were studied, though most of the data were
acquired with the former. The experimental geometry, identical to that desaibed in the
previous section (Sec. 4.3.2.2), is illustrated in figure 4.1 1. The sound waves, generated
by a srnall-element-diameter planar transducer deep in its fàr field (and thus a close

approximation to a plane wave), were n o d y incident upon the sarnple and ranged in
fkequency Born 1 to 3.5 MHz. The hydrophone was placed close to the opposite sample

face (about 0.5 to 1 m away), and the ultrasonic fields at many positions, within a limited
region of the sample face, were acquired. Typically, 121 spe*ra (corresponding to an 11
by 11 square grid) were aquued within a 4 cm2 region. The sampling region was

sufficiently large to contain a statistically sigdicant number of coherence areas
("speckles": see Sec. 5.3), yet smaii enough to avoid all possible edge effects. The
positions of the speddes king apparently random (see Sec. 5.3), the regular sampling was
sufficiently dense to ensure quai tepresentation over the continuum of speckle "highs"
and "lows." The transmitted intensities at all deteaion points were normaüzed by the
intensity of the incident wave at those points, and then averageâ to acquire the total
transmission per unit area. The calculation of the total transmission did require the
incorporation of several correction factors to easure that it was acairately determined.
These are disaisseci in Sec. 4.3.3. .2 and Appendix B.
As has been shown in chapter 2 (Sec. 2.2.7.2), if the incident planar wave is

contirnous, than a determination of the baction of the incident flux transmitted through

the sample (i.e. the absolute transmission) quite plainly fields the transport mean &ee path.

This is seen most clearly in equation (2.106). In practice, a tmly continuous wave is not
really necessary. What is needed may be described as a quasi-contimrotls wave, that is, a
vety long sound pulse. The temporal extent ofthis pulse shouM be sufncient to cause a
constant signal level to be detected, for a suitable lai@ of

tirne, within the total

transmission fkom each speckie. Physidy, the constant signal I

d is indicative of hakg

maximally filleci all scattering paths (i.e. paths of ail Iengths) that impinge at a wmmon
point at the exit face of the sample. That a h i t e pulse is able to accomplish thk is due to
the fm that the proportion of path lengths (arising nom the excitation at some specinc
time within the incident pulse) contributhg deaeases markedly &er long times [see
equation (2.65) and figure 2.4(b)J. The presence of absorption also provides a second
exponential darnping mechanism that preferentidly dects against longer path lengths.
Thus, the incident pulse length need only be longer than the time required to traverse the
longest paths through the sample (arising fiom a delta-fhction input pulse) that
measurably contribute to the ensemble average. In practice, the incident pulse lengths
necessary to mimic a continuous wave range Born about 70 to 250 ps, depending on the
sarnple thickness and the frequency of the incident wave.
The determination of the transport mean fra path required the absolwte
measuremcnt of the total transmission under the conditions set forth in the theory. The
pnmary conceru, experimentdy, was then to ensure that the intensity of the incident wave
with the
remained constant, or if not, that its variation could be recordeci concu~~ently
aquisition of the transmission data. Initial measurements of the absolute transmission
included the concurrent monitoring of the incident wave. It was discovered that the

variation in the incident wave htensity was negiigible over a period of several hours,
provided one avoided times when the supply voltage fkom the mains was adjusted to
account for periods of i n c d domestic consumption.

Subsequent measurements

determined the acoustic field of the incident wave just More, and usually just after, the
data mn, drarnatically speeding up the rate at which &ta could be acquind.

4.3.3.2

Emuring an accurate determination of the transmission
Under the conditions set forth in the theory, a continuous planar wave must arrive

at normal incidence upon a slab of randomly close-packed spherical scatterers irnmersed in
water. The entùe transmitteâ field, over al1 2n steradians, must then be detected at each
point on the exit face of the sarnple. An accurate determination of the transport mean frre
path required understanding the effkct of aü departures fiom such conditions upon the

:
theoretical total tmsmission. In other words, before the data could be reliably fit for !
correction factors w e n necessary to adjust the experimentally determined total
transmission for every point of deparnue Born the theory. In decreasing order of
importance, the subjects that necessitate these corrections are as follows: (1) the presence
of the sarnple walis, (2) the angular response of the hydrophone, (3) interference across
the hydrophone, (4) the initial reflective los, and (5) nonplanar incident waves. The
nature and ongin of these correction factors are addressed below. Specific details
regarding their measufement or calculation may be found in Appendix B, includhg a
summary of the numerid r d t s .

4.33.2.1

The wall correction

The most signiecant departwe from the conditions set forth in the theory involved
the nature of the sample itseIf. Since the glass beads do not aâhere to one another, it was
necessary to confine them between waüs to maintain the slab geometry. The theory makes
no provision for the e&a of walls upon the total transmission. The plastic w d s have
acoustic irnpeâances diierent Rom that of water and thus change the nature of the
interface between the sunple and the coupüng medium. It is known, however (Sec.
2.2.6). that changhg the reflectivity at the intefices modifies the distribution of path

lengths in the sarnple, and hence both the magnitude and angular distribution of the
transmission. Moreover, the wails, king a solid, also support shear waves, and thus d o w

mode conversion at the interfaces. These shear wave excitations in the w d s rnay
subsequentiy be reconverted and travel back into the sample (thus fùrther r n o d i i g the
path length distribution), or may possibly be dissipated in the form of an evanescent wave
dong the walvwater intaface.
The question of the efféct of the walls on the total transmission can, of course, be
avoided completely if there is some mems whereôy the sample geometry can be
maintained withari walls. This may be achieved by rqlacing the water in the sample by a
polyacrylamide gel (see Sec. 3.3). For the gel to have the same fluid properties as water
(e.g. no shear modes), it must be fairly dilute (-5%).

The low structural rigiciity of such

samples pennits only relatively thick samples (>7 mm) to be made. Consequently, the
restriction in the range of Mmpk tbickness' for wwhich total transmission data may be
obtained then ümits the precision with which f can be detennined. in addition, the gelied
samples also have a finite lifetime (less than a day), due to the absorption of water from

the coupling medium and the ensuing swelling and distortion. GeIIed samples thus cannot

be used directly to determine the absolute transmission. However, if a gelled sample is
seaieci between plastic w d s and the absdute transmission subsequently determined

without and wirh the wds, the ratio of the transmissions provides the effect of the walIs

on the transmission. Using geiled samples approximately 10 mm thick, it was found that
these ratios (or "wdl correction factors") rangeci &om about 2.5 to 5, depcnding on the
fiequency.

4.3.3.2.2

The bydropbont rngulrr rtsponse correction
Absolute rneasurements of the total transmission require not only the intensity of

the incident waves to be confident1y known but also that the conditions for the detection

of both the incident and transmitteâ waves be the same. One signifiant difference
between the detection of the incident and transrnitted waves is as regards their angular
distribution. The incident waves are planar waves and arrive at n o r d incidence to the
hydrophone, whereas the transmitted waves have a 2n steradian angular distribution. This
means that the angular response of the hydrophone needs to be considered.

The

geometricai cross section of the hydrophone, as seen by the waves transmitted f?om a
point in the sample , decreases as the cosine of the azimutha1 angle is increased (cf figure
2.7). If one considers the "region" on the sample fjra over which transmitted waves are

detected, then provided the hyârophone is suniciently close to this point, it will subtend
practicaiiy the entire sotid angle. This corresponds to the circumstances under which the
boundary conditions have beai determined (Sec. 2.2.6). The boundary conditions, which

can be used in the determination of a theoretical expression for the total transmission [Sec.

2.2.7.2; equations (2.107) - (2.1 1O) 1, incorporate this cosine fkctor [Sec.2.2.6; equations

(2.8 1) - (2.88)J. Any comction fiictor involving the anguias response of the hydrophone
wiiî then be due to departures from the apected cosine behaviour

Given a beam of incident planar waves, the angular respome of the hydrophone

may be experimentaily determineci by rotating it through 9û0, beginning at normal
incidence. The effea of the angdar response on the daection of the waves transmitted
through a gelieâ sample (as the nsult of the w d correction) is then investigated. The
relative number of transmitted phonons (per unit anq per unit exit angle) is integrated

over al1 exit angles to provide the expected transmission (saAppendix B.2.1 for daails).
Dividing the angular response of the hydrophone by the cosine of the azimuthal angle and
multiplying the result by the relative number of transmitted phonons, yields, d e r
integration over al! angles, the detected transmission The correction factor is then found
by calculating

the ratio of the expected transmission over that of the detected

transmission. The hydrophone an-

nsponse cortection factors were found to be

strongly frequency dependent, ranging nom about 0.75 to 1-2.

4.3.3.2.3

The bydrophone inte~ectncecorrection

One ftrther diffierence between the detection of the incident and transmitted waves

lies in the phase of the waves king detected. The wave nont incident on the face of the
hydrophone is a plane of constant phase as the r d t of the normal incidence of the planar
wave on the detector. The acoustic fields wül thus add constnictively. The transmitted
waves vary in phase and amplitude across the sample faoe, produchg the f&ar
phenornena of speckle (Sec. 5.3). At worst, the amplitude and phase within a spcckle will

vary slowly (othewise, there would not be a speckle). The ability to measure the
transmitted acoustic field of multiply scattered sound requires the area of the detector to
be "smallef' than that of the speclk. Precisdy how much srnaller depends on the
accuracy required and the degree of variation within the speclde.

The variation in the phase and amptitude has been measured at 1.5 MHz using a
hydrophone with a diameter nominaily one=

that of the speekles (Appendix B.2.2).

Within the regions of high amplitude ("bnght" speckle). the variation in the phase ranged

from rd to, at worst, 120°. Since this variation ocnirnd smoothîy across the speckle, the
interference was almost entirely constnictive over the detector. In the regions of iow
amplitude ("dark" speckie) however, the variation in phase was extremely rapid,
approximately 180' as a d e . This implies a signifiant amount of destructive interference
over the detector. As a proportion of the total transmitted intensity though, the eEect of
dl the destructive intederence is minimal as the major component arises from regions
where the intensity is very low. The measured transmission hm b a n estimated as about
5% less than the "true" transmission.

The speckle sue king inversely proportional to the fiequency of the incident

sound, the destructive interférence increases with increasing frequency. To reliably
ascertain the degree of interference at each 6equency of interest, the spatial dimensions

for the variation in the phase and amplitude data d i s c u d above were d e d by the ratio
of the wavelength to the hydrophone diameter. Aitematively, this may be understood as

an increase in the relative ana of the detector as compared to the speckle size. The
average ultrasonic fields were then dculated acrou these "eniarged" detaors, for each
detection position, and the totai transmission then determineci. The ratio of the totai

transmission calculated without interference to that calculateci with interfierence gives the

effkct of the decrease in speclde size on the total transmission. Adding 5% to this value
(to account for the initial underestirnation of the transmission at the reference frequency)
then yields the hydrophone intefierence «>nedon. For the sxnaü element diameter
hydrophone, the correction varies fiom about unity (at 1 MHz) to 1.2 (at 3.5 MHz).
Specine details are provided in Appendii B.2.2.

4.3,3,2.4

The initiai rcfiecfive 1-

comtion

nie intensity of the incident wave provides the absolute reference for the total
transmission measurements.

However, due to the diffierence between the acoustic

impedances of the coupling medium and the sample (Le. the gelied sample, as the wdl
correction has made it the effdve uimple), only a part of this is transmitted into the
sample, the remainder king refleeted fiom the sample interface. Ushg the two Duid

mode1 (Appendix A. l), the transmission into the semple was calculated for the fiequencies
of interest and found to vary From about 0.92 to 0.94 times the incident intensity. The

initial reflective loss corrections thus range from about 1.06 to 1.09. S p d c details are

provided in Appenâix B.2.1.

4.3.3.2.5

The input beam distribution correction

The generating transducer, operating deep in its fkr field, produced a good
approximation to a planar wave when incident on the sunple fice. The fhct that there was
an aaual input beam distribution (i-e. a variation in the intensity of the incident wave as a

ftnction of position) complicated the question of the appropriate nodization for the
total transmission. The normalization undertaken, whereby the transmission at each point
was normaüzed by the intensity of the incident wave et that point, was found to slightly

underestirnate the transmission as compareci to that for a tnie plam wave. To determine
this, the point source expression for the transmitted flux [equation (2.9811 was numeridy
integrated over the input ôeam distribution (treated as an array of point sources), thus
yielding the total transmission. This was done both for a truc planar wave and for the
measund input beam distniution, using as diffusion parameters the best known values at

each freguency of interest. The e&a of the aawl b e m distribution not accounted for in
the initiai point-by-point normalization was then found by taking the ratio of these two
transmissions. The input ôeam distribution correction factors varied fiom a low of 1.O2 to

a high of 1.07, depending on the flequency of the incident wave, and on the diameter of
the generating transducer. Additional details are provided in Appendix B.3.

4.4 Setup and apparatus
4.4.1 Introduction: the experimental configuration
The interrelation ôetween the various pieces of quipment necessary to carry out
the measurements of both the bailistic and scattered sound is illustrated by the block

diagram provided in figure 4.12.

The positionhg of the sarnple and transducers

(hydrophone) was controiied ushg either automatad or manual translation stages,
depending on the p8Ricuiar experiment being performed. The main body of the block

diagram (the primary coiifiguration) indicates the sdup for the bellistic a d the difFusive
pulse experiments, whereas the inclusion of the dashed box (the seçandary configuration)
indicates the arrangement of the components netwsary to do absolute transmission
measurements (though it was ais0 employed in the planar source d i s i v e rneawrements).
In the latter case, the electrical connections indicated by the diagody h e d amws should
be omitted.

The ciifference between the two setups involves the generation of the RF

pulse used to drive the transducer. The overall setup will be discussed in more detail

within the context of desaibing the apparatus (Sec.4.4.2 to Sec. 4.4.12). Further details
regardmg the meauirements are provided in the discussion on the data aquisition system,
which deais with the computer controi of the stepper-motor translation stages and the
digital oscilloscope.

W r e 4.12

Block diagnun of experimental setup.

h o w s indicate electrical

connections; arrows at both ends imply control systems and denote information transfer in

both directions. The diagonally-lined bars indicate mechanical supports. For the absolute
transmission measurements, the diagonally lined arrows are ornitteci, and the components

in the dashed box (othemise ignored) are insertal. If the sample is moved remotely (A),
then the

daecting transducer

is

manually aligned )

and

vice-versa.

4.4.2 The aquariums
As has been mentioned before, the sample was immersed in an aquarium 6Ued with

water. The bailistic muisurements and the point source diaisive measurements, being in
the near field geometry, were aistomarily pedormed in an 80 litre aquarium. Here, a
small aquarium sufnced as the sample d t e d the entire incident wave, and the width of

the sound pulse was sufficiently short (or, the tank was d c i e n t l y large) t h t reflections
off the back waü of the aquarium (arishg fkom the sound transmited fiom the exit face of
the sample) did not interfere with the desired signal. Measurements perfonned in the fàr
field geometry, however, necessitateci the use of a 425 titre aquarium since the generating
transducer needed to be about 0.75 m away Rom the sample. This, of course, me-

that

the spatial extent of the incident wave ( b e i g effdvely a planar wave across the sample

surface) was far larger than that of the mple. As transmission losses in water are
negligible, this muuit that a great d d of sound was le& to bounce off the glas walls

(whose refiection coefficient with respect to water is quite large). Sorne of this sound
acted as a secondary input source, and some was reflected d i r d y into the hydrophone,
measurably interferhg with the transmitted sound arising Grom the initiai input wave. For
the absolute transmission measurements especially, this was of great concem. The larger
aquarium (including the water surfâce) was therefore lined with expanded polystyrene

foam into which rigid b a s were inserted, and the reflected sound was thus redirected
andor absorbeci. This mitigated the problem, but did not entirely eliminate it (the acoustic

impedana of the foam, though lower t h that of glus,is stül higher than that of water).
Consequently, the aquarium was partitioned by a thick foarn baffle into which the sample
was inserted. The baWe was sufficientlythick that no meamrable signal was tmsmitted

through to the detection side. The dimensions of the region on the generation side of the
baffle were large enough that no remnant waves in that region could intertere with the

initial incident wave, even for the longest of quasicw pulses.

4.4.3 The translation stages
The water provided a coupüng medium for the sound to travel fkom the generating
transducer to the sample, and nom thence to the detecting transducer ( u d y the
hydrophone). The generating transducer was mounted on a sh&

C O M ~ * to
~

a set of

manual translation stages so as to properly aiign it with respect to the sample and
detecthg transducer.

In the near field configuration, the detecting traasducer

(hydrophone) was also connecteci to a set of manual translation stages, whüe the sample,
which W~ISrequird to move in the vertical plane for data taking, was connecteci to the
stepper-motor translation stages. In the far field contiguration, this order was reversecl, as
the sarnple needed to remain fixed while the hydmphone traverseâ the vertical plane
collecting data.
The stepper-motor translation stages were UNslidem motor driven positioning

systems manufactureci by Vehex, hc.(East Bloomfield, NY). The stepper-moton could
move the stages, in increments of 3.175 pm, over a 30 cm range. They were arrangeci
with one stage oriented horiw,ntatly and the other mounted vertidy upon the first so as
to independently provide movement in both directions. AU the translation stages were
mounted on a suppoxting cradle which incorporateci two optical tracks (see figure 4-13).

thus allowing precise adjustment of th& longitudinal position.

To computer and
Cross piece

~ o u b l h automated
s
translation stage

Fimire 4.13

\

Optical track

Translation stage arrangement; top view.

4.4.4 The transducers
The plane wave and foaising transducers used in these experiments were
Accuscan-V series immersion transducers fkom Plinametncs, hc. (Waltham, MA).

Transâucers with central fiequencies of 1.0, 2.25, 3.5, and 5.0 MHz, were used. Their
bandwidths were sufficiently broad to collectively span the entire fiequency range fiom 1
to 5 MHk. The focusing transducers had f d lengths ranging fiom about 5 cm to 15 cm,
with most of the point source data king generated with the 5 cm focal length transducers.

Since the near field distance inmeases as the square of the transducer diameter, and

tinearly with the fiequency (equation (4.5)). relatively large diameter t d u c e r s (both flat
and fwused) could be useâ for near field geometries. in the near field configuration, 2.5

cm diarneter transâucers were u d , and in the fiu field 0.625 cm and 1.25 cm diarneter
ones. A

d descriptions of the transducers (including hydrophones) are provided in Sec.

4.2, as well as theu basic operating principles.

4.4.5 The hydrophones
The hydrophones used in these experhents were mode1 PZTZ44 ceramic
hydrophones purchad from Specialty Enginaring A s d a t e s (Milpitas, CA).
Hydrophones with element diameters of 200 pm and 400 pm were used. Both were
broadband devices operating in the subresonant mode, aiiowing fiequencies hom 1 MHz
to 20 MHz (3 dB points) to be measured. Details of the construction and operating
principles of hydrophones may be found in section 4.2.5. The angular response of the
hydrophones is disaissed in Sec. 4.3.3.2.2 and Appendor B.2.1. The consequences of
element areas greater than the coherence areas of the scattered sound are disaissexi in Sec.
4.3.3.2.3 and quantifiecl in Appendix B.2.2.

The hydrophone operated in conjunction with a broadband, hi@ input impedance,

preamplifier (mode1 A17DB, Specialty) carefully designed for low noise.

The 3 dB

passband extended ftom 8 kHz to 25 MHz, for a gain of t y p i d y 16 dB, when loaded at
50 a To minimize tine losses, the preampüfier was connectexi within a few centimeters of
the hydrophone, and then water proofsd.

4.4.6

RF signal geaeration and pulse production
Two different radio-fiequency (RF) signal generation systems were used to excite

h system was a high
the transducers, depending on the partidar experiment. The f
output power puised RF source useâ prirnarily for the ballistic and dünisive point source
experiments. The second system used a continuous wave RF source and e x t e d signal
rnociuiation to produa lower output power square pulses and quasi-continuous waves for
the planar wave source measurements and the absolute transmission measurements,
respectively.

The &st system generated RF pulses of appmxllnate1y 1000 W peak output power
(se, however, Sec. 4.4.8)- with pulse widths usualiy between 0.5 piand 10 ps. This was
done using a model 6600 Mata: (Warwick, Rhode Island) RF generator and receiver in

conjunction with a model 755 RF plug in. The Matec was externally modulated by a pulse
generator to produce pulses with smooth rise and fall times at repetition rates o f u p to 300

Hz. The Matec receiver was not used.
The second system used a model 6060B synthesized RF signal generator fiom
Fluke (John Fluke Mfg. Co.. Everett, Washington). This fkqueacy synthesizer is a fùlly
programmable source of continuous waves in the fhquency range fkom 0.01 MHz to 1050

MHz, and in the amplitude range fiom -127 dBm to +13 dBm (equivalent to 50 t2terminated voltages of O. 1 pV to 1 V). It is extremely stable in fiequency and amplitude,

making it partiailady uscful for the a b d u t e transmission experirnents. Operating at 10
dBm, the continuous wave (cw)was mixed (i.e. niulriy>lfd) with a rectangular pulse

produced by a pulse generator (see next section). This was done by triple-cascading (to
overcome leakage of the wntinuous RF oscillations into the zero-volt baseline region nom
the rectangular pulse) Minicircuits mode1 15542 ZAY-3 mixers. Synchronization was
achieved by using the 10 MHz intemal referenw oscillator in the signal generator as the
extemal reference dock for the pulse generator. A Marimac model PDM-20-250power
splitter was placed on the output of the signal generator with one component extefnauy
t r i g g e ~ gthe pulse generator and the other bang modulated ôy the mixas. The resulting
low power rectangular RF pulse was then féd through an Amplifier Research (Souderion,
PA) power amplifier, which was capable of 50 W peak output power.

4.4.7 The variable delay trigger and pulse generator
A Stanford Research Systems, Inc. (Sunnyvale, CA), model DG535 digital

delaylpulse generator was used to provide preciseiy timed logic transitions which were
used to trigger the extemal modulation for the Matec RF signal generation system. Its low
jitter (50 ps RMS) made it i d d for synchronizing the averaging of the digitizing
oscüloscope with the repetition rate of the signai generator. It muid also produce
precisely timed logic pulses, thus operating as a pulse generator. The resulting square
envelopes were mixed with the cw output of the Fluke signal generator, as mentioned
above (Sec. 4.4.6). For the planar wave diffiisive rneasurements, pulse widths varied from
3 to 8 w whereas for the absolute transmission rnasurements, quasi-cw pulses ranghg

from 70 to 250 ps were generated. Delays and pulse widths could be varied independently

to a precision of 5 ps and to an accutacy of 1 ppm. The pulse repetition rate was about
330 Hz.

4.4.8 The attenuators
The power output of the Mirtec RF pdse gaiaation system was too large to
directly drive the generating ttansducers withwt causing severe waveform distortion.
Consequently, a fixed 3 dB Weinschel attenuator and a variable 0-42 dB Alan attenuator
were used to ümit the input signai amplitude to tolerable levels. This required a mimmum

of 15 dB. The output power of the Fluke si@ generator via the power amplifier, king
about 25 dB less than that of the Matec, did not requin any attenuation.

In order to avoid saturating the detecting ampMers (in particular, for the reference
signais), the signal fiom the detecting transducer was attenuated using precision
attenwtors fiom Telonic, Inc. This allowed precision amplitude measwements to be made

(in conjunction with the digitizing oscilloscope).

4.4.9 The preamplifier
Two dwerent preamplifiers were used over the course of the experiments. The
first was an Anzac amplifier which provideci 30 dB of gain. M e r this unit became
inoperabIe, the vertical amplifier of a Hitachi modd V-222 analogue oscüloscope was
employed to provide 26 dB of gain.

4.4.10 The amplifier
The primary detedng ampiifier used in the experiments was a Keithley
Instruments, Inc. (Clevelanâ, Ohio), mode1 107 pulse amplifier. The Keithley is a low
noise wideband (flat response fiom 2.5 kHz to 150 MHz) amplifier speafically designed to

maintain pulse fidelity. It contains thme separate x10 gain amplifias which may be
cascadeci to provide greater amplication. It was operateci in the double cascade mode,
thus providiig a gain of 40 dB.

4.4.11 The filters
Filters were employed on the input to the digitizing oscilloscope to M t the noise
component of the signal.
preamplïer.

This was especially nece-

when using the Hitachi

Both high and low pass multiple Butterworth fiiters were used.

Frequently, they were used simultaneously, thus forming simple bandpass nIters.

4.4.12 The data acquisition system
The data acquisition system consisted of the computer-controlled digitizing
oscilloscope and the motor controllers for the stepper-motor translation stages.

A

Tektronix 544A digitizing oscüloscope in averaging mode was used to acquire the data.
The averaging, which was on the order of 1000 sweeps, greatly improved the signal-tonoise ratio. The triggering of the sweeps was perfiormed, by the Stdord delay generator,
to synchronize the data acquisition with the repetition rate of the signal generator. The

oscilloscope was capable of a maximum digitkation rate of 1 GigaSamplds, and could
acquire record lengths of up to 50000 points. A gened purpose intenace bus (GPIB)
comection between the scope and the cornputer allowed direct computer control of the
data acquisition and enabled the acquired waveforms to be transmitted directiy to disk.
There was also a GPIB comection between the computer and the stepping motor
controllers (mode1 MCB-1, Admced Control Systems Corp., Hingham, MA) for the
automated translation stages. The computer was then able to said one message telling the

motor controllers to move the detecting transâucer (or ssmple) to a spedied location, and
then another to the scope teliing it to aquùe and transmit the data to the computer. This
whole procedure was automated so that large amounts of data could be collected swiffly
(- 1 hr for a typical data run) without the constant attention of the exprimenter.

5

Results and discussion

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the presentation of experimental data and their analysis is discussed
in light of theoretid predictions. The first portion of the chapter d d s with the transport

of the ballistic puIse (Sec. 5.2). and the second portion with the transmission of multiply
scattered sounâ (Sec. 5.3 throu& Sec. 5.5). The former first considers how the coherent
pulse is extracted Born the total transmitteù signai (Sec. 5.2.1).

The frrquency

dependence of the scattering mean f k e path, both experimentayr maisurd and
theoretically determined, is then presented (Sec. 5.2.2). This is followed by an explanation
of how the phase and group velocities are found, what their behaviours are, and how they
compare with expectations (Sec. 5.2.3). The treatment of the ballistic propagation is
concluded by a discussion of the nature of the transport through the medium (Sec. 5.2.4).
The propagation of the multiply scattered sound is iotroduced by considering the
statistical character of the observeâ ultrasonic s p d e (Sec. 5.3), and the nature of the
temporal fluctuations w i t b individual coherence areas (Sec. 5.4). The transmission is
then describecl (Sec. 5.5), begimillig with critical tests of the diffusion approximation using
dynamic (pulse) measurements (Sec. 5.5.1).

Here, the construction of the ensemble-

averaged diaisive pulse is explained, and the fitting procedure iilustrated with data arising

bom various detection geometries; typical redts (Le. D and

7,)

are presented. The

experimentd determination of the transport mean fia path f , nom static (quasicontinuous wave) measurernents of the absdute transmission, is then describeci (Sec.

5-52), with the details of the principle concerns relegated to Appendix B. Combining

measurernents of D and

r aiîows an experimentai detemination of the energy velocity.

Finaiiy, the fiequency dependencies of the measured dinusion parameters are SUII1l13aTiZed.

and compareci with theoretid predictions. A unified physicd picture of the energy

transport by ballistic and diffusive waves thus emerges and is discussed (Sec. 5.5.3).

5.2 Coherent transmission
5.2.1 Determination of the coherent pulse
üitrasonic waves propagating through a disordered medium in which the
inhomogeneities are on the order of the wavelength do, in principle, consist of both
coherent ancl incoherent components. The diffidty in determining the behaviour of the
coherent component arises when the sample is sufi6ciently thick that the batlistic pulse has
becorne immeasurably s d . The obvious solution to such a dilemma is to make
measurements on t b e r samples. There is, however, a constraint that must be imposed
on such a treatment. The samples must rernain ni8iciently thick that the macroscopic
homogeneity is maintaineci, and that the random close-packhg is not significantly
perturbed by the sarnple wds. In practice, for dabs of siightly polydisperse randomiy
close-packed glass beads irnmersed in water, the minimum thickness appears to be 2 or 3
bead diameters. As a consequence, the baliistic component may still be extremely small,

and thus dif6ailt to measun. Two things rnake possible the reliable identification of the
bailistic pulse, even if only a vanishingly srnall coherent component is lefi. The first is a
technological consideration regardhg the fact that signal averaging is capable of
recovenng quite small signals hitherto buried in the noise. There remaias, however, the
task of distinguishing between the coherent and incoherent components of the
transmission. The second consideration thus concerns the fùndamental difference between
the two components.

-SPECKLEA
SPECKLE B f
--*O*.*-

Fimire 5.1

Transmission speckies for a thin sample (L= 3.4 mm), containhg 0.5 mm

radius g l a s beads, showin8 coherent and incdierent components.
component is the result of averaging the field over 121 speddes.

The coherent

As has b a n pointed out in Sec. 2.1.1, the coherent pulse has a definite phase

relation to the incident pulse. Thus, if the temporal variations within a number of difEerent
speckles am compareci, the ballistic portions of the signals wül exhibit the sarne phase
dependence, whereas the scattered components WUhave phases which are raadornly
distributed (see Sec 5.3). Such behviour is iiiustrated in the upper panel of figure 5.1
where the temporal variation in three dietent speckles (resulting f?om the transmission
through a 3.4 mm sunpk coataining 0.5 mm gkss beads, and aquired using the
hydrophone) is compared. From the bepning of the wavefonns until about 5.5

js, the

signals appear remarkably similar in phase (and amplitude). In contrast, there does not

seem to be any relation between the phases of the signals in difEerent speckles for times
beyond this point. Since the ballistic pulse is that portion of the signai that remains
unscattered (or is fonuard scattaed), it arrives eariier in time than the scattered signals
which traverse longer and longer path Imgths. The initiai -2 ,us of the temporal variations

is then identifid, by their position and phase coherence, as being primariiy the ballistic
signal, and the remainder as the scattered signal. The bottom panel of figure 5.1 shows
the effect of averaging the ultrasonicflellds of a large number (121) of difEerent speciûes;
the resulting average wavefom is given by the solid lins. The coherent components of the
wavefoms add constructively while the incoherent components, being of random phase,
tend to add destructively. The dotted line gives the temporai variations in a typical
speckle for comparison. To take advantage of this effect, a largeelement-diameter planar
transducer was uscd to average the ultrasonic field over a large number of speddes.
Further reduction of the scattered component was achieved by translating the sample,
increasing the number of speddes that were averaged, to ensure canceUation of the

scattered fields. The resulting ballistic pulses were anaiyzed to detemine the freguency

dependence of the scattering mean fhe path (Sec. 5.2.2). and of the phase and group
velocities (Sec. 5.2.3).

5.2.2 The scattering mean free path
A sound pulse of incident intensity 10propagating through a sample of tbickness L

becomes progressively attenuated as more and more of the incident beam is scattered out

of the original duection of propagation. The transmitted intensity I of the unscattered
component is describeci by the attenuation of the ballistic pulse as

r =I+~(-LII,),

(5- 1)

thus defining the scattering mean fiee path f,. The d'isely propagating component of
the transmitted sound shows that the absorption length is at least 20 times larger than 1,

(Sec. 5.5.3. l), connrming that the observeâ attenuation of the ballistic pulse is the result
of scattering, not absorption. Equation (S. 1) may be rewritten to presemt the fiequency
dependence of f, in ternis of &(o) and A @ ) , the incident and transmitted ballistic

amptitudes, respe*ively:

The scattering mean t h e path for the unsieved bead samples was determineci
experimentaüy by c h e g as incident pulse a w8vefonn containing oniy one or hvo
oscillations. Such a pulse thus consisteci of a wide spreaâ of fiequency components.
After correcthg for losses due to the efféct of the sample walls (see Appendix B. 1). the

fast Fourier transfoms (FFT) of the incident and transmitted ultrasonic fields were then
calculated, and their ratio determinecl. This is illustrateci in figure 5.2, which shows the
result of normalinng the FFT of the averaged ultrasonic field (transmitted through a 5.28

mm sample containhg 0.25 mm d u s glas beads) by that of the incident pulse, generated
by a transduca with a bandwidth from 1 MHz to 3.5

indicates the a>-'

MHz. The thick curve shown

behaviour of the Rayleigh scatterhg r-e,

which for this sample is

seen to be for fiequencies l e s than about 1.7 MHz. Data were acquired using tra~~sducers
with different central &equencies, allowing the aitire fiequency range of interest to be

explond. Thin samples composed of 0.5 mm d u s giass beaâs were also used to

increase the available ftequency range (doubüng the beaâ size allows one to effdvely
double the Eequency range).

Ignoring regions of the FFTs outside the effective

bandwidths of the incident pulses, and accounting for losses in the sarnple walls, the

scattering mean fiee path was then caicuiated from equation (5.2). For same of the sieved
bead samples, wide pulses centred at many dEerent fnquencies were used, and

I'

calculated directly fiom the attenuation of the incident pulse [using equation (5. l), and
correcting for the losses in the sample wails]. Many sets of mean bee path data were then
combined to indicate the ensemble variation firom sample to sample.
The scattering mean fke path for the unsieved beads samples is piotted, in figure
5.3, as a nuiaion of the nofmalized wave vector in water (= fiequency). The mean free
path and the wave vector were both d e d by the bead radius to account for the fact that

sarnples with different bead sizes were studied. The sdid cucles indicate data taken with
the 0.5-mm-radius glas W s , whiie sdid triangles indicate data taken with the 0.25-mm-

10

1

Frequency (MHz)
Figure 5.2

FFT of the average traasmitted ultrasonic field mxmaiizeâ by the FFT of

the input pulse (input pulse bandwidth: 1 to 3.5 MHz). The thick curve shows the m4
behaviour indicative of Rayleigh scattering.

:I

Data: a = 0.50 m m

I
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Theory (coated sphere)
Theory (bare sphere)

.

The scattering mean free path for the unsieved glas beads, normaiized to
the bead size, plottad as a fiuiction of the nonnalized wave vector in water. The

theorMical predictions for both the ban and the coated spheres are as shown.

1
a

-----

Data
Theory (coated sphere)
Theory (bue sphere)

Fiwe 5.4

The scattering mean fie path for the s i d glass beads, nonnalizeâ to the
bead size, plotted as a fûnction of the nonneüad wave vector in water. The theoretid
predictions for both the b a n and the coated spheres are as shown.

radius glass beads. As data Born eight different samples were combined to form this
composite plot, only a representative seledon of the data is shown so that the symbols
may be identifieci more clearly. Samples of similar thickness and glss-bead packing

fiaction, but statistidy independent ensembles of the glass-bead disorder, give rise to the

scatter in the data. The scattering mean fra path for the sieved beads sampies is similady
plotteâ in figure 5.4. Inspection of figure 5.3 and figure 5.4 reveals a strong similarity in
the fkquency behaviow between the two scattering mean fne paths. The behaviour of
both data sets for kwa l e s than about 1.7 is indicative of the Rayleigh s c a t t e ~ greghe,
mentioned aôove. Of much greater interest are the pronounced dips exhibiteci in both
plots, where the scattering mean free paths reach values comparaôte to the bead radii. For
both the unsieved and sieved bead samples, the fmt minimum in the scattering mean free
path is observeci at k,a

x

2, where is 1, /a = 1.5 . The second dip (again, in both cases) is

quite broad, with an ill-defined minimum at roughly kwu* 7, where 1, /a = 0.8. The
comparison of these two plots will be more M y discussed within the context of the group
velocity of the ballistic pulse (Sec. 5.2.3.3).

To determine the origin of these dips, the total scattering cross section, which is
related to the scattering mean fiee path by equation (2.63), has been celculated, using two
different models for comparison. The fust model assumecl non-interacting, randomiy
close-packed, glas beacis in water - in essence, caiculating the scattering 6om an isolatai
(or bare) elastic sphere in water, a problem h t solved by F a m (195 1). The second
model was the coateâ sphere mode1 (Sec. 2.1.4), for which the caldation of the total
scattering cross section [equation (2.62)] is described in Sec. 2.1.8. Both models involved

no adjustable parameters, depending only on the material parameters, and in calculating l,
fiom the scattering cross section, the glas bead number density.
The predicted mean fhe patb, based on the bare sphere model, is shown by the
dashed m e in both figure 5.3 and figure 5.4. Not only d a s this simple calculation
predict slightly weaker scattering than is obsaved experirnentally, but the positions of the
predicted extrema are not in agreement with those observed experimentdy. This is not
surprising, as this single-sphere dailation neglects the multiple scattering entirely. The
coated sphere prediction, shown by the solid ainn in these two figures, correctiy accounts
for the strong fiequency dependence of i, . Howmr, the magnitude has been empincally
adjusted by a phenomenolo&ai, fiequency independent, scaling parameter p,,
determineci through a fit to the data as p, = 1.5. There is physid justification for
applying such a scaling parameter. As hthe simple bare sphere calculation, the magnitude

of the s c a t t e ~ ghas been underestimated. Although the coated sphere model does
incorporate scattering from the surroundings, it does so by an e f f i v e medium approach,
using the GCPA. The neighbourhood of a single sphere is, however, fiv 60rnu~Sorm,so
the single coated-sphere approach d a s not adequately acaunt for the additional random
scattering between spheres (Jing et al., 1991, 1992). For the coated sphere mode1 the
case may be considered where there are N > 1 spheres in the scattering unit. The multiple
scattering between the spheres of the scattering unit may then be treated exactiy, the
effkctive medium properties again king caiculated within the GCPA. This has been done
by Jing et al. (1992) for PMMA (polymethyhethacryiate) spheres dispersed in water.

They showed that the peaks in the density of States are then considerably broadened,
which impiies a reduction in the mean fm path over that calcuiated for models with

srnalier N. The value determined for Our scaling factor is consistent with these multiple
sphere calculations.
The variation in the mean fiee path with nonnsüzed fiequency, prdcted by the
single coated-sphere model, exhibits the same behaviow as thaî of the data (figure 5.3 and
figure 5.4), comectiy predicting the positions of the extrema. This means that the
treatment of this mode1 retained the essentid physics necessary to describe the
propagation of the multiply scattemi sound. Hence the dips in S rnay be idenfieci with
resonances (i.e. "peaks") in the total scattering cross section of a single coated sphere in
the renormaüzed efféctive medium. In other words, the very short mean fne paths show
by these dips are indicative of the excitation of interna1 vibrationai modes within the

scatterering unit. Further discussions of the effect of the resonuices upon the coherent
transport, as weU as the difisive transport, of ultnsonic waves are found in Sec. 5.2.4
and Sec. 5.3.2, respectively.

5.2.3 The phase and group velocities
Some prelimiaaries
To determine the phase and group velocities, the abiity of ul~asonictechniques to
measun directly both the amplitude and phase of the detected signal was exploited. The
group velocity was experimentally determined fiom the propagation of the ballistic pulse
envelope, while the phase velocity was determined f?om the propagation of a panicular
oscillation within the envelope. Since a pulse is, of nemwity, constnicted fiom a
continuum of fiequency components, in a dispenive medium the peak of the pulse shape

(its 'Lenvelope")will travel at a diierent speed than the individual oscillations. Hence, the
group velocity will ciiffer fiom the phase velocity. Figure 5.5 shows the propagation of a

narrow (- 1 ,us) pulse, of antral fbquencyf = 2.5 M H f through 0.5 mm radius glas bead
samples of hcreasing thickness, with the incident pulse shown in figure 5.5(a).

The

positions of the envelopes (dashed lines) with respect to the peaks of the oscillations are

seen to Vary with the sample thickness, thus ülustrating the dierence in the velocities. It
is funher eqected, howcver, that with increasing sample thickness the ballistic pulse
should continue to broaden, as the diffaat hquency components takc ciiffixent thes to
travel through the sample. Though this c&* is seen for the t b e s t sample [figure

5.5(b)].

fùrther broadening is not noted for the two thicker semples [figure 5.5(b) and

figure S.S(c)]. This is a consequence of the frepuency dependence of the scatteting. As
seen in figure 5.3, the scattering mean free path decreases markedly for values of k,a
between 4 and 8, corresponding to frequencies ranging nom 2 MHz to 4 MH5 for this
bead size. Since the intensity of a plvticufar fkquency component of the bailistic pulse
varies as exp(-L / l,) [equation (5.111, the higher fraluency components (having smaller

mean free paths in this bandwidth) suffer more attenuation than the lower âequency ones.

This effect becornes more pronounad as the sample thickness increases, leading to a
dominance in the low fiequency components of the pulse and thus obsairing the
broadening due ta velocity dispersionThe velocities were determineci fiom the ciiffereuce in transit t h e between the

ballistic pulse and a reference pulse equivalcnt to the pulse incident on the ample. To

2

4

Tirne (ps)
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The propagation of a m o w pulse, with centrai frepuencyf = 2.5 MHz,

through samples of increasing thickness, showing the dbct of dispersion on the position

ofthe envelope peak in cornparison to the phase ofthe oscillations.

acquire this reference pulse, the sarnple was rernoved fiom between the two transducers,

allowing the incident pulse to traverse the same water path as the bpllistic pulse as well as
a water path equal to the sampk thickness (with walls). The dinerence in transit tirne A r
between the reference and transmitted pulse is then due entirely to the effkct of the sample
and sample w d s on the propagation the, havhg no dependence on the distance between

the generating and detecting tnnsducers. Both phase and group velocities may then be

detennined using the relation

where L is the thickness of the sample without walls, d the thickness of the sample with

,

walls, v, 2 the water velocity, and v,,

the velocity of the waU materiai. For the phase

velocity, A f was determineci from the propagation t h e of the individuel oscillations near
the center of the pulse, where the carrier fieqwncy is best defineci. For the group

velocity, A r was determine- by matching the centres of the transmitted and reference
pulse envelopes and then measuring the propagation the.
The typical analysis undertaken to aperimentally determine the phase and group
velocities may now be illustrated. An incident (reference) pulse containing about 10
oscillations, at a central fiquency off = 2.58 MHz ( k p = 5.1 ), is shown in figure 5.6(a).
The resulting ballistic pulse transmitted through an L = 2.9 mm thick sarnple (with acrylite
walls about 12 mm thick) containhg sieved 0.5 mm d u s glas beads is shown in figure
5.6@). The temporal ongins of the pulses are arbitrary. The very s
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Bsllistic pulse propagation, at a fiequencyf = 2.58 MHz, through a 2.9 mm

sample (with 12 mm thick acrylite waüs) containhg sieved glass W

mm). (a) Reference pulse, and @) transmitted pulse.
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Ballistic pulse propagation, at a fiequencyJ= 1S2

through a 2.9 mm

sample (with 12 mm thick acryiite walls) containhg sieved glass beads (radius, a = 0.47
mm). (a) Reference pulse, and @) transmitted pulse.

this caseyabout 30 dB smaller than the incident pulse) was aquired by averaging the total
transmitted signal over an area of about 35 cm2. The transmitted pulse is seen to be no
more than 10.A wider than the refmnce pulse, indicating that the dispersion in the
neighbourhood of 2.58 MHz is quite low. At a central frrquency off = 1.52 MHz
(k,a = 3.0) however,

if the reference pulse incident on this sample [figure 5.7(a)J is

compared with its resulting transmitted pulse [figure 5.7(b)Jythe 25% increase in the pulse

width clearly demonstrates the effect of signifiant dispersion. That this pulse broadening

is due to dispersion and not to significant remnants of the scattered signai (Le. averaging
the ultrasonic field over too small an a m ) was borne out by an independent assessrnent of
the contributions of the four 5 cm2 averaging regions to the final wavefom. niese
wavefonns aquired nom different ensembles of the glas-bead disorder, were found to
be almost identical in both phase and amplitude throughout the entire pulse.

The pulse shapes may also be compared, as these are what are used to determine
the group velocity. The smooth shape of the reference pulse in figure 5.6(a) is fairly well
matched by that of the transmitted pulse [figure 5.6@)], thus mrlOng possible a precise
detennination of the group velocity at

54 = I l . At kwa= 3.0, the determination is less

precise due to dispersion and the stroag frequency dependence of the attenuation near this
frequency (figure 5.3). The distortion in the pulse shape of the rising edge of the reference
pulse [figure 5.7(a)],

which was a consequence of operating the generating tnuwlucer at

the bottom of its bandwidth, exacerbateû these effects. The effects of this distortion are
pre~ervedin the transmitted pulse [figure (5.7@)], though considerably smoothed out by
the interference arising fiom the dispersion (which dominates on the rising and falling
edges of the pulse). The greater attenuation of the low 6nquency Fourier wmponents on

the nsing and falling edges of the transmitted pulse (which scattered more strongly than

the higher frequency centrai region - cf. figure 5.3) also cause signifiant departures fiom
the initial pulse stupe.
To determine the centres of the reference and transmitted puises to a higher
precision, they were both digitaliy tiltered to ümit the signai to a Gaussian pulse with a
relatively narrow bandwidth. This was done by first Founa t d o n n i n g the waveforms
[using a f9si Fourier tmdiorm (FFT) algorithm] to the frequency domain The results

were then convolval with a Gaussian p S e shape, nomialued to unit amplitude at the
centrai fkquency 7 ,described by

where w was the specified bandwidth. F i i y , the wavefoms were transformeci back into
the time domain. Sice a narrow pulse in the fraguency domain is a wide pulse in the time
domain, bandwidths of 0.1 MHz were used for frequencies of less than about 1.S MHz,
while for higher frequencies, bandwidths ranging Rom 0.15 to 0.2 MHz were ernployed so

as not to unduly broaden the final waveforms. Thus the precision of the measurements
were irnproved, prirticdarly in cases where there was strong fiequency dependence to the
scattering; however, both techniques yielded essentidly the same results.
The results of FFT filteNi8 the 2.58 MHz data origidly presented in figure 5.6,
with a Gaussian pulse shape of central fiequency
w = 0.2 MH5, are plotted in figure 5.8.

7 = 2.58 MHz

and bandwidth of

As tittie dispersion was observed at this
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The result of Gaussian FFT filtering, with a bandwidth of 0.2 MHt and at a

centrai &equencyof 2.58 MHz, the reference and transmitted pulses show in figure 5.6.

(a) The reference pulse, and @) the transmitted pulse.
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The r d t of Gaussian FFI' fltering, with a bandwidth of 0.15 M E h and at

a centrai hquency of 1.52 MHz, the reference and transmitted pulses show in figure 5.7.
(a) The reference pulse, and (b) the transmined pulse.

frequency, the filtering only slightly increased the precision with which the group velocity
was determined. The gain in defining the pulse centre was bought at the price of doubling

the pulse width. The nsults of FFT filtering the 1.52 MHz data originaüy presented in

figure 5.7, with a Gaussian pulse shspe of centrai fiequency

f

= 1-52 MHz and

bandwidth of w = 0.15 MHz, are plotted in figure 5.9. Cornparison of the refiected and
trmsrnitted pulse widths for the filtered pulses show hem to be essentially the same, this

despite the strong dispersion evidenced by the d t e r e d ballistic pulse. Furthemore, the

asymmetries in the pulse shapes, occuning as they did on the rishg and fâlling edges of
the pulses, are now gone. Confident matching of the puise shapes, and thus an Lnproved
accuracy and precision in the detennination of the diflierence in transit times, has resulted
âom filtering the data.

The phase velocity
The expenmental detennination of the phase velocity required ascertainhg
oscillations of equal phase in the reference and transrnitteci pulse. To accomplish this, the
peak position of an oscillation near the centre of the reference pulse (where the fiequency

was best defined) was chosen as the reference time. The matching oscillation in the
transmitted pulse then needed to be unarnbiguously identifid The procedure that was
foiiowed was to bbguess"the most likely oscillation and determine its peak position, as weIî

as the peak positions of oscillations on &ha side of the chosai one. The timing
difTerences between the reference oscillation and the members of this set of transmitted
oscillations were then detennined, ensuring that one of these dserences would be the

appropriate transit time. A set of "velocities" was then determined fiom these ciifferences,
using equation (5.3). This procedure was then repeated for several samples of dierent
thicknesses, and the sets of "velocities" then compared. The correct correspondences
between the oscitlations of the refemia and transmitted pulses were identifid by ensuring

the consistency of the phase velocity between these samples of Merent thicknesses, as

only the phase velocity was comrnon to ail sets. Figure 5.10 shows the phase velocity of
the acoustic waves in samples consisting of the uasieved glas beads in water, where both
bead s ~ e were
s
used. Sigdicant dispersion can be seen, with the phase veldty dropping

by about 50.A to a Mnimum vdue of 1.25 k n / s at Awaa 3, where kW is the acoustic

wave vector in water. Furthemore, over most of the fiequency range investigated, the
phase velocities are significamly less than the sound speeds in either the water (v = 1.5
km/s) or the glas (longitudinal:

= 5.6 W s ; transverse: vi = 3.4

kds).

To compare with the experimental data, the peaks in the density of States (DOS),
show in figure 2.2 (Sec. 2.1-8) were nrst used to identi@the dispersion curve7show by
the solid white Line in figure 2.2. The phase velocity was then calculateci ftom the ratio of
the angular frequency a, to the effedive medium wave vector k [equation (2.5611. To
properly compare with the experimental data, these calculations were averaged over the
variation in bead size, assuming a Gawsian distribution of sizes (figure 3.2). The result is
represented by the solid avve in figure 5.10, where excellent agreement with the
experimental data is seen.

A

a=0.25 mm

a=O.Smrn
THEORY

W r e 5.10

Phase veldties of amustic waves in a strongly scattering medium

consisting of the unsieved glass beads in water. The data (symbols) are compared with the
prodictions of the effdve medium theory (iine).

The group velocity
To determine the group velocity from the pulx data, the envelopes of the
reference and transmitted pulses were established. Any dc offkt to the beseline of the
waveform was f h t corrected, so that the pulse shape was symrnetric about zero
amplitude. For the unfilterd data, the average value of the Owas found and the r d t then subtracted

outside the pulse region

fiom the wavefonn. For the filtered data, this

did not need to be done since a constant offid merely provides a peok at zero fiequency,
the offset then vanishing upon transformation back to the t h e domain after multiplication
by the Gaussian filter. The pulse envelope was then determineci fiom the absohite value of

the amplitudes of the positions of borh the tnaxima and the minirna of the oscillations of
the ultrasonic pulse. effé*iwly doubüng the resoIution. The results of the determination
of the pulse envelopes are illustrateci in figure 5.1 1 and f i g w 5.12, where the upper panel

in each figure shows the reference pulse envelope (a), and the lower panel the transmitted
pulse envelope 0).
These two plots correspond, respectively, to those wave fonns shown
in figure 5.8 (filtered minllnal dispersion example: kp = 5.1 ) and figure 5.9 (fiitered
pronounced dispersion exarnple: A p = 3.0 ). The open circles denote the positions of the
extrema of the ultrasonic field.
The dinerence between central positions was used to d e t e d e the transit time
A t between the reference pulse envelope and ttansrnitted pulse envelope.

For the

unfiltered wave fonns, this was accompüshed by inspection. An improvement in the

accuracy of the measurement was obtained by filtering the wave fonns (as describecl
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dispersion (kwa= 5.1, or 2.58 MHz). The open circles are the positions of the extrema of
the ultrasonic field, and the solid ünes are the best Gwssian fits to the coherent pulses.
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(a) Reference pulse envelope, and (b) transtnitted pulse envelope, of those

Gaussian-filterd wave forms shown in figure 5.9, at a fkquency evidencing pronounced
dispersion (),a = 3.0, or 1.SZ MHz). The open circles are the positions of the extrema of

the ultrasonic field, and the solid lines are the best Gaussian fits to the coherent pulses.

above). For the filtered wave forrns, the centres of the envelopes were determineci by
fitting a Gaussian pdse shape to the envelopes. In general, the most accurate fit was
obtained by fitting 0

3 the top

half of the pulse (figure 5.11, and figure 5.12). Since the

uncertainty in the fits were usudy on the orda of nanoseconds, the uncertainty in the

transit t h e A t was taken nom the dineraice between the pdse widths of the fits. This
dinerence provides an indication of the dispersion in the ballistic pulse and, in some
qualitative sense, shows how much the peak m y have ban shiffed. This was generally
the largest contribution to the uncectainty in the group velocity.
The experUnentally detennined group velocities of awustic waves propagatbg
through the unsieved glas beads in water are presented in figure 5.13, and those for the
sieved glas beads in water in figure 5.14. The group velocity is seai to exhibit a strong
frequency dependence, behg obsemed to vary in both cases by about a factor of two.
Comparison of these group velocities show theu behaviour to be similar, especidy at low
muencies, with both the unsieved and the sieved data exhibithg a minimum of about 0.9
kmls near k,a = 2, which is the same position as found for the first dip in the scattering

mean free (figure 5.3 and figure 5.4, respectively). The second, f&ly broad, dip in the
unsieved bead group velocity is apparent between k W a s7 and k,a

= 8,

which

corresponds to the second dip o b s e d in the s c a t t e ~ gmean free path data for the
unsieved bead sarnples (figure 5.3). The positions of the deep minima in the sieved bead
group velocity (kwaa 7md8 ) bracket the rather iiî-dehed minimum in the scattering

mean fiee path data for the sieved bead samples (figure 5.4). The s i e d bead group
velocity also shows a sharp maximum at kwu 7.5, which is wmpletely washed out for

Finure 5.13

Gmup vefmities of acoustic waves h a strongîy scattering medium

consisting of the unsieved glas beads in water. The data (symûols) are compareci with the
predictions of the effkctive medium theory (line).

Group v e l d e s of acoustic waves in a strongly s c a t t e ~ gmedium
consisting of the sieved glas besds in water. The data (symbo1s) are compareci with the
prdictions of the efktive medium theory (üm).
Fimre 5.14

the unsieved beads due to the increased range of bead sues, thus Uustrating the greatly
improved spectral resolution of resonant scattering features that can be achieved by
si@cantiy narrowing the bead size distribution.

The theoretical detemination of the group veldty begins with the caldation of
the DOS, as has been discussed in Sec. 2.1.8. The DOS was found fiom the Green's
fùnction solution to the elastic wave equation (Sec. 2.1.7) by embedding a single coated
sphere in an effectve medium (Sec.2.1.4), whose properties were determineci through the
application of the GCPA (Sec. 2.1.6.3). From the peaks in the DOS,the dispersion m e
(shown by the solid white line in figure 2.2), was thence obtained.

Numerid

dinerentiation [equation (2.5711 of the dispersion auve, and the subsequent convolution
over the bead sue distribution (cf. figure 3.21, yielded the predicted group velocities.
These theoretid preûictions, requiring no adjustable parameters, are shown by the solid
lines in figure 5.13 and figure 5.14. for the unsieved bead and sieved bead group
velocities, respectively. Excellent quantitative agreement with the data is seen in both
cases. The Werence between the two Cumes, quite apparent at higher fkequencies, is a

consequence of the di&rent distributions of bead sizes involved in the unsieved and sieved
bead samples. The polydispersity for the unsieved b d s was about 15% while that of the
sieved beads was about 5%. In the theoretical calculations, the bead distribution used for
the unsieved beads had a Gaussian bctional form, based on the measured distribution of

bead sizes shown in figure 3.2, while for the sieved beads an asymmetric functional fonn
appropriate to the süce of the original bead distribution selected by the sieving was used.
For the case of the unsieved beads, the factor of t

h increase in the polydispersity,

coupled with a more d a s e beaci distribution, has a "washing out" effect (figure 5.13) on

the more rapid fiequency variations in the ballistic propagation velocities apparent at high
fîequencies in the sieved bead case (figure 5.14).
As a cancluding observation, the group velocities over most of the fiequency

range investigated are signincantly less than the sound speeâs in the material wnstituents,

as was the case for the p

h velocities. The physical sigdcance of these slow velocities,

the consequence of agreement between the velocity data and the theory, as weli as the
matching of the minima between the mean fkee path anci the group velocity, are discusseù

in the next section.

5.2.4 Discussion
At this point it is appropriate to summarize what has been presented thus far,
re~ardingthe propagation of the ballistic pulse through the scattering medium, with a view
to elucidating the physical origin of the behaviour. This is done within the context of the
theoretical predictions of the pulse behaviour. To set the stage for this discussion,
however, a few introductory remarks are in order. The behaviow of the ballistic puise
was investigated in the intemediate Grequency regime, where the sue of the
inhomogeneities (Le. the glas beads) were c o m p d e to the wavelength of the wave

-

specifically, for wavelengths ranging fiom about 0.6 times the bead radius to about 6 times
the bead radius. The large attenuations of the bailistic pulses on these length d e s , and

the correspondingly large dispersion, have implications for the nature of the propagation.
This has been recognized in the work of Sommerfeld (1914) and Brillouin (1953, 196û),

and the determination of the speeds of propagation has remained a classic problem,

panicularly the group velocity which is strictiy weU defineci only when the dispersion is
not too large (Jackson, 1975). That the scattering in the medium has affectecl the ballistic
propagation is undeniable, as the group velocity, though well defined, is nof intemediate
between that of the glas and the water. How is it then that the temporal and spatial
coherence between the tnuismitted and incident pulses is maintaineci? The answer to this
question begins with the understanding of the behaviour of the scattering mean fne path.
The scattering mean fice path was found to d b i t pmnounced dips (e.g figure
5.3), the positions of which correspond almost exactiy to the minima obsemd in the

measured group velocity (e-g. figure 5.13). The origin of these dips was determineci fiom

a calculation of the total scattering cross section of a coated sphere using the GCPA
approach. These calculatioiis, which faithtiilly reproduceû the fiequency variation in the
data (though not their magnitude), allowed the dips in 1, to be identifid with nsonances in
the total scattering cross section of a single scattering unit (i.e. coated sphere) embedded
in the medium. These tesonances must then also be the origin of the dispersion in the

group velocity.
The most surprising feahûe of the gmup velocity data was the remarkably slow
velocities of the spatidy and temporally coherent tmsmitted pulse at the resonant
fiequencies of the single coated-spheres. The agreement of the caiculated group velocity
with the data suggests a physical interpretation of the coherent transport et such slow
speeds. The group velocity was calculateci fiom the dispersion c u m determineci from the
peaks in the DOS. The DOS itself was found by embedding a single coated-sphere in an

effdve medium whose properties were determined through the application of the GCPA.
This renomaiized the scattering, and the resomces of the coated sphere were thus

rnodified by their coupling to the ernbeddiig medium The degree of renormalization
depends on the strength of the scattering; the greater the scattering, the greater the
modincation.

This assertion is supporteci by the following rationale. For a diute

concentration of scatterers, the individual s c a t t e ~ gresonances would be strong and weli

defined, and the mataial properties of the embedding medium wouid be distinct fiom
t h o r of the scatterer. However, if the concaitration of scatterers were to inmase, then it
is physically plausible that the materiai properties of the ernbedding medium would
approach those of the scatterers themselves. The diminishing e f f d v e contrast between
the scatterer and the embedding medium would inevitably lead to weakened individual

scattering resonances. Thuq in the limit of the embeddiig medium having the same
properties as the suiners, the individual resonances must vanish entirely. This is the
ongin of the uniforni properties of the medium, whose renormalization determines the
group velocity. The theoreticai appmach followed identifies the frequencies and wave
vecton of the minima in the coupled scattering resonances. thus yielding the dispersion
curve. This procedure directly indicates how a propagating wave of fiequency o, is forced
by the renormalization of the embedding medium to select the wave vector k that allows it

to propagate through the medium with the least scattering. The theoretical approach
taken correctiy describes the renonnalhtion of the effective medium by the strong
resonant scattering, and thus explains the physical ongin of the remarkably low velocities

of bailistic propagstion.

5.3 Ultrasonic speckle
One of the experimental challenges in meuuriag multiply scattered ultrasonic
radiation arises firom the npid spatial Buctuations that occur in the phase and amplitude of

the scattered sound in the detcaing p l m .

These fluctuations are caused by the

interference between the ultrasonic waves that have traveled différent patbs through the
sample, resulting in acoustic speddes that are analogous to the more fàmiiiat case of
optical speclles (Goodman, 1976). Since piezoelectric ttansducers measure the ultrcisonic

fieldacross the surface of the detector (sa Sec. 4.21, these rapid spatial fluctuations wül
give rise to spurious phase canceuation effects if conventional large diameter transducers

are used, lead'ig to grossly inaccurate results. This serious experirnental Limitation has
been overcome by the use of the miniature hydrophone, whose diameter is l a s than the
ultrasonic wavelength, to detect the scattered radiation over a single coherence area
The spatial fluctuations that ocnu are illustrated in figure 5.15 for a cross section

of the acoustic speckle pattern of the multiply scattered sound arising ftom the
transmission of an incident continuous wave through a 20-mm-thick sample containhg
0.5-mm-radius glas beads. The fiequency of the incident wave was f = 2.5 MHt,
implying an ultrasonic wavelength in watei of 1= 0.6 mm. These data were collecteci by
scanning the small hydrophone across the fàce of the sample. They c o d m that the width

of the coherence area over which the ultnsonic signal is essentially constant is
approximately qual to the ultrasonic wavelength A. The spatial fluctuations of the
multiply scattered swnd exiting a square region 4 mm on a side are iilustrated in figure

Position (mm)
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Typical cross section of the acoustic speckie pattern for mdtiply scattered

sound exiting a 20 mm thick sample of 0.5 mm radius giass beads in water.

coherence area is approximately A*, where A = 0.6 mm is the wavelength in water.

The

Near-Field Speckle Pattern
a=0.5 mm, L = 10.1 mm,

Fieure 5.16

The near field speckle pattern of multiply scattered sound, for a 10 mm

sarnple containing 0.5 mm radius glas beads in water, detected over a square region
approximately nine wavelengths wide, where A. = 0.43 mm (corresponding to a frequency
off =3.5 MHz).

5.16, for a 10 mm sarnple containhg 0.5 mm radius glas beads in water, at a ôequency of

f = 3.5 MHz, corresponding to an acoustic wavelength in water of A = 0.43 mm. The

resolution is 100 pixdslmm. with red denoting a region of high intensity (a ''bfight"
speckie), and blue a region of low intensity (a "dark" speckie).

In pradce, it is not possible to predict the actuai intensity variations in a speckle
pattern for a partiailar scattering microstructure. It is therefore necessary to disais the
properties of speckle pattern in statisticaî terms. nie statistics describe the behaviour of
the s c a t t e ~ gas defined by an ensemble of scattering systems, all with the same
macroscopic properties but diffe~gin microscopie detail.

In the context of the

transmission of multiple scattered ultrasonic waves through randomly close-packed glas
beads in water, this implies samples of the same thichiess and occupieù volume fiaction

(of the g l a s beads), but with dfirent arrangements of the glas bead disorder. The
measured intensity at a specific position, for a particular the, is then not exactly
predictable given a singe sample, but its statistical properties over an ensemble of sarnples
c m be described.

The development of a statistid mode1 for speckle foflows fiom its equivalence to
the random walk problem in a plane (Goodman,1976). This equivalence is valid provided
two quite reasonable assumptions hold true. The first assumption is that not ody shodd
individual membas of the ensemble be unrelateci, but the strength of a partidar scattered
component should bear no relation to its phase. The second assumption is that thm
should be no preferred phase - the phase distribution should have uaifonn probability over
the interval Born -R to x If these two rssumptions hold true, and if the ensemble is

Unnormalized Intensity
Fimre 5.17

Probability distribution of the intensity in the speckle pattern shown in

figure 5.16. The solid curve is a fit to the exponential distribution function.

sufficientiy large, the probability distribution of the interuity wiü obey an exponential
distribution tiinction of the form

where

is the mean intemity. The speckle pattern illustrated in figure 5.16 has a mean

intensity of 0.1025, in arbitrary units, as detemineci by duect caldation. Under the

assumption that the 1 6 0 pixds wnsist of uncorrelateci members of an ensemble, the
(unnomaked) probabiüty distribution of the intensity in the s p d e pattem, shown in

figure 5.17,

«ui be

fit to the predicted negative exponential fom. An unweightad fit,

shown by the solid airve, yields a mean intensity of

f = 0.1025, in excellent agreement

with the resdt detennined by direct caldation. A consequeme of this agreement is the
implicit verification of the assumption that individual intensity measurements, at dWerent
positions on the same sample, can be m t e d as independent memben of an ensemble,
provided that the number of speckles sampled is dficiently large. Physicaüy, this
indicates that each speckle is the reailt of a very dinerent reaiization of possible path
lengths, implying that the conelation between neighbouring speckies is weak, at best
(Jones, 1996).
Inspection of figure 5.16 correctly gives the impression that the variation in the
intensity is a significant hction of the mean The exponential distribution fiinction,
equation (5.S), h a the charactenstic that its standard deviation precisely equals its mean,
implying that the contrast of a speckie pattem, as defineci by

where e, is the standard deviation, is then always unity (Gooâman, 1976). The standard

deviation of the intensity for the spedde pattern shown in figure 5.16 is o, = 0.115,
yielding a value for the contrast 12% in exces of unity. This is presumab1y due to the fact
that the averaging (though ova 1600 pixels) coven ody 80 -90 speckles, at best. This

presumption is supp~tedby fùrther speckle data, spanning a wide nage of sample
thicknesses and âequencies, where the conmst has been o b w e d to vary randomly, both
above aud below unity, by amounts usuaüy less than the square root of the number of
speckies sampled.

5.4 Temporal fluctuations
In the previous section, the propagation of an incident continuous wave through
the sample produad an uitnsonic speckle pattern that was constant over the. This is not
the case for the transmission of a very short puise. The signai detected within a single
coherence area should be spread out over time as longer and longer scattering paths
irnpinge on the detector. Such behaviour is ühistrated in figure 5.18 for the propagation

of various short pulses through a 10-mm-thick sarnple containing unsieved 0.5-mm-radius
glass beads in water. The incident pulses, shown to the left of their transmitted signais,
were centred at a fiequency of 2.45 MHz. and varied in width from about 1 ps to about
5 ps. Inspection of these figures shows that the transmitted signais are spread out over

time intervals in excess of 70 ps, due to the progressively longer paths traveled as a
comquence of the multiple scattering. An important consequence of the interference

effects of the multiply scattereâ sound transmitted dong m e n t paths are the large
temporal fluctuations in the amplitude that modulate the more rapid 2.45 MHz carrier
fiequency osciiiations. The characteristic p e n d s of these fluctuations in the waveform
envelopes are on the order of the input pulse width, and represent the tirne over which the
magnitude and phase of the detected fields remain essentially uncbged. This results
h m the range of possible scattering paths, whose ümits are set by the width of the

incident pulse, that contribute at a given instant on the detector. Hence, the maximum
overlap of the paths contributhg at any t h e is detennined by the width of the incident
pulse, so that as the incident pulse width is increaseâ, the characteristic width of these
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temporal fluctuations also increase proportionately. This is illustnued by the progression
in figure 5.18 which shows the signal transmitted through the same sample when the pulse

width is increased from about 2 oscillations [figure 5.18(a)J, to about 4 oscillations [figure
5.18@)]. and then to about 10 oscillations [figure 5.18(c)].

h ail cases, the temporal

fluctuations of the envelope vary on a tirne scale that corresponds to the increasing input
pulse widths. The intafenna e&as of the waves, transmitted dong daferent paths, that
give rise to these temporai fluctuations, can thus be dinctly measured using sound because
both the amplitude and phase of the scattered waves are detected.
The interference effms oiginate h m the sum of the ultrasonic fields of the
overlapping path distributions in the sample. If the incident pulse width exceeds the
longest transit times for the scatterd sound to travel through the sample, the interference
effects approach those of continuous wave input. This is ilhistrated in figure 5.19, which
shows the effect of increasing the incident pulse width to 100 p. The incident pulse is
shown in figure 5.19(a), nodüzed for cornpuison with the transmitted signals to an
amplitude of I l . Figures 5.190)and 5.19(c) show the relative amplitudes of the signals
transmitted through a 10-mm-thick g l a s bead sample. The data in figures S. 19(b) and
5.19(c) were taken for two diffaent positions of the detector, comsponding to bright and

dark speckies, respectively. Fluctuations in the transrnitted signals are stiil observeci
during the first 50 - 60 ps, whereupon the entire distribution of different path lengths
becomes simultaneously "nlled and the signal lm1 becornes constant, as would be
expeaed for continuous wave transmission (cf Sec. 4.3.3.1). Unlike the continuous wave
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SPECKLE

Transmitted ultrasonic field in a sin& speckle for an incident pulse width

of 100 p. The incident pulse is shown in (a), and the transmitted field in typicd bright
and dark speckles are shown in (b) and (c).

situation, however, this plateau lasts only until the end ofthe input pulse, after which rapid

fluctuations are again observed as the paths irnpinging on the detector from eariier
temporal positions in the incident pulse begin to decay away. The tirne interval over

which these fluctuations @st

is simiiar to the t h e for the sound to &se

through the

sample in the short pulse experiaients, again showing the temporal interfaeace effécts that

are diuectly observable in ultrasonic a<paiments.

5.5 Diffusive transmission
5.5.1 Dynamic measurements (pulse mode): D and r ,
5S.l. 1

Ensemble averrging: the diffùsive pulse

An understanding of the propagation of acoustic waves, beyond that describeci by

the balastic pulse, is af5orded by studying the mean behaviour of the multiply scattered

sound intensity.

Smce each particuiar scattering microsüucture provides a unique

distribution of path lengths between a source point and detector, a general description of
the propagation must of necessity involve many statistically independent enwmbles of
such scatterers. This is indeed what the mathematical fonnalism of diflbsive propagation
presupposes when characterizhg the acoustic intensity (Sec. 2.2.7.1; cf. Sec. 2.2.2).
An example of the experhentai determination of this d'ffise acoustic intensity (the

"diffusive pulse") is presented for the transmission of an incident plane wave, with a 1.55
MHz central frequency and a 5 p pulse width [figure 5.21(a)J, through a 7 mm thick

sample composai of the sieved glas beads in water.

The transmitted signals were

detected over tirne within Werent coherence areas, yielding both phase and ampütude
behaviour, as figure 5.20 illustrates for t h m typicai spackles. Again, as âiscussed in Sec.
5.4, the transmitted signals are spread out over tirne intervals in excess of 70 ps and

exhibit temporal fluctuations on the order of the input pulse width. The important point
here is that there seems to be no similarity between the speckles, refiecting the unique set
of path lengths traversed as a consqueme of the different s c a t t e ~ gmicrostnicture and

Figure 5.20

Typical ultnsonic fields detected, from thra di&rrnt coherence areas, due

to the propagation of a 1.55 MHz incident plane wave puise through a 7 mm sample
containing sieveû glass beads in water.

Figure 5.21

(a) The incident puise for those ultrasonic fields presented in figure 5.20.

(b) The ballistic remnant useâ to correct the fields.

implying that the speckies may constitute independent members of an ensemble. This wili
be discussed quantitatively in Sec. 5.5.1.2.
The signal detected within each coherence ana is, in pMapie, composed of both
the ballistic and the difnisive signai, though the baüistic signai was usudy extrernely small.
The behaviour of the multiply sattered =und being of interest, these two offen n d e d to
be decoupleci. This required, ht,the detemimation of the ballistic pulse (Sec. 5.2.1).

For the example disnissed above, the bollistic puise d t i n g fiom the averaging of the
dtrasonic fields of 121 speddes is presented in figure 5.21@). The ballistic remuant is
seen to be about 40 dB s d e r than the incident plse [figure 5.21(a)], and roughly 20 dB
smaller than the mean size of the temporal fluctuations in the speckie. Moreowr, though
not shown in figure 5.2 le),the size of the ballistic remnant is comparable to the size of
the rernaining fluctuations in the averaged multiply scattered field. This point wül be
discussed fùrther. The temporal extent of the balüstic pulse was identifid by cornparhg it
with the incident pulse, and then setting the amplitude of the remahhg fluctuations to

zero [e.g. the amplitude for al1 times greater than 14.5 ps in figure 5.2

Io)]. The

ultrasonic field of the ballistic pulse was then subtracted f?om the ultrasonic fields of the
individual speckles, leaving the pwely difiûsive component. It shouici be noted that,
regarâless of the necessity of removing the ballistic component, each wavefom was first
corrected for a small baseiine ofkt (- 2 mV), thus eliminating the slight drift in the
baselines (< 1 mV) between signais. This was done by averaging the positive and negative
field excursions and then subtmting the r
waveform.

d fiom each field to properly zero the

W r e 5.22

The waveform envelopes of those dtrasonic fields presented in figure 5.20.

SPECKLE 15
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Figure 5.23

An expanded view at early times of the scatterd field ftom spedde 15

(figure 5.20, upper panel), with its wavefonn envelope shown by the bold am.
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5.24

A typical diffusive pulse (unnormalized, no timing cottections) produced

by the ensemble averaghg of the scattered intensities Born 121 separate speckies, due to a
1.55 Mtit plane wave incident pulse tmsmitted through a 7 mm sample containhg sieved

glas beads in water.

To constnrct the mean diffuse intensity, the phase information contained in the
individual speckles was ignored and the wavdorm envelopes determined. To double the
temporal resolution of the envelope, the absolute value of the field was taken, and a peak

search program used to identifl the maxima of the individual oscillations. Figure 5.22
shows the envelopes of those fields presented in figure 5.20; figure 5.23 provides an

enlarged view of one of these fields with its envelope. The envelopes were then squarecl,
to give an intensity, and then averaged together to promice the ensemble averaged dinUse
intensity. An example of such a difisive pulse, fOr the propagation of the 1.55 MHz
incident plane wave pulse through the 7 mm thick sample cornposed of the sieved glas
beads in water, is illustrateci in figure 5.24. The nocmalization and timing corrections

needed by the difisive pulse, before the diaision parameters can be ascertaineci, are
discussed in Sec. 5.5.1.3.1.
It now becomes quite apparent why even very s

d ballistic rernnants must be

rernoved fiom the signal. They would yield a temporal "fluctuation" of h e d position in

al1 speckles, whereas the temporal fluctuations arising fiom the diffusive component are
"randornly" positioned with respect to one another. Averaging mruiy speckle intensities
together would magnify the bsllistic inteasity relative to the mean ciifFuse intensity, and
produce a peak at the rising edge of the düiùsive pulse.

3.5.1.2

f i fluctuations
inspection of the diffusive pulse shown in figure 5.24 reveals small fluctuations in

its intensity. It seems quite reasonable tha the magnitude of these fluctuations depends
upon the nwnber of envelopes averaged to produce the pulse. Clearly, the fluctuations

will be larger if this number is smd, and srnalier if this number is large. A quantitative

description of the fluctuations is, howeva, only f d b l e using statistical arguments. The
statistical character of ultrasonic opeclrie was disaissed in Sec. 5.3. In particular, the
contrast (or average nonnalued intensîty flu*uations) within a spatiai speclde pattern w u
seen to qua1 unity [equation (5.611. The diniisive pulse may be thought of as king
constructed nom a large number of unwrrelated ~ r p o a speckle
l
patterns, each with
unity contrast (cf figure 5.22). Since the sum of N real-valued, identically distributeci,

uncorrelateci random variables har a mean value which is N t h e s the mean of any one
component, and a standard deviation which is

fi

times the standard deviation of any

one component (Bhattacharyya and Johnson, 1977), the addition of N temporal speckle
pattems on an intensity bask d u c e s the contnut in accordance with

To ve*

that the fluctuations in the diffusive pulse dirninish with the increaw of further

intensity envelopes in the manner describeci by equation (5.7), two 10 mm thick samples,
composed of the unsieved 0.25 mm radius glas beads in water, were studied in the point
source geometry, using short pulses of b u t 10 oscillations and a centrai fiequency of 3.5
MHz.

Diffusive pulses were detennined for many dEerent values of N, with the

fluctuations at each point in the pulse being detemineci by a computation of the standard
deviation at that point, norrnalized to the puise intensity at thai point. These nonnaüzed
fluctuations were then averaged over the catin tempo& extent of the dinusive pulse.

Figure 5.25 presents the results of such anaîysis, for d u e s of N ranghg from 9 to 196, in

Fimre 5.25 Average notmaüzed fluctuations remahhg on a diffusive puise as a
funaion of the number of intensity envelopes in the ensemble. The straight line indicates
the expected behaviour, and the dots the measund behaviour, for values of N ranging
âom 9 to 196, using point source data at 3.5 MHz for two 10 mm thick samples
composed of unsieved 0.25 mm raâius glas W s in water.

cornparison with the expected ôehaviour (straight line). Good agreement is seen, though
the data are systematically lower than expected for s d N. This is a wnsequence of the
way the d i s i v e pulse was found for each set of N envelopes - every temporal speckle at
small N was also an element of the ensemble at large N. This trend is removed if the
members of the ensemble are chosen at random fiom the parent population. Fwtherrnore,
the scatter in the data may be lesseneci if A4 independent ensembles of N speciûe envelopes
are averaged together, as some values d l be bigher, and some lower. Such behaviour has
been verifid, as mentioneâ in Sec. 5.3.

5.5.1.3

Fitting the diffusive piplse

5.5.1.3.1

Some pnliminaries

The fùnctional fonn of the âi!lùsive puise, described in Sec. 2.2.7.1, assumeci an
instantaneous diniisive source a distance zo into the sample at t h e t = O. As a consequence of the experimental restrictions under which the data were aquired, the diffusive
pulse needed timing and nonnalition corrections before it would meet these conditions.

To maintain the greatest accuracy in the timing, the distance between the generating
transducer and detector remained the m e for both the reference pulse and the
transrnitted data. For convenience, the temporal origin was initially taken to be when the
midpoint of the incident pulse impinged upon the sarnple face (Le. t = O at z = 0, not
z = a). I g n o ~ g ,for the moment, the existence of the plastic walls, by maintainhg

stationary transducers the reference pulse has been delayed by the time requued to
traverse a water path equivalent to the sample thickness. The e&ct of the ceIl walls were
to introduce additional delays because sound traveled fàster through plastic than water.

For each wall, the additional delay was the time required to transit a wall thickness of
water less the time it actually took to travel through the wall. Hence. the total delay was

where

tziwwas the t h e required to transit a total cell thickness (sample plus walls) of

water, and t m
, '

WBS the

t h e aauslly required to go through both plastic walis. The

diffusive pulse should thus a h k delayed by this amount to synchronize 4
t
h the
reference pulse. In fsct, if the centre of the reference pulse was at some non-rero t h e
t , ,a tirne shift

At

=tw

(5.9)

-t+

was added to the time axis of the ditnisive pulse (i.e. a shift to the right for A t > O). This

timing correction put the temporal origin of the incident pulse at the sample face (z = 0).

and not at z = zo

- in effect, setting the reference time too eariy.

Shifting fùrther the

diaisive pulse (to the lefi) by subiracting a t h e
=z o / v g ~ p

(5.10)

finally positions the pulse properly. This last time shift does, though, introduce a
difnculty, since

is not yet known. Further discussion of this point will be reserved for

Sec. 5.5.1.3.3, where al1 the parameters neeàed to fit the âiisive pulse are considered.

The proper normaiization of the difliiisive pulse presented practical difnculties, and
for this reamn the ampiiaule of the pulse was treated as an adjustable parameter in the fit.

In some cases, these difliculties could be overcome, and the amplitude could be treated as
fixed once the normalkation was detefmined.

The âifEicuIty lay in the accurate

detennination of the ampiitude of the incident pulse in the point source geometry. As
discussed in Sec. 4.2.4, a fmsing transducer does not actudy foais to a point, but rather
to a narrow and elongated focal zone (figure 4.7) d&ed within the -6 dB Limits. The
peak intensity of the incident wave was a i l y detamineci, but the mean intensity (a more

appropriate quantity to use) was mon dicult to ascertain.

Since an absolute

nonnakation is not crucial for difisive pulse measurements (Sec. 5.5.1.3.3), this

diiculty was ignoreâ, and the peak intensity of the incident (reference) puise was used.
There is, of course, no aich conam in the planar source geometry. Ali &sive

puises

were nonnalized, with respect to a one voit incident pulse. by division by

v;

1o(R-T1, 10,

(5. I l )

where VR was the peak amplitude of the reference puise, and R-Tthe différence in the
precision attenuator settings when wlleding the reference and the transmitted signals

(cf figure 4.12). Even neglecting the additionai correction factors disaissecl earlier (Sec.
4.3.3-2; see also Appendu B), this nonnalization was within an order of magnitude of its

true value - sufficient for the purpose of fitthg the pulse. Further discussion of this point
(regarding the planar source difltiisive pulses) rnay be found in Sec. 5.5.1.3.7 and
Appendix C.2.
The expressions for the transmitted flux found in equations (2.98) and (2.100)
were based on a delta-ftnction source of incident waves. The particular shape and finite
width of the incident pulse requireû its convolution witb the predicted diaisive pulse, as
described in equation (2.101). To acwmpüsh this, the envelope of the incident pulse
intensity was found, and its maximum n o d i z e d to unity. The centre of the incident
pulse, previously determined to be tw (see above), was then set at f = O. It should be

noted that rw was umdy determinexi nom the Mdpoint of the -6 dB points on the rising
and falling edges of the incident pulse envelope, though for cases where the incident pulse

evidenced asymmetry, it was found by tequiring half the integrated intensity under the
envelope to lie to either side; this ensurd tbit the convolutcd difftsive pulse predicted by
the fit would remain unbiased by the asymmeq of the incident pulse.

5.5. 1.3.2

Tbe innuence of D and r, on diffusive puise shipes

An understanding of the physical sienificarrce of variations in the diffiisive
parameters D and

t,

may be gaineci by retutning to the infinite medium. In an innnite

medium with an instantanmus point source at the ongin, the fha din*ed in the positive z
direction and detected at r = (O, O, L)is

[using equations (2.66) and (2.97). and explicitly including the absorption].

This

expression has been plotted, in figure 5.26, for various values of D and r, , assurning L =
10 mm. Figure 5.2qa) shows the behaviour of the diffusive pulse as a fûnction of D,

having negiected absorption mtuely ( r, +0 0 ) . The small tirne behaviour of the pulse
being dominated by e- L~/*D',the efféct of decreasing D is to delay the onset of the
dinlsive pulse and to cause the pulse to rise much l e s shuply, resufting in a shiA of the

peak to later tirnes and a depression in its ampliaule. The long time behaviour of the pulse
is dominateci by ( 4 n ~ t ) - % ,so the effect of decteashg D elevates the taü end of the
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The behaviour of the diflttsive pulse for various vaiues of D and s,.

(a) The e f f a of varying D, negiectins absorption, and (ô) the &kt of varying r, ,while
holchg D fixed.

pulse, in accordance with energy conservation arguments. Figure 5.26(b) shows the effèct
of increasing absorption (deaasing r, ) on the shape of the diffiisive pulse, for nxed D.
The absorption is seen to dominate the pulse shape at long times, whereas the ddiaision
coefficient D dominates at short times.

5.5.1.3.3

The multi-panmeter fit

The dinusion parametersD and r, were determineci by finding the best fit of the
fiinctionaî form predicted via diasion thcory [&

convolving equation (2.98) (for the

point source), or equation (2.100) (for the plane-wave source), with the incident pulsa to
the experimentally obtained difisive pulse. This numerid task was accomplished ushg a

C program that employed a nonlinear least-squares fit aigorithm. The input parameters to
the program will first be considered, foUowed by a general description of the program,
with emphasis on the fit hction, and concluding with a discussion of the trustworthiness

of the difisive parameters thus obtained.
Since the penetration depth was initialiy unknown, the diffusive parameters were
found by perfonning fits over a range of

2,.

with the "correct" vahie later determined

f?om the seKconsistency requirements Unposed on the diffusive parameters for samples of
different thicknesses. This is illustrated more fÙUy h Sec. 5.5.1.3.4. With zo chosen, the
fitting program was able to caldate the last timing correction to the difisive pulse
[equation (5. IO)], and the values ofD and

T,

(for this particular choice of

2,)

were then

asartaineci. Zhu et al. (1991) have determineû that t, n r (to within f30.!%),

and

numerical simulations by Durian (1994) have confhned this equality. The comistency

requirement that establishes

2,

then also determines Io. which is itself a fitting parameter.

AU other fixed parameters requited in the fit were known; they were the group velocity
v,

.the sample thickness L,and the reûection d c i e n t R. The group velocity and the

sample thichius were measured parameters, and the reflection d c i e n t was a
calculateci value based on meuured quantities.

.

The program was provided with "starting values" of D, r, and the normalization
factor. A difIiisive pulse was then calculateci, using these vaiues and the fixecl parameters,
and then convoluted with the measured tirne pro& of the incident pulse intensity
envelope, and integrated over the area of the daector. The calculateci pulse was then
compared to the experimentaüy determinecl pulse to see if it rnatched (within some given
degree of accuracy). If not, better values o f the adjustable parameters were determjned

and the process repeated until convergence was attaîned. The detennlliation of these
better values was the respnsibüity of the nonlinear least-squares fit algorithm "nfl"q"

(Komblit, 1979).
Let the set of n data points (for the dinusive pulse) be denoted by Ni),and the

fbnctional fom byffri). The principle of least-squares asserts that the optimum value of
the adjustable parameters is achieved if

is minimired, where w, is the weight of the ith data point. If b

= (bl,

h..., Q are the

estimates of the k adjwtaôle parameters, then the minimum in 4 is obtained when

for aU j E [l, k] (Bevington, 1969). Closed-fonn solutions to equation (5.14) are not, in

general, possible Mt)is not îinear in the parameters b , as in the prrrent case; altemate
methods must then be used to find the minimum of <P. These methods all rely on the
calculation of correction vectors 66 to move towards the absolute minimum on the
surface in parameter space, beghning from certain triai parameters.
The two most cornmon methds employed in non-üneu curve fitting are the

Taylor expansion method (Newton's method), and the Gradient method (method of
steepest descent). The former methd expands the fùnctionflt) in a fïrst-order Taylor's
expansion as a function of the parameters bp The expanded iùnction is then linear in the
parameter increments 66, and conventionai methods of ünear Ieast-squares may then be

used to find the condition for a minimum in # as

for al1 j

E

[1, k]. This method leaâs to rapid convergence if the caîdations of 6bj are

c d e d out in the neighbourhood of the minimum of

a, but may lead to

a possible

divergence $66, is too large to justify the first-order expansion. nie Gradimt method,

however, works weii when the starting point is far from the minimum of

a. Here ail

parameters are adjusted simultanemusiy so that the correction vmor 66 is pardel to the
largest iocai negative gradient of <D in parameter space:

for al1 j E [l. k]. Convergence is slow near the minimum though, as the near-zero
denvatives in this region yield a srnail correction vector. The fit algorithm ''nILFq"
employs the Marquardt method which comb~lesthe best features of both of the above
methods, to detennine the correction vector. It does this by introducing a parameter
which allows an interpolation benVeen the correction vecton caldateci by the two
comrnon methods. Details are providect by Kornbüt (1979), and refefences therein.
As is evident h m the behaviour of the difiùsive pulse shapes shown previously

(figure 5.26). the temporal profile of the ensemble-averaged difbse htensity depends
sensitively on both the dinusion coefficient and the absorption the, with the initial rise of
the pulse detemiined by D and the decay strongly influenced by r, . These parameters
being thus largely uncorrelated, an acavate determination of theh values is expected when
using the fitting program. This holds tnie even ifs normalization &or is included as an
adjustable parameter, since its effect is merely to rescak the intensity over all times. The
principle cause of the uncertainty in the fitting parameters is not the acniracy with which
the fitting subroutine can detennine the minimum of @ in parameter space, but rather the
influence on D and

7,

of uncertainties in the jhed panmeters.

dependence on the fked parameters was, in genetal, w&

Fortunately, this

at least over most of the

fkequencies and sarnple thicknesses snidieû, with the effect on D beiig only about half that
of the effe* on r, . It would be necessary, for example, to vary the reflection coefficient

R by about a factor of two from its dcdated velue to produce a flO./o uncertainty in D
(&2û?/o in r, ); for realistic uncertainties in R (i20.?%),
the resulting uncertainty

fl% (fi% in

7,

in D is

), which is neglïgible. Of süghtly p a t e r effkct is the uncertainty in the

group velocity v, (used in the final timing correction

- sa above) and

the m p l e

thickness. h both cases, for typical uncertainties, the resuiting uncateinty in D is +5%
(klOO?in t, ), using typical sample thicknesses.

For thin samp1es, however, the

.

uncertainty in L has a large effe* on the uncer&aintyin z, and to a lesser extent, aiso on

D. A 5% unceriauity in L [e.g. AL = 0.25 mm (the maximum possible absolute uncertainty
in L), with L = 5 mm] gives a maximum possible uncertainty in D o f f 15% (MO"/. in s, ).
Finai typical uncertainties in D are thus about 7+?%,and for z, about 15%. The
uncertainties in D and r, arising 60m the uncertainty in

2,

are made apparent in Sec.

5.5.1.3.4 and Sec. 5.5.1.3.7

5.5.1.3.4

Point sourct rwults

Ensemble-averageâ diffisive pulses were determined, in the point-source
geornetry, at many distinct frequencies, and for samples of diffèrent thicknesses. Their
time profiles were then fit to the predictions of diffusion theory, as discussed above. Since
at each fiequency, the values of D and

t,

should be completely independent of sample

thickness, fitting the data for d k n t values of

2,

should allow their m a l values to be

determined. This is illustrateâ in figure 5.27, where the values of D and s, thus obtained

are shown for samples of three diierent thicknesses (L = 5.31, 10.3. and 20.5 mm) over a
range of vahes of zo. These data were aquind using unsieved giass bead ( d u s , a =
0.5 mm) samples within the on-axis point source geornetry, for incident pulses at central
eequencies of2.5 M&

and pulse widths of 4.2 p. Inspection of figure 5.27 reveals t hat

the dependence of the fitting parameters D and r, on the penetration depth

2,

is strong

for the thin samples, but weak for the thick samples, where the dominance of long

diision path lengths make the data relatively insensitive to

2,.

A reasonably narrow

range of values for z, ,between about 0.7 and 1 mm. is seen where consistent values of D
and s, are observeci. These sdf-consistent fits yield D = 0.435 f0.015 mm2lP s and

r, = 12.0 f 0 . 5 ~ Furthamore,
~ .
this range of values for zo dows the transport mean
6ee path to be estirnated as f a 0.85 f 0.15 mm (for this ftequency and bead size), since

* =z

to an excellent approximation (Zhu et al., 1991; hirian, 1994).

The

experirnentaiiy determined temporal protila of the diflùse intensities for these three
sample thicknesses are shown by the open symbols in figure 5.28. The smooth solid
curves, obtained with the difntsion theory using the above d u e s , are show to be
excellent fits to the data for d thne tbicknesses. nie d i s i v e pulses redting fiom the
transmission of narrow incident pulses (-10 oscillations), at four different fhquencies,
through a 10.3 mm thick sample compriseci of the unsieved O. 5 mm radius glas beads, are
show in figure 5.29. As üiustrated, the âiision theory was found to weil describe the
data for aU fkquencies investigated. A qualitative inspection of the four diauive pulses
reveals that the absorption appears to be monotonidiy hcreasing with nequency. The
behaviour of the difiion coefficient is not quite as apparent, though it is clear that D is
significantly smaller at 1.5 MHz than at the three higher fiequaicies (because the initial
rise of the pulse is later in the; d.Sec. 5.5.1.3.2). The difision coefficients at the
various frequencies wiU be s u m m k î in Sec. 5.5.3, as wiii the absorption times, where
the tibquency variations and their physical origins are presented.

F&re 5.27

Dependence of the fitted parameters D and r, on the diBisive ongin z, ,

at a fiepuency of 2.5 MHz, for unsieved giw be8d ( d u s , a = 0.5 mm ) sarnples at three

dEerent thicknesses. The consistency of the fitted parameters for z,, between 0.7 and
1 mm gives an estimate for

r of 0.85*0.15 mm .

Time (ps)
Figure 5.28

Tirne profiies of the normdkd ensembie-averaged intensities transmitted

The o p symbols are the &ta, whüe the smooth soüd curves
are the best least-squares fits to the diffusion theory at 2, = 0.85 mm .
as discussed in figure 5.27.

Fiwe 5.29

Point source ditnwive data, at four dafemnt froquencies, for the

transmission of a narrow pulse through a 10.3 mm thick sample composed of unsieveû
glass b d s of radius 0.5 mm. The soüd awes are the fits to dinusion theory.

5.5.1.3.5

Effect of the displaccd point source: diffusive pulse ratios

As a consistency check on the applicability of diauion theory in the description of

the transport of multiply scattered sound, the use of a point source and a point detector is
exploiteci. If the detector is displaceâ transversely fiom the axis of the source (figure 4.10,
with the hydrophone in the off-wcis position), the ensemble-averaged transmitted btensity
is expected to decrease by
a+((x-xd2

+(Y-Yd2)/4~t],

(5.17)

independent of all other variabIes, in accordance with equation (2.98), where (x,, y,) is
the source position and (x, y) the detector position. Thw, the ratio of the ensembleaveraged d i s e htensity detected o f f 4 s to that detected on axis will be independent of
absorption, and hence r, ,and independent of bowidary effècts, and hence zo and R.
Experimental verification of the predicteâ bdiaviour of the intensity ratios is
illustratecf with data aquired at 2.5 MHz using three dEerent 10.2 mm thick sarnples
containhg the 0.5 mm radius unsieved glass beads. One hundred speckles were measured

for each sample, with the 200,um diameter hydrophone detecting the transmission of short
pulses, of about 10 oscillations, gener8ted by a focushg transducer. The scattered sound
was measured with the daeaor displaced a distance r from the axis of the source, with r

equal to O, 10.2, and 15.2 mm. Diffusive pulses were constructed (as described in Sec.
5.5.1- 1) fiorn the 300 speckles at each transverse position of the hydrophone; the tirne

dependencies of these ensembleaveraged intaisities are show in figure 5.30(a), where

the intensity is plotted logarithmidy to hciîitate cornparison between the three different
pulses. The intensities are markedly rcduced br the o f f 4 s detector positions, with the

peaks of the difisive pulses being shifted to later times for p a t e r displacements of the
detector. Physically, the reduction in the signal refle*s the fact that scattered waves
aniving at the same t h e for each position of the detector must foîlow paths of the same
length and oo fewer paths impinge on the off-axis detecton; Iikewise, the shiff of the
diffusive puise peaks reflects the lengthening of the dominant scattering paths resultiag
from the effective increase in the sample thickness.

In figure 5.30(b), the ratios of the ensemble-averaged iatensities for the two off-

axis positions to that obuimd for the ddcctor on a i s are shown. As expected from the
individual ditnisive pulses shown in figure 5.3û(a), the ratio is much smder for the
detector further off axis, thus verifyiag the duction in the number of paths that reach the
detector as the distance r ftom the axis is i n c r d . The smooth ünes in figure 5.3û(b)
are the fits to the predicted exponential fom.

These fits were obtained by convolving

equation (5.17)with the measufed input beam pronle and then integrating the redt over
the effective area of the detector (assurned square, for ease of cdculatioa). The input
beam distribution, which resembles the diaction-iimited pattern for a circular aperture,

had a 6 dB beam diameter of about 1.5 mm [see equation (4.1011. For the 10.2 mm axial
displacement, this correction was important, irnproving the fit at srnd times and reducing
the value found for D by about 5%. Corradiag for the effective area of the detector

yielded a similar effect, and the net result wu a vahe for D consistent with the results for
the larger displacement. Both modihcations of the pure expomntial fom [equation

(5.17)Jwere minimal for the 15.2 mm axial displacement.
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(a) The time dependencies of the ensemble-averaged intensities for

displacements r hrom the source Ws,plotted logarithmidy, and (b) the ratio of offgxis
to on-axis intensity, with the expectcd exponential reduction shown by the solid curves
providing a measure of D.

The effiive area of the detector is related to the angular sensitivity of the
hydrophone, and to the distance b a n the hydrophone and the sample interface; it thus
corresponds to the area of the sarnple over which signais are detected. The hydrophone
was positioned 2.0 mm back fiom the sample interfàce (the celi wall thickness king 1.5

mm), and is sensitive over a cone whose haKangie is about 50' (at the fiequency
employeâ); this results in an effêctive ana of IZ mm on a side. The necessity for
conside~gthe daeaor to be efkdvely larger is a consequence of the loss of axial
symnietry with the source point. The fits shown in figure 5.30@) were detennined by chisquare rninimization, yielâkg vaiues for D of 0.44 IO.03 mrn21ps for the 10.2 mm axial

displacement. and 0.46I0.03 mm21ps for the 15.2 mm axial displacement, the
uncertainties in D bang determineci by allowing the reduced chi-square to Vary by a factor

*

of two. These values are in excelient agreement with D = 0.435 0.015 mm2/,us , the
value presented eadier for the on-axis data (Sec. 5.5.1-3-4; see figure 5.28).

5.5.1.3.6

Compring point soum rad planar soum dofusive pulses

In the above section, the appücability of diffusion theory for the description of the
ensemble-averaged transport of multiply suittered sound through sieved g l u s bead
sarnples was noted for the incident planar geometry. Specific mention was made of the

agreement between the fitting results, at 2.5 MHz, for the point and planar sources,
although the diasion coefficients required scaling by the bead raâii before this becane
apparent. Because the diniisive pulses an determineci for diaerent geometries, it is

expected that their shapes M e r n o t i d y , dthough the values of the parameters remain

unchanged. An exphit and unambiguous demonstration of this is &ordecl by cornparhg
data obtained with a planar source and a point source, again at 2.5 MHz, for samples
containing the unsieved giass b a d s with L = 10.2 mm,. The point source diffusive pulse

has bexm constructed from 484 speciûes over four diierent semple cells, and the planar
source diffiisive pulse fiom 1600 speJdes over one of these sample cells. In figure 5.3 1,

in addition to reachhg its pedc value at a Iata time, the difnisive pulse acquired in the
planar geometry is seen to be noticeably longer than that obtained in the point source
geometry. This reflects the larger contribution of sound waves traveling over longer paths

from the planar source. The smooth sdid nvws thmugh the data are the best non-linear
ieast squares fits with zo = 0.85 mm , using equation (2.98) and equation (2.1 00) for the
point and planar source data, respectiveIy.

For the point source data, the fitting

parameters found were D = 0.435 I0.015

s and r, = 12.0f 0 . 5 s~;these vaiues are

in

excellent agreement with those found for the plaaar

source,

namely

D = 0.43 k 0.02 mm2lPs and z, = 1 1f l p S . Furthennon, cornparison of the above two
equations reveals that the plaoar source fom diners f?om that of the on-axis point source
form only by the multiplicative factor 4z Dt , thus prdcting that the ratio of the diffusive
pulses increases iinearly with tirne. The hem t h e dependence of this ratio is indeed weil
o b q d , as is show in figure 5.32. The data are fiom the ratio of those measured

difisive pulses show in the previous figure, and the straight line is the best hear fit to
this ratio. Udortunatety, the uncertainty in the nomislization of the point source data
precludes obtaining a precise estimate of D fiom the dope of the line. Nonetheless, the
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Cornparison of the temporai profiies of the ensemble-averaged W
s
e

transmission, at 2.5 M H q though 10.2 mm thick sampks cornposed of unsieved glas

beads, for a point source and a planas source. The srnooth solid cums are fits to the
comsponding expressions &en by diision theory.

@re

5.32

The ratio of the planar to point source d'isive pulses (from figure 5.46).

The straight iine, king the best îinear fit to t h ratio, demonstrates the consistency of the
ditnision approximation in describing the fit for different incident pulse geometries.

robustness of the fit and the applicabüity of the d i s i o n approximation to the description
of the propagation r d n s expiicitly conhned.

5.5.1.3.7

Typiul planrr source resulb

The ensemble-averaged ditnisive pulses realized Born the data aqWred in the
planar source geometry were obtained and d y z e d in iike rnanner to that of the pointsource data. With the exception of the data presented in the previous section (Sec.
5.5.1-3.6). ail plane-wave digusive pulse measurments were p a f o d on sieved-bead
samples (of 7.1, 10.1, and 15.2 mm thicknesses). This point is reaaphasized since the
slight difference between the mean radii of the unsieved (a= 0.45 mm) and sieved glass
beads (a= 0.47 mm) 4 1 result in a s d l difference in D, since D should sade with

r

and thus also with the bead radius.

Within the planar source geometxy, the sound intemity incident upon the sarnple

could be accurately determined, and an absolute normaiization of the diftùsive pulse
achieved by incorporating known correction factors (Sec. 4.3.3.2; see also Appendix B).
This altered the nomaiization factor in the fit from an adjustable to a k e d parameter,
leaving only D and r, as fitting parameten (z,, king treated as desaibed previously).
The planar wave d i i s i v e pulses were fit with both ftee and k e d normalization factors,
and the nsults for the variation of D and r, with zo were compareci. Diffiisive pulses

were aquind. at six distinct fiequencies ranghg h m 1 to 3.5 MHz

(in

about 0.5 MHz

increments), for sarnples of three dserent thicknesse~(L = 7.1, 10.1, and 15.2 mm). A
m o n detailed analysis of planar wave data (at 1.5 MHz and 3.5 MHz) may be found in

Appendix C.2, where carefbi attention is paid to the effect of the n o e t i o n factor.
The fitting results at 2.5 MHz are summarized below.

The values of D and r, obtained by fitting the 2.5 MHz data for a range of zo are
shown in figure 5.33 (fke notmalizIltion fit) and figure 5.34 (fixeci nonnalization fit). The

curves through the determined parameters show no common intersection point.
Moreover, D and r, are less sensitive to variations in zo than was the point-source data.
This appears to be a universal charScteristic of dl pl-

source data and is likely due to

the p a t e r dependence on increased path lengths imposed by the source geometry. For
the fhe nonnalurition fit, assumllig zo = 0.85mm. the spreaâs in D and r, , almost
entirely due to the thinnest sample, are 1
W and 3W, respectively.

Fixing the

nomakation results in a increase in both parameters, for all sample thicknesses. This
increase is smaiI (-lû?!) for the thicker sarnples, but quite pronounced (-25% for D, and
-50% for

2,

) for the t h i ~ e ssample,
t
and as a consequence the s p r d s in the parameters

are greatly reduced (-6% for D, and -12% for s, ). The weak dependence on zo for the
samples investigated, combined with small systematic variations in sample thickness, have
precluded using the consktency condition to daermine zo. However, ushg the fixeci
nomalizations, consistent results for D and s, could be obtained over a large range of zo
precisely because of this weak dependence.

The diffusive pulses for the 2.5 MHz data an shown in figure 5.35, plotted on a
logatithmic scale, for al1 three sample thicknesses. The smooth soiid curves are the best

fixed normaüzation fits to the data for zo = 0.85 mm. These fits are quite good, and yield

Figure 5.33

Dependence of the fitted parameters D and r, on the penetration depth

z, ,allowing free nonnakation in the fit, for samples a three different thicknesses, using
planar source data at a centrai fiequency of 2.5 MHz.

Fiare 5.34
2,.

Dependence of the fitted parameters D and s, on the penetration depth

requiring fixed normalization in the fit, for sampks at three different thicknesses, using

planar source data at a centrai fiequaicy of 2.5 MHz.
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Time profiles of the normaiized ensemble-averaged intensities transmitted

as disaissed in figure 5.34. The open symbols are the data, while the smwth solid curves

are the best least-squares fixed nonnalization fits to the difision theory at z,,= 0.85 mm.
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Cornparison of the tia and £ixednormalization fits, at

2,

= 0.85 mm, to the

diasive pulse detennined fiom transmission through the L = 7.1 mm sample at 2.5 MHz.

values for D and sa of 0.495 f 0-015 m2/ps and 13.8i t 2 p s , respectively.

The

W s i o n catncient is in agreement with the value presented earîier for the point source

on-axis data ( D = 0.435 *O.OIS m 2 l P s , Sec. 5.5.1.3.4) if both are scded by their

i
,
whmce
respective bead d
and

%= 1.04 f0.04 m/ps (pl-

%= 0.97f0.04 mmlp s @oint source).

wave: fixed normalization)

The absorption time is also consistent with

the vahe presenteâ earlier ( 12.0f OSps). Apement is markedly improved by weighting
the fitting results bom the thicker samples more than those of the thinner one.
The difEerences between the fiee nonnalization fits and the fixeci nonnalization fits
for the two thickest samples'are not readily apparent to the eye. For the thimest sample,
however, the pronounced decrease in D and r, means the two fits should be
distinguishable. This is what is obsemd in figure 5.36, where the 7.1 mm data are
represented by the dotted line, and the fiet and h e d nonaalitation îits by the dashed and
solid cuves, respectively. Clearly, the 6xed normalization fit shows a greater departure
from the data than does the fra nomalization fit, especialiy at early and late times; it
represents perhaps the greatest allowable discrepancy between data and fit.

Poor

experimental technique may explain the anomalous behaviour of this sample Ms-à-vis the
thicker samples. If there was sigdicant bowing of the sample walls (which can happen
after packing if thin sarnpks are improperly handled) then the thickness would be greater
than onginally measured. Employbg an incorrect, smaller, sample thichess results in a

reduction in D and

7,

. This may explain why the 7.1 mm parameters are lower in figure

5.33 than the parameters for the thicker samples. in tum, fixing the normalization, though

forcing consistency between the samples, consequently results in a poorer fit. Though

bowing has ocaineci, periodic checks of the thickness usuaüy caught such a systemtic
error. A second possib'ity is a panial debond of the cd wall allowing water to leak out.
The water would, of course, then be replaced by air bubbles, which scatter =und very
strongiy, thus also leading to a reduction in D and r, . Air bubbles have not been noted
when preparing samples sina the glas beads wet quite well; however, the polystyrene
walls wet kss well and bubbles may be entrapped at the waü/bead interface (depending on
the location and size of the leak, ample storage and handling) rather than rise to the top
of the celi. Such entrappeâ bubbles could not be f o d when the sample was originally
made, since the wata was put in nnt and the beads then fouowed (chapter 3). in those

samples that were lcnown to have a leak, the cell waü invariably catastropbidy debonded
upon handling. Appendk C.2 treats the anomalous behaviour of tbis sample in mon detail

when discussing the 3.5 MHz data, where sunüar behaviour is noted for the thin semple.
This anomalous behaviour is actually of minor importance &ce such inconsistencies were
rare, and c o h e d to the thinner samples. Moreover, since the dependence of D and r,
on

was much weaker for the thicker samples, greater weight was accorded their values,

and a consistent determination of D and s, was obtained for ail planar wave data.

5.5.2 Steady state measurements (cw mode): I* and v,
The fkst attempt at obtalliing &Sion

parameters by experimental determination

of the steady state transmission was done by Gemk (1987) for optical propagation
through randomly distributeci titania microaystals at large vohne fiactions (though the

treatment of the boundaries was inadquate). Garcia et al. (1992) later perfonned total
transmission measurements of the miaowave intemity through dense random ensembles
of polystyrene sphems, showing that dieLsion theory gave an excelient description of the

transport (the boundary conditions were now propedy done). This allowed the transport

mean ftee path to be detennined, and was also exploited to get D fiom intensity
autocomlation measurements, thus altowing the eneray velocity at one frequency to be

obtained. Li et al. (1993) also demonstrated the validity of the dintsion approximation
for the description of the steady sute opticai transport in random media.

Their

experiments on a sinterd alumina wdge allowd the simultaneous detemination of the
penetration depth and the transport mean fhe path at a single fiequency, although the

energy velocity a u l d rot Se detennined as independent measurements of D were not
performed. Such single ûequeacy deteminations of

r

and v, have provided, to date,

only tirniteci experimental data (Genack et al., 1993).

This situation provides the

motivation for the current measurements of the absolute transmission of acoustic waves
through the glass bead sarnpies, dowing the transport mean fiee path

r to be detemiined

under the constraint of consistency with the puise measwernents of D and r, . The seK
consistent detennination of these three difnision parameters hasfor rheflrst time enabled
the energy velocity v, to be experimentdy ascertained over a wide fiequency interval.

The means whereby the absolute transmission was codidently obtained is first miewed,
and then the procedure followed to extract f and v, is explaineci. For convenience, aü

discussions are ülustrated by focushg only on the s i e d bcad data. Measurements will be
described on samples ranging âom 3 to 15 mm in thickness, across a fiequency range

f?om 1 MHz (k,a =2) to 3.5 MHt (kwa= 7).

A summary and discussion of the

fiequency dependence of a11 the difision parameters obtained may be found in Sec. 5.5-3.

Measuring the total transmission quird vey long incident planar pulses that
approximated continuous wavar If the incident pulse was longer than the time taken for
most of the scatterd sound to cifise through the sample, a constant signal amplitude
would be attained, as explained in Sec. 5.4. An example of such a situation was earlier
indicated in figure 5.19. To determirie these constant levels, the minimum incident pulse
width was determinecf for each fiequency, and at each sample thickness. The pulse width
was then increased by 20 to 50 ps, and measwements p e r f o d as disaissed in Sec.

4.3.3.1.
Since it is the mean behaviour of the steaây state transmission that is of interest,
measurements must be made over an ensemble of statistically equivalent samples, as
previousiy indicated in the context of short puise trawnission (Sec. 5.5.1.1).

The

procedure for deteminhg the transmitted intensity is sirnilu to that described for the
diffusive pulses (Sec. 5.5.1.l), though now, of course, any bailistic remnant is an integral
part of the transmission. As phase information was thus not required, the waveform
envelopes in the 20-50 ps wide flat region in the middle of the pulse were calculateci in
real time and subsequently averaged to yieîd the mean amplitude at that detection point.
This quantity was squareci, thus yieldhg an intensity, and nonnalized by the intensity of
the incident planar wave at that point; the provisional total transmitted intensity per unit

area, for that smple at that hquency, was thai found by averaghg these normaiized
intensities over aü N daection points. This gives the mean intensity of the speckle pattern

(cf figure5.16). On average, the standard deviation was found to be equal to the mean,

thus veriwg that the contrast of a spedde pattern is unity (Sec. 5.3). Since the average
over the speckie pattern is equivaient to the ensemble-average over unmrrelated speckles,
the uncertainty in the transmitted intensity may be equated with the reduction in contrast,

wtiich is the mean over the square rwt of N (a.
Sec. 5.5.1 -2). Thus, the uncertainty in the
transmission is the standard error rather than the standard deviation.
Great care was taken to aisure an accurate detamination of the incident imaisity
(Sec. 4.3.3.1), as this was crucial for such absalute transmission measurements.

Moteover, ail possible points of departure betweea the experimental reality and the
conditions set forth in the theory wen quantitatively identified. These considerations
involved the e f f i of the semple walls, that of the input beam distribution, and the
detector efficiency, as descnbed in Sec. 4.3.3.2. The details of these corrections, and their
net effect, are further expounded in Appendk B. At each fiaquency, the provisional total
transmitted intensity was multiplieci by the relevant net correction factor to yield the

absoltrre total transmitted intensity per unit ana. The absolute transmission at each
frrquency was plotted against sample thichess and fit to the expectations of diision
theory [equation (2.1 14)1, subject to certain constraints.

The predicted transmission involves the product Dr,, a consequeme of the
absorption in the sarnple [equations (2.1 12) -(2.114)]. The fitting of the transmission data
is thus subject to the constraint Unposed by the prior knowledge of this product obtained
fkom the diffusive pulse experirnents. Before dixussing the marner in which this
constraint was apptieâ, the behaviour of the transmission in the absence of absorption
must be understood, particularly for thick samples. Ignoring absorption, the predicted
transmission indicated by equation (2.114) reduces to that presented in equation (2.1 1 1).

For thick samples, the ballistic remnant effsctively vanishes and the exponential terni may
be ignored. As z, (the extrapolation length) is on the order of UN@, the transmission
through a thick sample in the absence of absorption m y be approximated by

Under these conditions, a log-log plot of the trammission against sampk thickness is

ünear, with negative dope, and the vertical positionhg of the h e is governed by f . The
inclusion of absorption causes this line to bend downwards, with the curvature govemed
by the correlation fùnction g,(7, ) [equation (2.1 12)1. In addition to the sample thickness

L and the reflectivity R (both hown quantities), g,(r, ) depends upon both Dr, and

r

(the latter through the extrapolation length and the penetration depth), but with the former

being dominant. The procedure followed in the fitting was to choose a reasonabie starting
value for

r ,and then adjust Dr, (subject to the constraints, further discussed below) to

accommodate the cuwature in the data.

The range of Dr, so detennined was

subsequently verified to be insensitive to the precise values of

r

aAer the latter was

detennined from the optimal verticai positioning of the curve. In this rnanner, it was
possible to acquire a range of values which yielded acceptable fits.
The constraints on the fitting imposed by the results of the diisive pulse
measurements will now be disaissed by illustration with the 2.5 MHz planar wave data
presented in Sec. 5.5.1.3.7. Consistency r e q W that the Bxed normalization fitting
results be employed in detenniniog the most probable range of values for the products

Dr,, since these nomialiuitions derive fiom the net correction factors involved in the
absolute transmission. Consider the dependence of D and r, on the penetration depth z, ,

shown, for example, in figure 5.34. The products Dr, are cietennineci over a range of zo

within which

r can confidently be expected to lie; at 2.5 MHz, this is 0.6 c zo < 1.4 mm.

The results are 9.8 c Dr, c 6.15, 7.8 < Dr, < 6.0, and 6-65 c Dr, < 165 for the 7.1 mm,
10.1 mm, and 15.2 mm thkk samples, respectively. The sekomistent range for Dr8 ,

established by the diffiisive pulse measurements, thus lies between 6.15 and 6.65 mm2 at
2.5 MHz. Ranges for aU the fiequencks of hterest are s m m a r k d in taôle 5.1. It should
be noted that these constraints were not regarded as unyielding; if the transmission data
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0.80 f 0.15

0.190 f 0.020

0.71 f 0.15

1.15 f 0.35

0.285 f 0.015

0.75 f 0.25

5.55 - 5.95

1.00 f 0.15

0.345 10.035

1-05 f 0.20

6.15 - 6.55

0.93 f 0.13

0.490 f 0.020

1.58 f 0.23

7.50-8.50

8.00-8.50

1.00f0.10

0.56OI0.060

1.68 k0.25

4.90 - 5.70

4.50 5.00

-

0.95 f 0.15

0.500 40.010

1.58 I 0 . 2 5

Table 5.1

Su-

4.75

of the constrajnts [Dr, (pulse)], the fitthg results

for the dinusive pulse (0.
and the abdute transmission data [Dr, (cw),

r 1, thus yielding v, over a wide fiequency cange.

clearly evidenced curvaains outside the indicated range, the cw determination for Dr,

was aüowed to deviate by as much as 10% of the mean constraint. Regardless, some
degree of ovalap was always demanded, albeit vanishingly srnaîl.
The log408 plots of the transmission vasus sample thickness are show in figure
5.37 through figure 5.42, for the six ciiffernit fhquencies indicated.

The data are

indicated by the solid &cles, and the best 6ts by the soüd w e s . At each frequency, the
range of aliowed cu~rtturesdictatecl by fi, was fint (rscertained, and then the
permissible variation in magnitude govemed by

r

w u detemaineci. These quantities are

summafized in table 5.1. A féw rem8tks on the individuai fits in question are in order.

For the 1.02 MHz data, the 5-mm-thick sample was accorded very tittle weight, as it
clearly could not be accommodateci in the otherwise excellent fit.

Its inclusion at

anywhere near normal weight repuired values for Ds, sigdicantly in acess of the
maximum constraint and produceci a very poor fit; by contrast, the remahhg data yielded

values for Dr, that agreed well with the constraint (table 5.1). At 1-55MHz, the scatter

in the data made the imposition of the constraiat an absolute necessity, with the most
believable fits oCCUmng for the upper half of the constraint range. The large error bars on

r

reflect the spread necessary to best fit the data for either the thinner or the thicker

samples. The 2.01 MHz data unequivocally insisted on las airvature than that urged by
the constraint. The constraint was thus relaxeci by l û ? ? allowing luger values of Dr, to
be used. Aside from some scatter at intermediate thicknesses, the r d t i n g fit is quite
good.

The fit to the data at 2.5 MHz is seen to be excdkat, and the mature expressed

Sample Thickness (mm)
Figure 5.37

Dependenec of the absolute transmission on sample thickness at 1.O2 MHz.

The fit show is for Dr, = 5.00 mm2and f = 0.80 mm.

Sarnple Thickness (mm)
Fimire 5.38

Dependence of the absolute transmission on sarnple thickness at 1.S5 MHz.

The fit shown is for Dr, = 6.75 mm2and f = 1.15 mm.

Sample Thickness (mm)
Fimire 5.39

Depemdence of the absohite transmission on sample thickness at 2.01 MHz.

The fit shown is for Ds, = 5.75 mm2 and l" = 1.00 mm.

10

20

Sample Thickness (mm)
Finure 5.40

Dependence of the absolute transmission on =pie

The fit shown is for Dr, = 6.35 mm2and f = 0.93 mm.

thickness at 2.5 MHz.

Sample Thickness (mm)
Fimire 5.4 1

Dependena of the absdute transmission on sample thichess at 3 .O MHz

The fit shown is for Dr, = 8.25 mm2and

r = 1.W mm.

1O-'

10-2

10-3

Sample Thickness (mm)
m

e 5.42

Dependence of the absolute transmission on ample thickness at 3.5 MHL

The fit shown is for Dr, = 4.75 mm2and

r = 0.95 mm.

by the cw detefmination of
5.1).

Dr,

was found to be in niII accord with the constraint (table

It was also unnecessary to invoke the constraint et 3.0 MHz, despite the süght

scatter in the data; the resulting fit is clearly acceptable. At the highest fkquency probed,
3.5 MHz, the tfatlsmissioa data necessitateci more awature than strictly allowed by the

constraint. The comtraint was thus relaxeci by lm, aiiowing smaller values of Dr, to be
used, so proâucing an excelient fit.

Having reliably determineci both the transport mean fiee path f and the difhsion
coefficient D, the energy velocity v, may simply be calculatecl Born quation (2.66). The
results are Uustrated in table 5.1 for the s i e d bead data under consideration. A
discussion of these data, and the relation of the energy velocity to the group velocity, is
defened to Sec. 5.5.3.2, so that al1 the diniisive parameters may be presented wncurrently
and their fiequency dependencies examineci in üght of a unüïed physical picture.

5.53 Summary and discussion
The absorption rate r i 1
The absorption in the glas bead samples is much greater than expected for either
water or pure glas. The ongin of this large absorption is explored by plotting the
absorption rates r l l d0uectIy against the central fkquency of the incident pulse, for
samples with dxerent bead size (a = 0.25 mm and a = O. 5 mm). Figure 5.43 shows that
the absorption rate varies roughiy ünearly with fkquency (the straight iine beiig a guide to

a = 0.25 mm (unsieved)

a = 0.5 mm (sieved)

a = 0.5 mm (clllsieved)

i

O

1

2

3

4

5

6

Frequency (MHz)
F&re

Variation in the absorption rate with tiequency for data at both bead sues.
The straight &neis a guide to the y e .
5.43

the eye), and is idependent of the bead size. The interfacial area in the glas bead

sarnples is large, and one might thus expect viscous losses to be responsible for the
significant absorption. Viscous losses in a fluid near a fluid-solid interface are, however,
expected to vary as (Landau and Lihitz, 1959)

w k e q is the h s i t y of the Qui4V the vohme of the fluid, and S the d a c e area of
the solid. This predicts an absorption propoitional to a-' for closepacked spheres, and a

square mot fiequency dependence, neither of which are obsemd.

The measured

absorption appears intrinsic to the glas beads themseives, and presumably results nom the
method by which the spheres were manufactureci.

The absorption Ie~gthmay k defined as I, = ver,. Over the range of frquencies
for which data were aquired (at specific bed sizes), this implies 250 z I,/a > 25 . These
values are at least an order of magnitude greater than mean free path muisurements (Sec.
5.2.2 and Sec. 5.5.3.2). implying that the attenuation of the baliistic pulse results fîom
s c a t t e ~ gand not absorption (for the range of sample thicknesses studied).

The diffusion panmeters I*, v,, and D
Summaries of the fiequency dependence of the experimentdiy determineci
cifision parameters are presented, and compared with the theoretical prdctions of the
effkctive m d u m mode1 (Sec. 2.2.8), allowing the underlying physics of the ballistic and
dinusive transport to be explaineci on a microacopic basis. As the bulk of the data

presented are for the sieved beads, the theoretical predictions have b a n averaged over the
smder variation in bead size (-5%; sa Sec. 3.2).

The variation in the transport rnean fiee path

r ( d e d by the bead radius) with

normaüzed fiequency kW a (where kW is the acoustic wave vector in water) is show in
figure 5.44; for cornparison, the scattering mean free path I, is also displayed. The soiid

syrnbols are the measured values for f , whereas the open syrnbols are the data for 1,.
Cornparison of the scattering and transport mean f h e patbs r

d them to be

indistinguishabk at low wuencies, where the scatterhg is isotropie.

At higher

fiequencies, the anisotropy of the scattering is clearly exposed, and f is seen to exceed
i,, as expected [equation (2.6711. Note that the distance required to randomize the

propagation direction is compuabIe to the bead diameter across the entire fnquency
range hvestigated, w h e r a the distance b a w a n scattering events can drop to less than
the bead radius. Theoreticai predictions of the transport mean fra path, obtained using
equation (2.1 16). are indicated by the mlid curve in figure 5.44. Since i8 and

1' share the

same scattering environment, the scaling parameter used in the calculation of 1, (Sec.
5.2.2) was also appiied to the prediction of 'l

. Good

agreement is seen between

expenment and theory.

The variation in the energy velocity

v, with normaiized freguency

kW a is show

in figure 5.45; for cornparison, the group velocity v, is also displayed. The measured

values for v,, determined using equation (2.66) (see table 5.1). are shown by the solid

-Theory: Z*
0

Data: Z

S

------ Theory:

1

S

Frquency dependemx of the transport and scatte~gmean fiee paths

(solid and open symôols, respectively), compareû with the predictions of the effective
medium model (solid and dashed ainns).

F i w e 5.45

Frequency dependena of the energy and group velocities (solid and open
syrnbols), cornparrd with the predictions of the effective medium modd (solid and dashed

cuwes).
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Data (sieved: a = 0.47 mm)
Data (unsieved: a = 0.45 mm)
Data (unsieved: a = 0.25 mmb
Theory
1
I
1
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Frequency dependence of the diffusion coefficient (symbols), compared

with the predictions of the effective medium mode1

symbols, whereas the open symbols are the data for v, . The energy velocity is seen to be
similar in magnitude to the group velocity over the entin fiequency range investigated. In
addition, the velocities exhibit strong fiequency dispersion, varying by about a -or
the.

of

The minuna in the velocities moy be attributed to the eff'ects of scattering

resonances, as they occur at the same frrquencies as dips in the scattering mean fia path
(figure 5.44). The energy velocity is seen to be slower than the already quite slow group
velocity in the neighbourhood of the first minimun,where the scattering mean 6ee path is
the two vekities an
less than haif the wavelength, whüe at the higher fkquen~ies~

indistinguishaôie 6 t h experimental mor.

The slow transport velocities are a

consequence of a portion of the wave energy dwebg in the resonant scatteras for some
period of tirne. Due to the angular dependence of the scattering amplitude, the dweU
times of wave pulses that have fowwsrd scattered c m m e r fiom those that have scatterai
through finite (non-zero) scattering angles, thus explainhg the smafi ciifference between
v, and v,

. Theoretical predictions for the energy velocity [equation (2.121)], shown by

the solid curve in figure 5.45 (the dashed c u m is the pretiicted behaviour for v, ), involve
no adjustable parameters and an thus in remarkably good agreement with the

experimental data. The caldations accurately preâict the considerable structure in v,
and correctly show that v, fds below v, for 2 < 5 a < 4, and that v, approaches v, for
5<kwa<6.

The behaviour of the diffusion coefficient D ( d e d by the bead radü)? with

normalized fkquency kWa, is summarized in figure 5.46. The data are shown by the solid
symbols, and the prexiictions of the effkctive medium theoty (comtructed fkom that of

r

and v, ) by the solid aime. It should be noted that, aside fiom the phenomewlogical

scaling constant in

r , theoretical predictions of D involve no adjustable parameters.

The

agreement between theory and apaiment is v a y g d ; the theory not ody captures al1
the observeci structure in D, but also g e n d y pr-s

the correct magnitude. The

experimentally determined diffusion coefficients f?om mieved bead (cucfe, triangle) and
sieveà bead (squares) sarnples should be quite similar, at least for kW a < 7. This is
expecteâ since the unsimd and sieved bead gmup velocities (figure 5.13 and figure 5.14,

respectively) exhibit the same behavioui, except at the highest âequencies. Furthermore,
the transport mean fiee p a b for the two types of samples should also be quivatent sina
their scattering mean ûee paths are Udistinguishable (figure 5.3 and figure 5.4). The
above observations justify the inclusion of both types of data on the same plot.
Theoretical prediaions do not quite manifest quantitative agreement with the data at the
highest three fiequencies, though the hquency behrviour appears to be comctly
captureâ. This seems to sugeest t h , at the highest fiequencies, the différence between
the group and energy velocities may be less than predicted.

nie experimentai results for the dfisive transport of acoustic waves through a
glass-bead system with a high volume fraction of scatterers have convincingly
demonstrated strong structure in the energy velocity. This structure is considerably
greater than predicted by Mesaki and Economou (1997) using a CPA model.

In

addition, their model provides an unphysical prediction for the energy velocity over most
of the strong scattering regime investigated, giving vdues considerably greater than both

our measured and calculated group velocities. This is quite likely due to the inherent

shortearnings of the CPA approach in the intermediate f'requency regime (see Sec. 2.1.6.3

and Sec. 2.2.8).

The sunilarity of the strong dispersion found in the energy velocity to that seen in
the group velocity is explaineci using our new approach to mode1 their behaviour
theoretically (Schriemer et al., 1997). From th&
pi-

behaviour emerges a unifieci physical

of the energy transport by bailistic and difisive waves, which has its roots in the

velocity of propagation of a wave pulse. The coupüng between the resoaant scatterers

leads to an effective renormalization of the scattering. The r d t is weakened scattering
fiom the coated spheres emMded M this renormalized homogeneous medium. This

ensures that the group velocity remains weii defined and dlows it to be caidated within
the GCPA T k m e r u velocity can then be quantitatively predicted by extendhg this
approach to account for the angular dependence of the s c a t t e ~ gdelay experienced by
this wave pulse. The appealîng but gemraliy umecognized feature presented by this
treatment is the near equivaience between the group and energy velocities; there exists a
common origin in the velocity of propagation of a wave pulse, which is in the forward
direction for the coherent transport, and l d y between scattering events for diaisive

transport.

6

Conciusions
A dennitive study of the ballistic and ditnisive transport of amustic waves through

resonantly scattering inhomogeneous media, composed of randomly close-packed glas

beads immersed in water, was successfùily accomplished in the nonnalized intermediate
fiequency range 1 < &-a < IO. This wodc is the first comprehensive undertaking in the
intennediate fiequency regime ova such a wide range of fiepuencies. It has consequently
allowed fùndarnental questions regarding the transport of energy to be wnclusively
addressed. The salient féatur*l of the investigations are summarized below.

The ballistic transport was accurately detetmined fkom the coherent transmission
of short ultrasonic pulses through thin samples, enabling the scattering mean fkee path, the

phase velocity, and the group velocity to be measured. A new effective medium theory,

which overcomes the limitations inherent in the wherent potentiai approximation, has
proven highly successfbl in prdicting the transport behaviour of the ballistic pulse. ûur
generaked coherent potentid approximation (GCPA)has resulted in the identification of
the peaks in the spectral fundon with the propagating (quasi)modes of the renormalized
homogeneous medium. The resulting dispersion relation enabled successful quantitative
predictions of the highly dispersive phase and group velucities to be made, without any
adjustable parameters. Both velocities were found to be substantialiy less than the speed
of sound in either the water or the glass over most of the fkequency range. From a
calculation of the total s c a t t e ~ gcross section for the coated sphere, the dips in the
scattering mean frre path wae identifid with resonances in the single particle scattering,
thus explahhg the origin of the dispersion in the group velocity. The quantitative

prediction of the experimentally determineci group velocity by this approach, where the
coupling between the resonant scatteren leads to an effective renormaîization of the
s c a t t e ~ gwithin the medium, remlves a long-standing problem in the dennition of the
group velocity in strongly s c a t t e ~ gmaterials. The group velocity remaifls well defined

and calculable within the GCPA because, relative to the effective medium in which the
coated spheres are embedded, the scattexhg fiom the spheres has beai weakened by this
effective renomalkation.
Guided by the ment insight gained fiwi the study of dinusing light, the diflciisive
transport of acoustic waves was acairately determineci by measuring the multiple
scattering of both short and quasicontiwous-wave uitrasonic pulses through glass bead
samples at difFerent thicknesses. A vey s

d detecting transducer was used to probe the

scattered sound fields within single spatial coherence areas, thus avoiding the spurious
signal reductions due to phase canceiiation effects in the larger element diamter
transducers. This allowed the observation of ultrasonic speckle. Using short ultrasonic
pulses, the temporal fluctuations in the multiply scatterd fields, within a single s p d e ,
were found to roughly correspond to the incident pulse width. The t h e dependence of
the ensemblaaveraged transmitted intensity, found Born the multiply scattered sound
detected over many uncomlated speckles, allowed critical tests of the diniision
approximation to be pedonned. For short incident pulses and various different detection
geometries the shape of the ensemble-avemged transrnitted intensity was found to be
accurately describeci by the diffusion equation (with boundary conditions properly

accountin8 for the reflectivity at the intafaces), and the difision coefficients D and
absorption times r, consistentiy determineci. The absorption was found to be intrinsic to

the glass beads, the absorption rate king linearly dependent on the fiequency, and
independent of the size of the glas beads used. The frequency behaviour of the difision
coefficient, successfûiiy predicted by extending the same theoretical approach used in the
ballistic transport, was seen to be higbiy dispersive, being strongly slowed down in the
neighbourhood of the single coated-sphere resouances.
The total transmitted intensity for steady state propagation of incident quasicontinuous waves was also accurately described by the diision equation, using the same
boundary conditions as in the pulse geometry. A carefui consideration of all relevant
correction factors allowd an accurate experimentd d a e t i o n of the transport mean

f
k path

r

f?om the dependence of the absolute transmission on sample thickness.

Results found for the product Dr, were consistent with findings f?om the puise geometry,
M e r attesting to the validity of the diflùsion approximation in the description of the
propagation for multiply scatterd sound. A dculation of the full angular dependence of
the scattering amplitude of the coated elastic sphere embedded in the homogeneous
medium successfùiiy predicted the fiequency dependence of the transport mean fm path.

By combining the resuits of tbese dynamic and static measurementq the energy
transport velocity of the diising sound wu expetimentally determineci. The energy
velocity was found to exhibit strong structure as a fbnction of eequency, being even
slower than the group velocity at the first scattering resononce, and indistinguishable 6om
the group velocity at the higher hequencies stuâied. By extending the mode1 used in
describing the ballistic transport to account for the angdar dependence of the scattering
delay, the energy velocity w u quantitatively prdcted and rernarkably good agreement

with the data was shown. From the approach used to mode1 the dispersive behaviour of

the transport velocities emerges a unified physical pidure of the energy transport by
baliistic and dfisive waves, which has its roots in the velociv of propagation of a wave
pulse. An effèctive renormalization of the scattering, which depends directiy on the
strength of the scattering (and the volume hction of scatterers), r d t s fiom the coupling
between the resonant scattering units, and is responsibk for the strong dispersion
observed in these transport velocities through the closely packed glass bead samples. Our
measwements are the first to establish the close connection between the ballistic and
difisive transport of energy.
These acoustic measurements of the dinusive transport have stimulated M e r

investigations, both theoretical and experimentd, into the nature of the propagation
(Jones, 1996; Zhang et al., 1997). The results presented in this thesis open up interesthg
new possibities for using acoustic waves in fiitun studies of multiply scattered sound.
For example, sauterers with les intrinsic absorption, but stronger scattering resonances,
may permit the observation of such non-classicai propagation effeds as scale dependent

difision coefficients which en the signature of localization. On the technological side,
new nondestructive testing techniques using diising sound could be of benefit in oome
situations. For example, the feasib'ity of using dfising sound to investigate the
dynamics of a scattering medium has recently been demonstrateci (Jones, 19%) using a
technique analogous to diffushg wave spectroscopy of üght (Pine et al., 1988). This
acoustic technique could potentidy be quite useful for the remote monitoring of large
d e industrial chernical reactions.

The experirnentd and theoretical approach in this thesis has focused on acoustic
waves, where strong scattering is reiatively easy to achieve, and the full field (icluding all

phase information) can be simply deteaed However, the basic fatures of the transport
should, in principle, k obsened for any classical wave propagating in disordered

materials Confirmation of similPr bebaviour by electrornagnetic waves, such as üght or
microwaves, wodd provide an important genedhtion of these results.

Appendices
A

Determination of the reflection coefficient

A.l The angular dependent reflection coefficient, R(6)
In Sec. 2.2.6, the mean reflection d c i e n t is dehed 4 t h the context of the

bowidary conditions imposed on the &se

enefgy deasity [equations (2.87) - (2.8911.

The calculation of the mean reflection d c i e n t requires f h t a knowledge of its augular
dependence, which we now proceed to detennine. For simplicity, we consider a boundary

between huo fluid media, such as a geiled sample immersed in water, where the physics is
quite straightforward (e.g. no mode conversion). A more sophisticated calculation, for
reflection at the interfaces of a fluïd-like sample, a rigid wall, and the water, yields
remarkably sunilar results. An acoustic wave incident on a boundary between two
dissimilar fluid media wili undergo both reflection and transmission, the relative
proportions of which are detemillied by the acoustic impedance mismatch between the
two media. The acoustic impedance of a medium is the product of its density p and the

phase velocity v of the propagating wave. Figure A 1 shows a wave in medium 1, at an
angle of incidence Q,, undergoing both refiection and rehction at the boundary with

medium 2. Landau and LWtz (1959) have shown that, for a two-fiuid medium, the
reflection coefficient R(8,) is

are the phase velocities, and p l and p, the densities, in media 1 and 2,

where V I and
respectiveiy.

Medium 2

Medium

-

w

e A. 1

Rdection and transmission at the boundary

ôetween two fluid media.

the transmission coefficient T(B,), which gives the transmission as a h c t i o n of the exit
angle, is givm as

Equation (Al) and equation (A3) are used to comct for the effeas of reflections
( i i t e d and incident, respectively) on the absolute transmission at the interfaces
(Appendix B.3).

A.2 The mean reflection coefficient, R
Having shown, in the previous section, how the angular dependent reflection

catFcient R(B) may be determined, we now p r d to the detemination of the mean
reflection coefficient. We nrot determine the reflected flux R(B )J(8 ),for a given angle
of incidence 8. at z = O. Consider once again the flux tbrough clS due to dV. as done in

equations (2.8 1) through (2.83). Integrating over r and )ody,we obtain

The total flux in the z direction (due to reflections) at z = O is thus found by integration:

O

Away from the boundary, J+ is given by equation (2.86); within the W s i o n

approximation, these two expressions for J+ must be q u a i near the boundary at z = O.
Equating equations (2.86) and (AS), using (A.4). yieids the boundary condition at z = O in
the foiiowing form:

where

and
The analogous fonn for the boundary condition at z = L,

may be found in a Ymilar fàshion. We see that equations (A.6) and (A9) are identicai to

the boundary conditions previowly determineci, equations (2.87) and (2.88). provideci we

An expression for the parameter R which depends only on the impcdance mismatch

between the media on either side of the boundary is found by comparing equations (2.89)

and (A 10). This gives

1 am indebted to MichaeI L. Cowan for justifjmg, using a more sophisticated caldation,

the ernployment of the simple two-fiuid mode!. These more reaüstically detennined values
of R were used in fitthg the diffusive pulses, although the clifference with the more simply

detennined vaiues was stight.

B

Correction factors for absolute transmission

measurements
B.1 Effect of the srimple walls
The discussion of the waü correction has beea presented in Sec. 4.3.3.2.1. Little
needs to be added to what has aûeady ban discused, Save for mention of the actual
values of this correction at the fkquencies of interest.

The Wall corrections, which are the

ratios of the transmission through gelled samples (Sec. 3) without and with wallq are
presented in table B. 1 for the s h e d bead samples.

Table B.1

Wall

fiequencies of interest.

correction

factors

at

various

It should be mentioned that, in addition to the limitation imposed on sample
thickness by the structural rigidity of the gel, the reason the bulk of the meaSuTements
were not performed on such samples was the ümited quantity of sieved beads (in
particdar) available. This was a constrauit because the beads wdd not be extractecl &om
the gel and conveniently cleawd. Though it is possible to dissolve the gel the process is
extremely slow given the quantity of gel involved, and the glass beads may be atrected
(and hence their remnant properties) by the chemicais u d .

B.2 Detector (hydrophone) efficiency
B.2.1 Angular response of the hydrophone and initial refîective loss
The hydrophone angdar response correction was introduced, and the method by
which it was determined described, in Sec. 4.3.3.2.2. To calculate these quantities, the
angular dependence of the probability P(0) of a d&sely trwmitted wave (phonon)

arriving at a "small" area clS on the interior swface of the sample must fkst be found (see
Sec. 2.2.6, figure 2.7). Since the

Bu through (LT is just the integral of this probability

over all sotid angles and sample positions, equation (2.82) wül d o w us to extract this
probability. Away fiom source terms, the aeady state difhse energy density U must Vary
linearly with z = r cos0 in nich a manner as to reach zero a distance h = d' outside the
sample. Substitutmg Cl oc h + r cos8 into equation (2.82) gives [ushg

as is appropriate (Sec. 2.2.611

r rather than f, ,

The probabii of the phonon striking rLT at an aogle between 9 = arcco@)

and

(Durian, 1994; Vera and Durian, 1996). Ernploying Snell's law, the dependence of the

probability on the exit angle becomes

where the subscript 1 refers to the sample and the wbscript 2 to the surrounding water, v
being the phase velacity in each medium, and a quantity ( v , / v , ) ~ has b a n absorbeci into
the constant of proportionality C. Equation (B.4) negiects reflections at the interfaces
which decreases the fradion of the incident wave ~ansmittedthrough the sample.

Multipiying equation (B.4) by the boundary traflsmission T(@,) &om equation (A.3) and
then integratine g i w s the flux incidmt on the deteztor as

There is a dependence on cos61 that follows f?om equation (2.82) h the
derivation of P ( 8 , ) . This anses fiom the assumption that the angdar acceptance of US

(which is equivdent to the detector a m ) is entirely due to the effeaive ara presented to
the inwming wave, as the steady state diflùsion theory assumes. However, if the aagular
response of the hydrophone D(8,) is mt entirdy geometric, the me8sufed flux becornes

The angular response correction factor is then given by the ratio n / M .Figure B. 1 shows
the angular dependence of the relative flux at 1.5 MHt both incident upon [ n ( 8 , ) ] and

measured by [ M (8, ) ] the 400 p n diameter hydrophone; dso provided are the boundaty
transmission T(B2) , and the detector response D(9,) divided by cos 4. Examples of
the measured D(9,) are provided in figure B.2 for the 200 /ni diameter hydrophone at
freguencies of 1.S MHz, 2.5 MHz, and 3.5 MHz. These anguiar responses are fit to
Gauuians to allow the integrations [equation (B.611to be more easily pedormed.
The correction for the initial reflective Ioss of the incident wave is the inverse of

T(B, = O) . Multiplying the measured total transmission by T -'(O, = 0 ) and the ratio

yM (equation B.5 and qustion B.6) thus corrects the measwements for impedance
mismatch at the sample boundaries and the a

d detectors used.

Relative number of traiumitted phonons, n(B2)
Relntive number of detected phonons, M(%) :
Boundary tnnsmission factor, T(82

.
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Figure B.1

The relative flux at 1.5 MHz incident on (solid m e ) , and âetected by

(dashed curve) the 400 pm diameter hydrophone. The angular dependence of the
boundery transmission T(9,) (dot-âashed curve), and the deteaor response divided by

cos(@,) (doited m e ) , are also provided.

Angle (degrees)
@ure B.2

The angular responses of the 200 ,um diameter hydropboae at (a) 1.5 MHz,

(b) 2.5 MHz, and (c) 3.5 MHz. The data are inâicated by the open circles and the
Gaussian fits by the solid cuwes.

B.2.2 Intederence .cross the hydrophe face
The discussion of the hydrophone interference correction was introduced in Sec.
4.3.3.2.3.

Due to the multiple scattering, the intensity displays considerable variation

across the sarnple face, resulting in the weli-bown phenommon of speckle (Sec.5.3). If
the phase of the detected signal dernonstrates signiîïcant change over the detector area.
then destructive interference occurs and the signai amplitude is decreased.

The

consequence is a spurious reduction in the totaî transmission that requins estimation. We
have been worlang unda the impficit assumption that the phase is "constant" within a
coherence area, and that strong change is only exhibiteâ when rnoving fkom one spedde to
another. We now quanti@ the degree to which this is so, and determine the multiplicative
factor to apply to the total transmission data to correct for the anomalous signal reduction.
The transrnitted ultrasonic field of the multiply scattered sound, arising fkom a 1.5

MHz planar quasi-cw wave, incident on a 10 mm tbick sample camposeci of the sieved
glas beads, was detected with the 200 pm diameter hydrophone. At this fiequency, the
coherence area, havhg a diameter about that of a wavelength (Sec. 5.3; see figure 5.15). is

five times wider than the detector, so spurious reductions in signal are assuredly minimal.
The hydrophone acquired data at 800 positions dong a 2.4 cm length of the sample
diameter, g i h g a distance between points of 30 pm. These data were scaled to higher
frequencies and the destructive interference and consequent transmission loss ascertained.
This 6rst required extracting the phase and amplitude data fkom aU the transmitted
ultrasonic fields. Since the data were coliected in the steady state mode, this could be

accomplished at any cornmon time. The transmitted field at a particular tirne t rnay be
represented by

where A is the field amplitude, and )the phase. Here, a> = 2z f ,wheref is the fiequency

of the incident wave. The data [as reprrïaited by equation (B. l)] were then muitiptied by
a sinusoidal reference, given by 4(t)= sin(<rit ) ,and expanded as

This was repeated, ushg as a reference %(t) = cos@ t ) ,and expanded as
S(t)R2( t )= A COS(^> r ++ )COS(# t )
= - ~ ~ c o s / + ~ ~ c o s ( ? a , t ) c o s ) + ~ ~ o i n ( ~ a' , t ) s i03-31
n~

The resulting signals, represented by equations (B.2) and (B.3), were then digitaiiy lowpass filtereà, ieaving only the zero frequency components

and

The phase was thus found Erom

and the amplitude fiom

The variation in these quantities, for the case under consideration, an shown in figures

B.3 and B.4 for a portion of the data. Pareils (a) show the variation in amplitude (solid

curves) and phase (dashed curves) as a fiinaion of hydrophone position along 5 mm

segments of the sample diameter. Though the phase exhibits minimai variation across
bright speckles, it does very dramaticdy in the "dark" regions.

This is pointed out more

clearly in panels @), where the rateofahange of the phase with detector position is
contrasted with the amplitude variation. The dramatic phase variations occur where the

amplitude is low, implying that the âidisrtion iu the total transmission will be niinllnaleven

for detectors of tinte (but smaii) area h s e the major component of the total
transmission arises Born ueas where the phase varies little.
To extract the a c t d reduction in transmission at higher tiequencies (where the
wavelengths are shorter), the phase canceiiations across the detectors were calculateci.
Relative to the 1.5 MHz data and the 200 p n diameter hydrophone, higher frequency
waves see a hydrophone of larger diameter. The r e d e d diameter was given by the ratio
of the frequency f in question to that of the 1.5 MHz reference frequency, fM. The
phase and amptitude data at

fd

were used to calculate the ratios of the mean intensities

from a point detector and the rescaled detector, thus providing the transmission correction
factor. The mean intensity fiom a point detector was found by squaring the amplitude and
averaging over the entùe daector displacement (800 pixels in 24 mm). The caiculation
for the rescaled detector was a little more involved. First the data needed to be
transformed from one into two dllnensions. This was done by BSSuning, for ail points
along the detection line, that the variation in amplitude and phase was the same in both

orthogod aliections, in essence perfonning a 90' rotation of the line about itseif at each

O
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5

Detector Displacement (mm)
W r e B.3

(a) The amplitude (sotid a w e ) and p

h (dashed curve) variation dong a

5 mm length of the sample diameter, et 1.5 MH5 (L= 10 mm; a = 0.47 mm, sieved beads).

(b) The rateofahange of the phase (dashed nim)as compared to the amplitude variation
( d i d curve).
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Detector Displacement (mm)
Figure B.4

(a) The amplitude (soiid mm) and phase (dashed c w e ) variation dong a

further 5 mm Length of the sample diameter, at 1.5 MHz (L= 10 mm;a = 0.47 mm, sieved
beads).

0)The rate-of~hangeofthe phase (dashed c w e ) as compareci to the ampüiude

variation (solid cuwe).

point. While not exact, this assumption suffices to obtain very reliable results since the
averaging is perfonned over many s p e c k for which the phase variations are similar. The
number of pixels to average over was detennined as

where 30 pm is the step size (pixel length), (2ûûp m)(f /fw) the rescaied diameter of
the detector, and

4-

the correction required due to assuming a square (not circular)

detector. The average field across the detector may be represented by

where 4, is the average phase across the detector, M ithe phase in the f i pixel ( d t h
respect to the average), A, the field amplitude in the ith pixel, and A the resultant
amplitude of the average field. Since equation (B.7) holds for all times t, at t = O we find

Squaring equation (B.8) to produce an intensity and then averaging over the entire grid (a
stnp the width of the detector) @es

the total transmission besed on a finite detector area.

The effect on the 3.5 MHz transmitted intensity, of ushg a 200 p n diameter hydrophone

rather than a "point detector," is ülustrated in figure B.5. The dashed curw represents the
intensity as a fundion of the position of a point detector (Le. no interference), while the

O----e

With interference
Without interference

Detector Displacement (mm)
Figure B.5

Effect of finite detector a r a on the transmiaed intensity at 3.5 MHz, based

on rescaiing the 1.5 M E transmission data to the higher âequency. The soiid curve

indicates the spurious ndu*ion in the transmission, due to a 200 /an diameter detector, as
compareci to that expected for a point detector (dashed curve).

solid curve shows that of the finite detector; 85% of the area under the dashed curve lies
beneath the solid awe. The spurious reduction in the transmission for the 1.55 MHz
reference data, due to interference across the detector, was estimated to be 4% on the
basis of the application of the above procedure to itself This 4% was added to the
transmission ratios at higher kquencies to correct for the stight inaâequacy in the
reference data. Table 8.2 shows the resuitant correction factors at various frequencies of
interest, a s s u d g a 2ûû pm diameter hydrophone.

CC-I
f(MHz)

Table B.2

Correction

Cornestion factors for spwious phase cancel-

lation across a 200 p n diameter hydrophone at various

fiequencies of interest.

B.3 Effect of the input beam distribution
The steady state diffusion theory (Sec. 2.2.7.2) assumes a planar wave arriving at
the sample with nomial incidence. Although the experimental configuration gives nse to a

good approximation of such a condition (Sec. 4 3 - 3 4 , absolute measurements make it
crucial to quanti@ the efféct on the transmission due to the departwe of the measured
input beam distribution nom that of a planar wave. This is eady dont by comparing the

calculated transmissions for planar waves and measured distributions, using typicai vaiues
of the diisive parameters at each ftequency.

The dependence of the incident intensity on the detector position, over a square
region 900 cm2in area, is show in figure B.6 for a fiequency of 1.55 MHz, a distance of
75 cm away fiom a 0.64 cm dimeter planar tmsducer, where the detector position is the

radiai distance from the propagation axis of the incident wave. For convenience, the
intensity has been fit to a Gaussian, aüowing the integration over the beam distribution to
be easily pedomed when detamiiiing the transmission £tom equation (2.98).
Transmissions were calcuiated for typicaf square deteaion grids containhg 121 point with
nearest neighbour distances of 2 mm. Figun B.7illustrates the normaüzeâ (to the on-axis
position) transmission, at a nurnber of dEerent detector positions within the grid, through

a sample at 1.5 MHz (using t y p i d values for the parameters), showing conclusively its
dependence on the intensity of the incident wave. The solid c w e is the fit to the beam
distribution (open circles), mon fuUy shown in the prewious figure. Note that this cwve
fits the transmission (soiid diamonds) very weU. It should be noted that the fit to the input
intensity was merely used to cafc11late the transmission so as to allow a cornparison
between the two; how weli a Gaussian fhction fits the input beam distribution is no! of
importance. This means that nonnrlipag the meuund transmission at each point by the
incident intensity at that point is quivalent to having a planar incident wave. However,

Detector Position (mm)
Fiwe B.6

Variation of the incident intensity at 1.55 MHz, for a 6.4 mm diameter

generating transducer 75 cm âom the detector. The beam distribution hs been fit to a

Gaussian for convenience.

6
0

Calculated transmission
Measured beam distribution
Fit to beam distribution

-

\

Detector Position (mm)
Fimire B.7

The calculateci transmission at 1.5 5 M)4 ushg typical values for the

diaisive parameters and normalized to unity on-axis, wmpared with the measured beam
distribution and its fit (figure 5.6).

when one compares the dculated transmission at the on-axis detection position with that
calculateci for a mie planar wave, the latter is still slightly pater, implying that this
method of nomielizing the data has failed to fÙUy capture the effkct of the incident beam

distribution. This anses because, within the immediate neigbbourhood of any detection

point, the mean incident intensity is Iwer than it is at the point itself. Qualitatively, the
transmitteâ intensity is dominateci by the incident intensity in the immecüate region (circle)
around the point shce more paths of equivalent length corne bom the perimeter than fiom
the centre (as long as the paths are not to long). Quantitatively,this correction is given by
the ratio of the calnilateci transmission for a tnie planar wave to that caidated for the
actual beam distribution.

This,the smallest of all the corrections considerd, varied fiom

1-02 (at 1.O MHz, for a 12.7 mm diameter generating transducer), to 1-07 (at 3.5 MHz,

for a 6.4 mm diarmter grnerathg transducer).

C

Further results

C.l Effect of filtering the diffusive pulse data
In Sec. 5.5.1.3.4, the resuits of the anaiysis of the 2.5 MHz point source data were
presented for the variation of D and r, with

2,

for different sample thicknesses (figure

5.27), ailowing a ~e~consistent
value of zo to be determineci. Unfortunately, such se@=

consistent detenninations of the p e n d o n depth codd not be made so reliaMy at ail
fiequemies. One of the reasons for this wu dispersion in the scatterd sound, as a
consequena of the tiequency continuum within the incident pulse due to its finite width.

.. .

The effms of dispersion can be minunized by fûtering the data before the ensemble
average is constmcted. To illustrate the manner in which consistent values for D and

i,

are achieveâ, we consider the eEect of nIUring at a fiequency where the dispersion is
particularly acute.
Short pulses at a central Grequency of 1.55 MHz were transmitted through

unsieved glas bead (radius, a = 0.5 mm) amples within the on-axis point source
geometry, and the ensemble averaged diatsive pulses obtsined, without fihering, for three
diffaent sample thicknesses (L = 5.06, 10.3, and 25.4 mm). In figure C. 1, the resulting
values of D and r, ,over a range of values of z,,,are shown. The c w e s through the data
(which are guides to the eye) show no common " i n t e d o n point" from which to
ascertain 2,. Indeed, the findiags of difision thwry show no agreement at any value of
zo for even the

maximum permissible uncertainties in D and

7,.

In this regard, the

discrepancies in the absorption times found at each thickness are especially large. The
ballistic muisurements of the intensities (Sec. 5.2) provided the first indication that

filtering was necessary, and subsequently the dinusion coefficient was found to be strongly
dependent on fiequency (Sec. 5.5.3.2).

Consequentiy, the data were Gaussian FFT

fihered (cf. Sec. 5.2.3.1) to reduce the fiequency content of the scatterad signals. Using a

bandwidth of 0.2 MHk, the individuai wavefonns fkom each wherence area were filterd
before the envelopes and disive pulses were found. Figure C.2 (plotteci on the same
d e as figure C. 1) shows the r d t s of repeating the fitting process to again find D and
5,

over a range of valws of z,,,and cornparison with figure C. 1 reveals a si@cant

increase in the consistency of the panmeters. The dect of the f i i t e ~ gis seen to be
strongly dependent on sarnple thickness, with the greatest effkct ocavring for the thickest
sample. For values of D anâ sa in the neighbourhood of z,,= 1 mm, D has b a n reduced
by 200/. and r, by 5û% for the 25.4 mm thick sample, but both parameters remain

virtually unchanged for the two thinner samples. This behaviwr is consistent with the
anticipateci effkcts of dispersion, which are exacerbateci by increasing the sample thickness.
For the thinner samples, the filtering acts to reduce the dependence of D and s, on 2, by
flattening the slope of the curves (Le. the prirnady effcct is at low or high values of

2,).

Thus, in even highly dispersive regimes, f i î t e ~ gthe data proves not to be necessaiy
except for the thickest of the samples studied. Figure C.3 indicates the quality of the fits

for the 25.4 mm thidc sample; the diffusiontheory is s a n to provide a more accurate fit to
the filtered data [figure C.3@)], especidy at early thes, than it does for the untütered
data [figure C.3(a)]. Fitting both the unfiltered and the nItered data at z,, = 0.85 mm
results in the reduction of D korn 0.33 to 0.27 mm2/,us, and in the nduction of r, fkom

Figure CC1
2,.

Dependence of the fitted parameten D and sa on the penetration depth

for unsieved gfass bead (radius, a = 0.5 mm ) samples at three diffmnt thicknesses,

using unnltered point-source data at a central fhquency of 1.55 MHz.

Fipure 2

Dependence of the fitted parameters D and r, on the penetration depth

z, ,using the same data as for figureC. 1, but now hltered at a bandwidth of 0.2 MHz (and
central frrquency of 1.55 MHz).

Fimre C.3

The ditnisive intensities for transmission through the 25.4 mm thick sample

at a central fiequency of 1.55 MHt: (a) unfilterd data, and (b) filterd data. The smooth
soüd Cumes are the best least-squares fits to the difftsion theory at z, = 0.85 mm.

46 to 28ps, respectively; the latter values are consistent with those found for the 10.3

mm thick sample. Consistency with the 5.06 mm thick sarnple is not possible without
assuming unreasonable uncertainties in the parameters for tbat sample. The diaision
approximation, however, begins to break d o m for samples l a than about three or four
transport mean fiee paths thick (Zhang et al., 1997). The fitting results for the t h e s t
sample are thus inherently suspect, as the d i o n approximation may not be accurate at
this point. Using oniy the two thicker samples, the peaetmtion depth may be estimated as
2,

= L0 I0.5 mm. Since i* = 2, to an excellent approximation, the supposition the

dffision approximation begins to faii for the thinnest sampfe is plausible. Consistent
values for D and r, are obtained using the two thicker samples.

C.2 Analyzing the planar diffusive pulse data
The values of D and s, obtaimd by fitting the 1.55 MHz data for a range of

2,

are shown in figure C.4 (fke nomaüzation fit) and figure CS (fixed normaüzation fit).

For the free nonnakation fits, the spread of the d i s i o n parameters shows a dependence
on sample thickness similar to that of the point-source data (figure C. 1, albeit iaterpolated
to common sarnple thicknesses); at

2,

=r= 19m, D

varies by 200/. (which is

excessive), and r, by 3W. A large part of this variation may be explained by the
difEerent nonnaiization factors ascertained by the fit for each sarnple thickness. As table

C. i shows, the fne nonnakation parameter varies by a fa*or of two at 1.55 MHz (for

4 = 1.2 mm). Asserthg a consistent fixed nomakation for al1 thm sarnple thicknesses,

Figure C.4

Dependence of the fitted parameters D and r, on the penetration depth

zO,allowing fiee norrnalization in the fit, for samples at three diierent thicknesses, using

planar source data at a central fiequency of 1.55 MHz.

b r e C.5

Dependena of the fitted parameters D and

z, ,requiring &ed normalization in the fit, for samples at t

planar source data at a centrai fiequency of 1.55 MHz.

ta on

the penetration depth

h different thichiesses, using

though fu~herlessenhg the ~ensitivityof D and r, to variations in z,, (due to changes in
the nomaiization parameter with zO), also rnarkeâiy reduces the spread in the fitted
values, particulariy for D (figure C.5

- note the difference in scde to figure C.4).

The

effectof the nxed notmaiization fi^ is manifesteci as a distinct decrease in D and r, ,with
the amount dependent upon the magnitude of the departure between the fieand fixeci

normalization thon. Thus the dominant contribution to the reduction in the spread is

fiom refitting the 10.1 mm thick sample.

Table C.1

(a) FDred nonnatizBtion mors, and (b) fke

normaüzation factors, used when fitting the diffusive pulses
at three dmerent f?equencies.

Tirne (ps)
-gUre C.6

The profiles of the noniulized ensemble-averagd intensities transmitted

as discussed in figun C.4. The open symbols are the data, wMe the smwth soiid curves
are the best least-squaresfits usingfie normaiization, at 2, = 12 mm.

Fiaure C.7

T h e profiles of the normalized ensemble-averaged intensities transmitted

as disaissed in figure CS. The open symbols are the data, whiie the smooth d i d n w e s
are the best least-squares fits usingflxed norrnalization, at 2, = 1.2 mm.

The quality of the fits, for both hee and nxed normalizations, at z,, = 12mm, are
shown in figure C.6 and figure C.7, respedvely, for aU thne sample thicknesses. The fkee

nomalilntion fits are seen to be excellent, while the fixed normaiization fits appear to be
les W. The principle e&ct seems to be an effectivedisplacement of the leading edge to
later tiws, evidenceâ as a reduction in D. The fixed nonnalization fits, though
acceptable, no longer appear quite as convincing a demonstration of the accucacy of the
diision approximation as was eariia seen. This appearance is Mse. The justification for
this staternent may be found in the dispersive behaviour of D in this Liequency range,
wfüch was alluded to in Appendix C.1. There, fiitdg the difhsely transmitted sound
resulted in an improved fit with s d e r values for D and r, (figure C.3). For reasons
discusd in Sec. 5.5.3, the effcct of f i l t e ~ gwas only apparent for the thickest of sarnples

(L = 25.4 mm). Comparing the fltered fit with the unfiitered data in figure C.3 produces
something not uniilce that revealed in figure C.7 for the fixed norrnalization fits. It is
suggested that this similarity betrays a cornmon origin, namely signincant dispersion in D.
If so, fixing the normalization forces the fit to select the "dominant" diaision parameters

from the "smeared out" diaisive pulse. Whaher the precise frequency at which these
dominant parameters are selected corresponds to the centrai fiequency of the input pulse
depends on the shape of the dispersion, and to a lesser extent, on the fnquency
dependence of the nomaikation correction factor.
The discussion of the planar source difnisive data is concluded witb the
presentation of the behaviow at 3.5 MHz. As was seen in Sec. 5.5.3, the diffusion
coefficient exhibits strong dispersion in the neighbourhood of 3.5 MHz (kwu= 7), hence

Fimre 8

Dependence of the fitted parameters D and

7,

on the peuetration depth

z,, aüowing tia nordkation in the fit, for samples at three di&nnt thicknesses, using
filtered planar source data at a central fiequency of 3.5 MHz
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Dependence of the fitted parameters D and sa on the penetration depth

zO,requhing fixed normaiization in the fit, for sarnples at three Werent thicknesses, using

filtered planar source data at a central fiequency of 3.5 MHz.

Fimire C. 10

Cornparison of the fbe and fixeci nonnalization fits, for 2, = 1.0mm ,to the

diffusive pulse determineci from transmission through (a) the L = 7.1 mm sample and (b)
the L = 10.1 mm sample, at 3.5 MHz.

(free normalizatio
= 0.466 mmz/ps, r = 9.3
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b r e C.11

The diffusive intensities for transmission through the 15.2 mm thick mnple

at a central fraquency of 3.5 MHz. The smooth d i d auves, and indicated parameters,
are the result of the best least-squares fits to the diffusion theory at zo = l.Omm.

Cornparison of panels (a), (b) and (c) show the effect of f l t e ~ gthe data, and fit
nomaüzation.

the desision to filter the data. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the data presented result
âom Gaussian FFT filtering the transmitted =und with a 0.2 MHz bandwidth. The values
of D and r, obtaineà by fitting the d i s i v e pulses for a range of zo are shown in figure
C.8 (fienommihion fit) and figure C.9 (nxed normalizaton fit). Behaviour sllnilar to

that noted at 2.5 MHz (Sec. 5.5.1 -3.7) is found, with the thinnest sample providing results
again inconsistent

with those of the thicker samples. Figure C. lO(a) and figure C. lm)

compare the fia and fixed normalization tits to the dintsive pulse data for the 7.1 mm

and 10.1 mm thick samples, respectively, at zo = l . O m . Both the bee and fixed
nomialkation fits for the 7.1 mm sample do not agree with the data on the rising edge of
the pulse. A systematidy low sampIe thicicness, or the presence of air bubbles, has been
suggested (Sec. 5.5.1 -3.7) to account for the anomalous reduction in D and s, . These
suggestions do not explain why the free nomakation factor is so much larger for the thin
sample than for the thicker samples (which are well within a factor of two of the nxed
normaüzations), namely -2.2 and -4.6 times Iarger at 2.5 MH2 and 3.5 MHz, respectively
(Table C. 1). The fact that the discnpancy in the normalkation is worse at 3.5 MHi
explains why the fits shown in figure C.lû(a) are worse than those shown in figure 5.36.

Such behaviour is consistent with the presence of very low bead density regions in the
sarnple (Le. large water-filled voids), where the scattering is low and the transmission thus
increased. However, the position of the nsing edge of the difnisive pulse data seems to
suggest a small value for D, which would UeIy be inconsistent [equation (2.6511 with the
requirement that l' must then increase. One positive, definitive, statement can be made

to conchde this discussion. A sienificant depamire of the fiee normaîization factor firom
the exp-ed

value indicates problerns with the sample. Hence, the fret normalkation

factor rnay be of some use in material characterization of multiple scattering systems

(nondestructive testing appiications).
It was earlier noted (Appendii C. 1) for the 1.55 M H z data (kwaa 3 ) that f i i t e ~ g
was only beneficial for the thickest of samples (L

whether filtehg

= 25 mm). Accordingiy. to ascertain

zt 3.5 LMHz( k , p 7) has had an e f f i on the quaiiiy d the fit md the

difbsive parameters found. the ditnisive pulse for the L = 15.2 mm sample was

determine. f?oin the unfiitered &a,
resuhs. ïhe unfiltercd fit (&cd

fit at

2,

= l.Omn, and compareci to the filtered

normaiization) is presented in figure C. 1l(a), and the

filteteci fit (ükewise fixed normalization) in figure C. l l(b). Excellent agreement is noted,
with the two values for D (as well as r, ) di&ring only in the third sigmficant digit. For

completeness, the fia nonnalization filterd fit is shown in figure C. 1l(c). In d three
plots, the diffusion theory appears to fit the data tolerably weii.
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